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Introduction

The Fifth Workshop on Vision and Language 2016 (VL’16) took place in Berlin on the 12th August
2016, as part of ACL’16. The workshop is organised by the European Network on Integrating Vision
and Language which is funded as a European COST Action. The VL workshops have the general
aims: 1. to provide a forum for reporting and discussing planned, ongoing and completed research
that involves both language and vision; and 2. to enable NLP and computer vision researchers to meet,
exchange ideas, expertise and technology, and form new research partnerships.

The call for papers for VL’16 elicited a good number of submissions, each of which was peer-reviewed
by three members of the programme committee. The interest in the workshop from leading NLP and
computer vision researchers and the quality of submissions was high, so we aimed to be as inclusive
as possible within the practical constraints of the workshop. In the end, we accepted five submissions
as long papers, and eight as short papers. The resulting workshop programme packed a lot of exciting
content into one day. We were delighted to be able to include in the programme a keynote presentation
by Yejin Choi, University of Washington.

We would like to thank all the people who have contributed to the organisation and delivery of this
workshop: the authors who submitted such high quality papers; the programme committee for their
prompt and effective reviewing; our keynote speaker; the ACL 2016 organising committee, especially
the workshops chairs; the participants in the workshop; and future readers of these proceedings for your
shared interest in this exciting new area of research.

August 2016,
Anja Belz, Erkut Erdem, Krystian Mikolajczyk and Katerina Pastra
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Automatic Annotation of Structured Facts in Images

Mohamed Elhoseiny1,2, Scott Cohen1, Walter Chang1, Brian Price1, Ahmed Elgammal2
1Adobe Research 2Department of Computer Science, Rutgers University

Abstract

Motivated by the application of fact-level
image understanding, we present an auto-
matic method for data collection of struc-
tured visual facts from images with cap-
tions. Example structured facts include
attributed objects (e.g., <flower, red>),
actions (e.g., <baby, smile>), interac-
tions (e.g., <man, walking, dog>), and
positional information (e.g., <vase, on,
table>). The collected annotations are in
the form of fact-image pairs (e.g.,<man,
walking, dog> and an image region con-
taining this fact). With a language ap-
proach, the proposed method is able to col-
lect hundreds of thousands of visual fact
annotations with accuracy of 83% accord-
ing to human judgment. Our method au-
tomatically collected more than 380,000
visual fact annotations and more than
110,000 unique visual facts from images
with captions and localized them in im-
ages in less than one day of processing
time on standard CPU platforms. We will
make the data publically available.

1 Introduction

People generally acquire visual knowledge by ex-
posure to both visual facts and to semantic or
language-based representations of these facts, e.g.,
by seeing an image of “a person petting dog” and
observing this visual fact associated with its lan-
guage representation . In this work, we focus on
methods for collecting structured facts that we de-
fine as structures that provide attributes about an
object, and/or the actions and interactions this ob-
ject may have with other objects. We introduce
the idea of automatically collecting annotations
for second order visual facts and third order vi-

sual facts where second order facts <S,P> are at-
tributed objects (e.g., <S: car, P: red>) and single-
frame actions (e.g., <S: person, P: jumping>),
and third order facts specify interactions (i.e.,
<boy, petting, dog>). This structure is helpful for
designing machine learning algorithms that learn
deeper image semantics from caption data and al-
low us to model the relationships between facts.
In order to enable such a setting, we need to col-
lect these structured fact annotations in the form
of (language view, visual view) pairs (e.g., <baby,
sitting on, chair> as the language view and an im-
age with this fact as a visual view) to train models.

(Chen et al., 2013) showed that visual con-
cepts, from a predefined ontology, can be learned
by querying the web about these concepts using
image-web search engines. More recently, (Div-
vala et al., 2014) presented an approach to learn
concepts related to a particular object by query-
ing the web with Google-N-gram data that has the
concept name. There are three limitations to these
approaches. (1) It is difficult to define the space of
visual knowledge and then search for it. It is fur-
ther restricting to define it based on a predefined
ontology such as (Chen et al., 2013) or a particu-
lar object such as (Divvala et al., 2014). (2) Using
image search is not reliable to collect data for con-
cepts with few images on the web. These methods
assume that the top retrieved examples by image-
web search are positive examples and that there
are images available that are annotated with the
searched concept. (3) These concepts/facts are not
structured and hence annotations lacks informa-
tion like “jumping” is the action part in <person,
jumping >, or “man’ and “horse” are interacting in
<person, riding, horse >. This structure is impor-
tant for deeper understanding of visual data, which
is one of the main motivations of this work.

The problems in the prior work motivate us to
propose a method to automatically annotate struc-
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Figure 1: Structured Fact Automatic Annotation

tured facts by processing image caption data since
facts in image captions are highly likely to be lo-
cated in the associated images. We show that
a large quantity of high quality structured visual
facts could be extracted from caption datasets us-
ing natural language processing methods. Cap-
tion writing is free-form and an easier task for
crowd-sourcing workers than labeling second- and
third-order tasks, and such free-form descriptions
are readily available in existing image caption
datasets. We focused on collecting facts from the
MS COCO image caption dataset (Lin et al., 2014)
and the newly collected Flickr30K entities (Plum-
mer et al., 2015). We automatically collected more
than 380,000 structured fact annotations in high
quality from both the 120,000 MS COCO scenes
and 30,000 Flickr30K scenes.

The main contribution of this paper is an ac-
curate, automatic, and efficient method for ex-
traction of structured fact visual annotations from
image-caption datasets, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Our approach (1) extracts facts from captions as-
sociated with images and then (2) localizes the
extracted facts in the image. For fact extrac-
tion from captions, We propose a new method
called SedonaNLP for fact extraction to fill gaps
in existing fact extraction from sentence methods
like Clausie (Del Corro and Gemulla, 2013). Se-
donaNLP produces more facts than Clausie, es-
pecially <subject,attribute> facts, and thus en-
ables collecting more visual annotations than us-
ing Clausie alone. The final set of automatic an-
notations are the set of successfully localized facts
in the associated images. We show that these facts
are extracted with more than 80% accuracy ac-
cording to human judgment.

2 Motivation

Our goal by proposing this automatic method is to
generate language&vision annotations at the fact-
level to help study language&vision for the sake of

structured understanding of visual facts. Existing
systems already work on relating captions directly
to the whole image such as (Karpathy et al., 2014;
Kiros et al., 2015; Vinyals et al., 2015; Xu et al.,
2015; Mao et al., 2015; Antol et al., 2015; Mali-
nowski et al., 2015; Ren et al., 2015). This gives
rise to a key question about our work: why it is
useful to collect such a large quantity of structured
facts compared to caption-level systems?

We illustrate the difference between caption-
level learning fact-level learning that motivates
this work by the example in Fig 1. Caption-level
learning systems correlate captions like those on
top of Fig. 1(top-left) to the whole image that in-
cludes all objects. Structured Fact-level learning
systems are instead fed with localized annotations
for each fact extracted form the image caption; see
in Fig. 1(right), Fig. 6, and 7 in Sec. 6. Fact
level annotations are less confusing training data
than sentences because they provide more precise
information for both the language and the visual
views. (1) From the language view, the annota-
tions we generate is precise to list a particular fact
(e.g., <bicycle,parked between, parking posts>).
(2) From the visual view, it provide the bounding
box of this fact; see Fig 1. (3) A third unique
part about our annotations is the structure: e.g.,
<bicycle,parked between, parking posts> instead
of “a bicycle parked between parking posts”.

Our collected data has been used to develop
methods that learn hundreds of thousands of im-
age facts, as we introduced and studied in (Elho-
seiny et al., 2016a). The results shows that fact-
level learning is superior compared to caption-
level learning like (Kiros et al., 2015), as shown in
Table 4 in (Elhoseiny et al., 2016a) (16.39% accu-
racy versus 3.48% for (Kiros et al., 2015)). It fur-
ther shows the value of the associated structure in
the (16.39% accuracy versus 8.1%) in Table 4(El-
hoseiny et al., 2016a)). Similar results also shown
on a smaller scale in Table 3 in (Elhoseiny et al.,
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2016a).

3 Approach Overview
We propose a two step automatic annotation of
structured facts: (i) Extraction of structured fact
from captions, and (ii) Localization of these facts
in images. First, the captions associated with
the given image are analyzed to extract sets of
clauses that are considered as candidate <S,P>,
and <S,P,O> facts.

Captions can provide a tremendous amount
of information to image understanding systems.
However, developing NLP systems to accu-
rately and completely extract structured knowl-
edge from free-form text is an open problem.
We extract structured facts using two methods:
Clausie (Del Corro and Gemulla, 2013) and Se-
dona( detailed later in Sec 4); also see Fig 1.
We found Clausie (Del Corro and Gemulla, 2013)
missed many visual facts in the captions which
motivated us to develop Sedona to fill this gap as
detailed in Sec. 4.

Second, we localize these facts within the im-
age (see Fig. 1). The successfully located facts
in the images are saved as fact-image annotations
that could be used to train visual perception mod-
els to learn attributed objects, actions, and inter-
actions. We managed to collect 380.409 high-
quality second- and third-order fact annotations
(146,515 from Flickr30K Entities, 157,122 from
the MS COCO training set, and 76,772 from the
MS COCO validation set). We present statistics
of the automatically collected facts in the Experi-
ments section. Note that the process of localizing
facts in an image is constrained by information in
the dataset.

For MS COCO, the dataset contains object an-
notations for about 80 different objects as pro-
vided by the training and validation sets. Although
this provides abstract information about objects
in each image (e.g., “person”), it is usually men-
tioned in different ways in the caption. For the
“person” object, “man”, “girl”, “kid”, or “child”
could instead appear in the caption. In order to lo-
cate second- and third-order facts in images, we
started by defining visual entities. For the MS
COCO dataset (Lin et al., 2014), we define a visual
entity as any noun that is either (1) one of the MS
COCO dataset objects, (2) a noun in the WordNet
ontology (Miller, 1995; Leacock and Chodorow,
1998) that is an immediate or indirect hyponym of
one of the MS COCO objects (since WordNet is

searchable by a sense and not a word, we perform
word sense disambiguation on the sentences using
a state-of-the-art method (Zhong and Ng, 2010)),
or (3) one of scenes the SUN dataset (Xiao et al.,
2010) (e.g., a “restaurant”). We expect visual enti-
ties to appear either in the S or the O part (if exists)
of a candidate fact. This allows us to then localize
facts for images in the MS COCO dataset. Given
a candidate third-order fact, we first try to assign
each S and O to one of the visual entities. If S
and O elements are not visual entities, then the fact
is ignored. Otherwise, the facts are processed by
several heuristics, detailed in Sec 5. For instance,
our method takes into account that grounding the
plural ”men” in the fact <S:men, P: chasing, O:
soccer ball > may require the union of multiple
”man” bounding boxes.

In the Flickr30K Entities dataset (Plummer et
al., 2015), the bounding box annotations are pre-
sented as phrase labels for sentences (for each
phrase in a caption that refers to an entity in the
scene). A visual entity is considered to be a phrase
with a bounding box annotation or one of the SUN
scenes. Several heuristics were developed and ap-
plied to collect these fact annotations, e.g. ground-
ing a fact about a scene to the entire image; de-
tailed in Sec 5.

4 Fact Extraction from Captions

We extract facts from captions using
Clausie (Del Corro and Gemulla, 2013) and
our proposed SedonaNLP system. In contrast to
Clausie, we address several challenging linguistic
issues by evolving our NLP pipeline to: 1)
correct many common spelling and punctua-
tion mistakes, 2) resolve word sense ambiguity
within clauses, and 3) learn a common spatial
preposition lexicon (e.g., “next to”, “on top of”,
“in front of”) that consists of over 110 such
terms, as well as a lexicon of over two dozen
collection phrase adjectives (e.g., ”group of”,
”bunch of”, ”crowd of”, ”herd of”). For our
purpose, these strategies allowed us to extract
more interesting structured facts that Clausie
fails at which include (1) more discrimination
between single versus plural terms, (2) extracting
positional facts (e.g., next to). Additionally,
SedonaNLP produces attribute facts that we
denote as <S, A>; see Fig 4. Similar to some
existing systems OpenNLP (Baldridge, 2014)
and ClearNLP (Choi, 2014), the SedonaNLP
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Figure 3: Accumulative Percentage of SP and SPO
facts in COCO 2014 captions as number of verbs
increases

platform also performs many common NLP
tasks: e.g., sentence segmentation, tokenization,
part-of-speech tagging, named entity extraction,
chunking, dependency and constituency-based
parsing, and coreference resolution. SedonaNLP
itself employs both open-source components such
as NLTK and WordNet, as well as internally-
developed annotation algorithms for POS and
clause tagging. These tasks are used to create
more advanced functions such as structured
fact annotation of images via semantic triple
extraction. In our work, we found SedonaNLP
and Clausie to be complementary for producing a
set of candidate facts for possible localization in
the image that resulted in successful annotations.

Varying degrees of success have been achieved
in extracting and representing structured triples
from sentences using <subject, predicate, object>
triples. For instance, (Rusu et al., 2007) de-
scribe a basic set of methods based on travers-
ing the parse graphs generated by various com-
monly available parsers. Larger scale text mining
methods for learning structured facts for question
answering have been developed in the IBM Wat-
son PRISMATIC framework (Fan et al., 2010).
While parsers such as CoreNLP (Manning et al.,
2014) are available to generate comprehensive de-
pendency graphs, these have historically required
significant processing time for each sentence or
have traded accuracy for performance. In contrast,
SedonaNLP currently employs a shallow depen-
dency parsing method that runs in some cases 8-
9X faster than earlier cited methods running on
identical hardware. We choose a shallow approach
with high, medium, and low confidence cutoffs af-
ter observing that roughly 80% of all captions con-

Figure 4: Examples of caption processing and
<S,P,O> and <S,P> structured fact extractions.

sisted of 0 or 1 Verb expressions (VX); see Fig. 3
for MSCOCO dataset (Lin et al., 2014). The top
500 image caption syntactic patterns we observed
can be found on our supplemental materials (El-
hoseiny et al., 2016b). These syntactic patterns
are used to learn rules for automatic extraction for
not only <S,P,O>, but also <S,P>, and <S,A>,
where <S,P>, are subject-action facts and <S,A>
are subject-attribute facts. Pattern examples and
statistics for MS COCO are shown in Fig. 5.

In SedonaNLP, structured fact extraction was
accomplished by learning a subset of abstract
syntactic patterns consisting of basic noun, verb,
and preposition expressions by analyzing 1.6M
caption examples provided by the MS COCO,
Flickr30K, and Stony Brook University Im2Text
caption datasets. Our approach mirrors exist-
ing known art with the addition of internally-
developed POS and clause tagging accuracy im-
provements through the use of heuristics listed

4



Figure 2: SedonaNLP Pipeline for Structured Fact Extraction from Captions

Figure 5: Examples of the top observed Noun (NX), Verb (VX), and Preposition (IN) Syntactic patterns.

below to reduce higher occurrence errors due to
systematic parsing errors: (i) Mapping past par-
ticiples to adjectives (e.g., stained glass), (ii) De-
nesting existential facts (e.g., this is a picture of a
cat watching a tv.), (iii) Identifying auxiliary verbs
(e.g., do verb forms).

In Fig. 4, we show an example of extracted
<S,P,O> structured facts useful for image anno-
tation for a small sample of MS COCO captions.
Our initial experiments empirically confirmed the
findings of IBM Watson PRISMATIC researchers
who indicated big complex parse trees tend to have
more wrong parses. By limiting a frame to be only
a small subset of a complex parse tree, we reduce
the chance of error parse in each frame (Fan et al.,
2010). In practice, we observed many correctly
extracted structured facts for the more complex
sentences (i.e., sentences with multiple VX verb
expressions and multiple spatial prepositional ex-
pressions) – these facts contained useful informa-
tion that could have been used in our joint learn-
ing model but were conservatively filtered to help
ensure the overall accuracy of the facts being pre-
sented to our system. As improvements are made
to semantic triple extraction and confidence eval-
uation systems, we see potential in several areas
to exploit more structured facts and to filter less
information. Our full <S,P,O> triple and related

tuple extractions for MS COCO and Flickr30K
datasets are available in the supplemental mate-
rial (Elhoseiny et al., 2016b).

5 Locating facts in the Image

In this section, we present details about the sec-
ond step of our automatic annotation process in-
troduced in Sec. 3. After the candidate facts are
extracted from the sentences, we end up with
a set Fs = {f i

l }, i = 1 : Ns for statement
s, where Ns is the number of extracted candi-
date fact f i

l , ∀i from the statement s using ei-
ther Clausie (Del Corro and Gemulla, 2013) or
Sedona-3.0. The localization step is further di-
vided into two steps. The mapping step maps
nouns in the facts to candidate boxes in the im-
age. The grounding step processes each fact asso-
ciated with the candidate boxes and outputs a fi-
nal bounding box if localization is successful. The
two steps are detailed in the following subsections.

5.1 Mapping

The mapping step starts with a pre-processing step
that filters out a non-useful subset of Fs and pro-
duces a more useful set F∗

s that we try to lo-
cate/ground in the image. We perform this step
by performing word sense disambiguation using
the state-of-the-art method (Zhong and Ng, 2010).
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The word sense disambiguation method provides
each word in the statement with a word sense in
the wordNet ontology (Leacock and Chodorow,
1998). It also assigns for each word a part of
speech tag. Hence, for each extracted candidate
fact in Fs we can verify if it follows the expected
part of speech according to (Zhong and Ng, 2010).
For instance, all S should be nouns, all P should be
either verbs or adjectives, and O should be nouns.
This results in a filtered set of facts F∗

s. Then,
each S is associated with a set of candidate boxes
in the image for second- and third-order facts and
each O associated with a set or candidate boxes
in the image for third-order facts only. Since en-
tities in MSCOCO dataset and Flickr30K are an-
notated differently, we present how the candidate
boxes are determined in each of these datasets.

MS COCO Mapping: Mapping to candidate
boxes for MS COCO reduces to assigning the S for
second-order and third-order facts, and S and O for
third-order facts. Either S or O is assigned to one
of the MSCOCO objects or SUN scenes classes.
Given the word sense of the given part (S or O),
we check if the given sense is a descendant of
MSCOCO objects senses in the wordNet ontology.
If it is, the given part (S or O) is associated with
the set of candidate bounding boxes that belongs
to the given object (e.g., all boxes that contain the
“person” MSCOCO object is under the “person”
wordnet node like “man”, ’girl’, etc). If the given
part (S or O) is not an MSCOCO object or one of
its descendants under wordNet, we further check
if the given part is one of the SUN dataset scenes.
If this condition holds, the given part is associated
with a bounding box of the whole image.

Flickr30K Mapping: In contrast to MSCOCO
dataset, the bounding box annotation comes for
each entity in each statement in Flickr30K dataset.
Hence, we compute the candidate bounding box
annotations for each candidate fact by searching
the entities in the same statement from which the
clause is extracted. Candidate boxes are those that
have the same name. Similarly, this process as-
signs S for second-order facts and assigns S and O
for second- and third-order facts.

Having finished the mapping process, whether
for MSCOCO or Flickr30K, each candidate fact
f i
l ∈ F∗

s, is associated with candidate boxes de-
pending on its type as follows.

<S,P> : Each f i
l ∈ F∗

s of second-order type
is associated with one set of bounding boxes bi

S ,

which are the candidate boxes for the S part. bi
O

could be assumed to be always an empty set for
second-order facts.

<S,P,O> : Each f i
l ∈ F∗

s of third-order type
is associated with two sets of bounding boxes bi

S

and bi
S as candidate boxes for the S and P parts,

respectively.

5.2 Grounding

The grounding process is the process of associat-
ing each f i

l ∈ F∗
s with an image fv by assigning

fl to a bounding box in the given MS COCO im-
age scene given the bi

S and bi
O candidate boxes.

The grounding process is relatively different for
the two dataset due to the difference of the entity
annotations.

Grounding: MS COCO dataset (Training
and Validation sets)

In the MS COCO dataset, one challenging as-
pect is that the S or O can be singular, plural, or
referring to the scene. This means that one S could
map to multiple boxes in the image. For example,
“people” maps to multiple boxes of “person”. Fur-
thermore, this case could exist for both the S and
the O. In cases where either S or O is plural, the
bounding box assigned is the union of all candi-
date bounding boxes in bi

S . The grounding then
proceeds as follows.

<S,P> facts:
(1) If the computed bi

S = ∅ for the given f i
l ,

then f i
l fails to ground and is discarded.

(2) If S singular, f i
v is the image region that with

the largest candidate bounding box in bi
S .

(3) If S is plural, f i
v is the image region that with

union of the candidate bounding boxes in bi
S .

<S,P, O> facts:
(1) If bi

S = ∅ and bi
O = ∅, f i

l fails to ground
and is ignored.

(2) If bi
S 6= ∅ and bi

O 6= ∅, then bounding
boxes are assigned to S and O such that the dis-
tance between them is minimized (though if S or O
is plural, the assigned bounding box is the union of
all bounding boxes for bi

S or bi
O respectively), and

the grounding is assigned the union of the bound-
ing boxes assigned to S and O.

(3) If either bi
S = ∅ or bi

O = ∅, then a
bounding box is assigned to the present object (the
largest bounding box if singular, or the union of all
bounding boxes if plural). If the area of this region
compared to the area of the whole scene is greater
than a threshold th = 0.3, then the f i

v is associ-
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Table 1: Human Subject Evaluation by MTurk workers %

Dataset (responses) Q1 Q2 Q3
yes no Yes No a b c d e f g

MSCOCO train 2014 (4198) 89.06 10.94 87.86 12.14 64.58 12.64 3.51 5.10 0.86 1.57 11.73
MSCOCO val 2014 (3296) 91.73 8.27 91.01 8.99 66.11 14.81 3.64 4.92 1.00 0.70 8.83

Flickr30K Entities2015 (3296) 88.94 11.06 88.19 11.81 70.12 11.31 3.09 2.79 0.82 0.39 11.46
Total 89.84 10.16 88.93 11.07 66.74 12.90 3.42 4.34 0.89 0.95 10.76

Table 2: Human Subject Evaluation by Volunteers % (This is another set of annotations different from
those evaluated by MTurkers)

Volunteers Q1 Q2 Q3
yes No Yes No a b c d e f g

MSCOCO train 2014 (400) 90.75 9.25 91.25 8.75 73.5 8.25 2.75 6.75 0.5 0.5 7.75
MSCOCO val 2014 (90) 97.77 2.3 94.44 8.75 84.44 8.88 3.33 1.11 0 0 2.22

Flickr30K Entities 2015 (510) 78.24 21.76 73.73 26.27 64.00 4.3 1.7 1.7 0.7 1.18 26.45

ated to the whole image of the scene. Otherwise,
f i
l fails to ground and is ignored.

Grounding: Flickr30K dataset The main dif-
ference in Flickr30K is that for each entity phrase
in a sentence, there is a box in the image. This
means there is no need to have cases for single and
plural. Since in this case, the word “men” in the
sentence will be associated with the set of boxes
referred to by “men” in the sentences. We union
these boxes for plural words as one candidate box
for “men”

We can also use the information that the object
box has to refer to a word that is after the sub-
ject word, since subject usually occurs earlier in
the sentence compared to object. We union these
boxes for plural words.

<S,P> facts:
If the computed bi

S = ∅ for the given f i
l , then

f i
l fails to ground and is discarded. Otherwise, the

fact is assigned to the largest candidate box in if
there are multiple boxes.

<S,P, O> facts: <S,P, O> facts are handled
very similar to MSCOCO dataset with two main
differences.

a) The candidate boxes are computed as de-
scribed for the case of Flickr30K dataset.

b) All cases are handled as single case, since
even plural words are assigned one box based on
the nature of the annotations in this dataset.

6 Experiments
6.1 Human Subject Evaluation

We propose three questions to evaluate each anno-
tation: (Q1) Is the extracted fact correct (Yes/No)?
The purpose of this question is to evaluate errors
captured by the first step, which extracts facts by
Sedona or Clausie. (Q2) Is the fact located in the
image (Yes/No)? In some cases, there might be a

fact mentioned in the caption that does not exist in
the image and is mistakenly considered as an an-
notation. (Q3) How accurate is the box assigned to
a given fact (a to g)? a (about right), b (a bit big),
c (a bit small), d (too small), e (too big), f (totally
wrong box), g (fact does not exist or other). Our
instructions on these questions to the participants
can be found in this url (Eval, 2016).

We evaluate these three questions for the facts
that were successfully assigned a box in the im-
age, because the main purpose of this evaluation
is to measure the usability of the collected annota-
tions as training data for our model. We created
an Amazon Mechanical Turk form to ask these
three questions. So far, we collected a total of
10,786 evaluation responses, which are an evalua-
tion of 3,595 (fv, fl) pairs (3 responses/ pair). Ta-
ble 2 shows the evaluation results, which indicate
that the data is useful for training, since≈83.1%
of them are correct facts with boxes that are either
about right, or a bit big or small (a,b,c). We further
some evaluation responses that we collected from
volunteer researchers in Table 2 showing similar
results.

Fig. 6 shows some successful qualitative results
that include four extracted structured facts from
MS COCO dataset (e.g., <person, using, phone>,
<person, standing>, etc). Fig 7 also show a nega-
tive example where there is a wrong fact among
the extracted facts (i.e., <house, ski>). The
main reason for this failure case is that “how” is
mistyped as “house”; see Fig 7. The supplemen-
tary materials (Elhoseiny et al., 2016b) includes all
the captions of these examples and also additional
qualitative examples.
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6.2 Hardness Evaluation of the collected data

In order to study how the method behave in both
easy and hard examples. This section present
statistics of the successfully extracted facts and re-
late it to the hardness of the extraction of these
facts. We start by defining hardness of an ex-
tracted fact in our case and its dependency on the
fact type. Our method collect both second- and
third-order facts. We refer to candidate subjects
as all instances of the entity in the image that
match the subject type of either a second-order
fact <S,P> or a third-order fact <S,P,O>. We
refer to candidate objects as all instances in the
image that match the object type of a third-order
fact <S,P,O>. The selection of the candidate sub-
jects and candidate objects is a part of our method
that we detailed in Sec 5. We define the hardness
for second order facts by the number of candidate
subjects and the hardness of third order facts by
the number of candidate subjects multiplied by the

Figure 6: Several Facts successfully extracted by
our method from two MS COCO scenes

Figure 7: An example where one of the extracted
facts are not correct due to a spelling mistake

number of candidate objects.
In Fig 8 and 9, the Y axis is the number of facts

for each bin. The X axis shows the bins that corre-
spond to hardness that we defined for both second
and third order fats. Figure 8 shows a histogram
of the difficulties for all Mturk evaluated examples
including both the successful and the failure cases.
Figure 9 shows a similar histogram but for but for
subset of facts verified by the Turkers with Q3 as
(about right). The figures show that the method is
able to handle difficulty cases even with more than
150 possibilities for grounding. We show these re-
sults broken out for MSCOCO and Flickr30K En-
tities datasets and for each fact types in the supple-
mentary materials (Elhoseiny et al., 2016b).

Figure 8: (All MTurk Data) Hardness histogram
after candidate box selection using our method

Figure 9: (MTurk Data with Q3=about
right)Hardness histogram after our candidate
box selection

7 Conclusion
We present a new method whose main purpose
to collect visual fact annotation by a language
approach. The collected data help train visual
system systems on the fact level with the diver-
sity of facts captured by any fact described by
an image caption. We showed the effectiveness
of the proposed methodology by extracting hun-
dreds of thousands of fact-level annotations from
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MSCOCO and Flickr30K datasets. We verified
and analyzed the collected data and showed that
more than 80% of the collected data are good for
training visual systems.
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Abstract

Explicit representations of images are use-
ful for linguistic applications related to im-
ages. We design a representation based on
first-order models that capture the objects
present in an image as well as their spa-
tial relations. We take a supervised learn-
ing approach to the spatial relation classi-
fication problem and study the effects of
spatial and lexical information on predic-
tion performance. We find that lexical in-
formation is required to accurately predict
spatial relations when combined with lo-
cation information, achieving an F-score
of 0.80, compared to a most-frequent-class
baseline of 0.62.

1 Introduction

In the light of growing amount of digital image
data, methods for automatically linking data to
language are a great asset. Due to recent ad-
vances in the distinct areas of language technology
and computer vision, research combining the two
fields has become increasingly popular, including
automatical generation of captions (Karpathy and
Fei-Fei, 2014, Elliott and Keller, 2013, Elliott et
al., 2014, Kulkarni et al., 2011, Vinyals et al.,
2014, Yang et al., 2011) and translation of text into
visual scenes (Coyne et al., 2010).

One task which has not yet been extensively
researched is the automatic derivation of rich ab-
stract representations from images (Neumann and
Möller, 2008, Malinowski and Fritz, 2014). A
formal representation of an image goes beyond
naming the objects that are present; it can also
account for some of the structure of the visual
scene by including spatial relations between ob-
jects. This information could enhance the inter-
face between language and vision. Imagine, for

instance, searching for images that show a “man
riding a bicycle”: it is necessary, but not sufficient,
for pictures to contain both a man and a bicycle. In
order to satisfy the query, the man also has to be
somehow connected to the bicycle, with his feet
on the pedals and his hands on the steering bar.

We argue that representations of images which
take into account spatial relations can enable more
sophisticated interactions between language and
vision that go beyond basic object co-occurrence.
The aim of this paper is to use an extension of
first-order models to represent images of real situ-
ations. In order to obtain such models, we need
(a) high-quality, broad-coverage object localisa-
tion and identification and methods to (b) accu-
rately determine object characteristics and to (c)
detect spatial relationships between objects.

As broad-coverage object detection systems are
not yet available, we carry out steps (a) and (b)
manually. Hence, in this paper, we focus on step
(c): the detection of spatial relations. This is dif-
ficult because there is a vast number of ways in
which a given relation can be realised in a visual
scene. The questions that we want to answer are
whether first-order models of classical logic are
appropriate to represent images, and what features
are suitable for detecting spatial relationships be-
tween objects in images. In particular, we want to
investigate what the impact of lexical knowledge
is on determining spatial relations, independent of
the quality of object recognition.

This paper is organised as follows. We will first
give more background about spatial relations (Sec-
tion 2) and related work on combining vision with
language technology (Section 3). Then we will
introduce our data set in Section 4, comprising a
hundred images with a total of 583 located objects
for which spatial relations need to be determined.
In Section 5 we outline our classification method
in detail and present and discuss our results.
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2 Background: Spatial Relations

In this paper we focus on the task of predict-
ing spatial relations in images, investigating three
relations (part-of, touching, supports;
see Section 4). We integrate the detected spatial
relations into first-order models borrowed from
logic, which offer an easily extendable represen-
tation of an image. Once detected, spatial rela-
tions can also serve as a useful basis for predict-
ing more specific predicates which hold between
objects, such as actions. For example, “ride” pre-
supposes touching, and “carry” or “hold” pre-
suppose that the object being carried or held is
supported by the other object. The spatial con-
figuration of two objects restricts the spatial rela-
tions which are possible (and plausible) between
them; for example, two objects can only touch
if they are in sufficient proximity to each other.
Knowledge of objects properties further constrains
the set of plausible relations. For example, if asked
to determine whether the two objects in Figure 1
are in a part-of relationship, the decision is dif-
ficult on spatial grounds alone, that is, not know-
ing what objects are (indicated by blackening the
picture). In this case, the spatial configuration on
its own does not supply sufficient information to
confidently answer this question.

Figure 1: Is A (red) part of B (blue)? We can’t tell:
we need semantic knowledge of A and B.

However, information about the objects them-
selves, beyond their locations, improves spatial re-
lation prediction. Consider Figure 2: when we re-
veal the object identities, we can be very certain
that the ice cream and boy are not in a part-of
relationship, but the cat and head are. Such in-
ferences about spatial relations are straightforward
for humans, while this is a difficult task for com-
puters. We suggest, however, that useful machine-
readable world knowledge can be gleaned from
lexical resources such as WordNet (Miller, 1995)
and large text corpora.

Figure 2: A not part of B (left); A part of B (right)

While many researchers have focused on gener-
ating textual descriptions for images (Karpathy
and Fei-Fei, 2014, Elliott and Keller, 2013, El-
liott et al., 2014, Kulkarni et al., 2011, Vinyals
et al., 2014, Yang et al., 2011), deriving a first-
order semantic model from an image is a task hith-
erto unattempted. The advantage of having an ab-
stract model instead of a textual label is the ease
with which inferences can be made. Inference pro-
cesses include querying the model and checking
for consistency and informativeness. This greatly
facilitates maintenance of image databases and en-
ables applications such as question answering and
image retrieval (Elliott et al., 2014).

3 Related Work

Research into combining Natural Language Pro-
cessing and Computer Vision has become increas-
ingly popular over the past years. There is an ex-
tensive body of work, among others in the follow-
ing areas: building multimodal models of mean-
ing which take into account both text and im-
age data (Bruni et al., 2012), generating images
from textual data (Lazaridou et al., 2015, Coyne et
al., 2010), Question Answering on images (Mali-
nowski and Fritz, 2014), and automatic image la-
bel generation (Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2014, Elliott
and Keller, 2013, Elliott et al., 2014, Kulkarni et
al., 2011, Vinyals et al., 2014, Yang et al., 2011).

Belz et al. (2015) present a method for selecting
prepositions to describe spatial relationships be-
tween objects in images. They use features based
on geometrical configurations of bounding boxes
as well as prior probabilities of prepositions oc-
curring with objects/class labels.

Several approaches have been proposed to rea-
son on spatial information derived from visual in-
put. Neumann and Möller (2008) discuss the po-
tential of knowledge representation for high-level
scene interpretation. Their focus is on Descrip-
tion Logic (DL), a subset of first-order predicate
calculus supporting inferences about various as-
pects of the scene. They identify requirements and
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processes for a system conducting stepwise infer-
ences about concepts in a scene. This would make
use of low-level visual and contextual information,
spatial constraints, as well as taxonomic and com-
positional links between objects. As their work is
a conceptual exploration of the area, they do not
specify how they would acquire such a knowledge
base with information about object relations and
contexts.

Falomir et al. (2011) aim at creating a qualita-
tive description of a scene (image or video still)
and translating it into Description Logic. Object
characteristics of interest include shape and colour
as well as spatial relations. The latter are based
on topology and include disjoint, touching, com-
pletely inside, and container as well as informa-
tion about relative orientation of objects. All qual-
itative descriptions are aggregated into an ontol-
ogy with a shared vocabulary, which aids the in-
ference of new knowledge using reasoning.

Zhu et al. (2014) present a Knowledge Base
(KB) approach to predicting affordances (possibil-
ities of interacting with objects - e.g. the handle
on a teacup is an affordance for holding). Evi-
dence in their Markov Logic Network KB consists
of: affordances (actions), human poses, five rela-
tive spatial locations of objects with respect to the
human (above, in-hand, on-top, below, next-to),
and the following kinds of attributes: visual (ma-
terial, shape, etc; obtained using a visual attribute
classifier), physical (weight, size; obtained from
online shopping sites), and categorical (hypernym
information from WordNet). They stress the im-
portance of inference, which is an essential ben-
efit of their approach. Their results for zero-shot
affordance prediction show a clear improvement
compared to classifier-based approaches, under-
lining the strength of the KB approach. They find
that categorical (“lexical”) attributes boost perfor-
mance.

4 The Image Model Collection

Below we present GrImSem-100 (Groningen Im-
age Semantics - 100), the dataset used in the
present work, which comprises a set of images
paired with image models. The image models con-
tain the first-order objects present in the images
together with their spatial relations. First we de-
scribe the selected images and how we annotated
them with spatial relations. Then we show what
kind of models we use to represent the images.

4.1 Selected Images
Our dataset consists of one hundred images with
associated first-order semantic models. We care-
fully hand-picked copyright-free images from an
existing large image resource.1 The selected im-
ages are shown in Figure 3. In the image selection

Figure 3: Selected images of our corpus.

process only images were chosen that contained
two or more clearly visible concrete real-world ob-
jects, in order to get image material interesting for
investigating spatial relation between various ob-
jects. As a result, typical images are of dogs chas-
ing cats, human beings or animals eating some-
thing, or people riding their bicycle.

Selection of objects to annotate was mostly
based on object size (large objects are annotated,
small ones omitted), but exceptions were made
for small objects which were striking or interest-
ing. Each object was captured by a bounding box,
also known as a “Minimal Bounding Rectangle”
(MBR), a often used approximation to identify ob-
ject in images (Wang, 2003). The bounding box of
an object (Figure 4) is simply a rectangle covering
all of its extent, thus preserving the object’s “po-
sition and extension” (Wang, 2003). In total, 583
objects from 139 different synset categories were
annotated across the 100 images.

4.2 Spatial Relations
In the scope of this paper we investigated three
spatial relations:

• part-of
1Pixabay, https://pixabay.com/en/. All im-

ages are free to use, modify and distribute under the
Creative Commons Public Domain Deed CC0 https:
//creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/
1.0/, for both commercial and academic purposes
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Figure 4: Bounding boxes with coordinates.

• touching
• supports

We selected part of, touching and
supports for prediction because they are
well-defined and less fuzzy than for example
“far” or “near” / “close”. Part of is closely
connected to the part meronymy relation from
lexical semantics and therefore interesting for
our approach, which uses lexical knowledge.
Touches and supports can be considered
useful for predicting further predicates, such
as actions. Additionally, we annotated a fourth
spatial relation in the models, occludes, be-
cause we thought it would be an important feature
in predicting the other three spatial relations.
Below we discuss the properties of each of these
relations.

Part-of If object A is part-of object B, then
A and B form an entity such that if we removed A,
B would not be the same entity any more and could
not function in the usual way (e.g. A - wheel,
B - bicycle). The part-of relation is transitive
and asymmetric. Furthermore, no object can be
part-of itself.

Touching Two objects A and B are touching
if they have at least one point in common; they are
not disjoint. Only solid and fluid, but not gaseous
objects (such as “sky”) can be in a touching re-
lation. Touching is always symmetric but not
necessarily transitive.

Supports In order for object A to support ob-
ject B, the two objects need to be touching.
Support means that the position of A depends
on B: if B was not there, A would be in a dif-
ferent position. Therefore, there is the notion of
“support against gravity”, discussed by Sjöö et al.
(2012, p.8). Supports can be mutual (symmet-

ric), but this is not a requirement; in fact, asym-
metric support is probably more frequent. Fur-
thermore, supports is transitive. For example,
if a table supports a plate, and the plate supports
a piece of cake, then the table also supports the
piece of cake.

Occludes If object A occludes object B, it
renders it partly invisible. Occlusion is viewpoint-
sensitive: from the point of view of the observer,
object A is partly in front of object B. For exam-
ple, in Figure 6, the cat occludes the armchair.

4.3 Annotating Spatial Relations

We used the Crowdflower crowdsourcing platform
to annotate the gold standard for the three spatial
relations. In all annotation tasks, workers were
presented with an image which had two objects
highlighted in bounding boxes (one red and one
blue). They had to choose the statement which
they deemed to best describe the relationship be-
tween the two objects. To facilitate identification
of objects in cluttered pictures, we provided the
first WordNet lemma of the synset as a label for
each box, prefixing with “A” and “B” for the di-
rected relations part-of and supports. Fig-
ure 5 shows an example question as presented in
the part-of task.

Figure 5: Example question presented to Crowd-
flower workers on part-of task.

Post-processing of the raw annotation results
was done using the Multi-Annotator Confidence
Estimation tool, MACE (Hovy et al., 2013).
MACE is designed to evaluate data from categori-
cal multi-annotator tasks. It provides competence
ratings for individual annotators as well as the
most probable answer for each item. A subsam-
ple of the MACE output was assessed manually
and errors found during this inspection were cor-
rected. However, a little bit of noise is likely to
remain in the final spatial relation annotations.
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4.4 Image Models and Grounding
In classical logic, a first-order model M = 〈D,F 〉
has two components, a non-empty domain D (also
called universe) and an interpretation function F
(Blackburn and Bos, 2005). The domain is the
set of all entities occurring in the model, and the
interpretation function maps non-logical symbols
from the vocabulary to these entities. We adopt
the Prolog-readable model format of Blackburn &
Bos for for our set of 100 images.

Each image is thus paired with a model that
describes its key features, providing a simplified
representation of the reality depicted in the image.
The vocabulary of non-logical symbols present in
the models is based on WordNet (Miller, 1995):
we use the names of noun synsets as one-place
predicates to name entities, and those of adjec-
tives for modelling attributes (such as colours).
Hyperonyms from a pruned top-level ontology
were also semi-automatically added to the model
to further enrich the image models. Addition-
ally, we introduce two-place relations for the four
spatial relations introduced in the previous sec-
tion: s part of, s touch, s supports, and
s occludes.

Since we also model spatial characteristics of
the situations at hand, we need to be able to ground
the entities in the model to its physical location in
the image. We do this with the help of a ground-
ing function G. As a consequence, our grounded
first-order models are defined as M = 〈D,F, G〉.
The grounding function maps the domain entities
to their coordinates, that is, the location in pixel
space represented by bounding boxes. For the co-
ordinates, we use the Pascal VOC notation (Ever-
ingham and Winn, 2012, p. 13), as illustrated in
Figure 4. All distances are measured in pixels. An
example of a model including Domain D, Interpre-
tation Function F and Grounding G can be seen in
Figure 6.

5 Predicting Spatial Relations

5.1 Instances
Based on our image-model dataset (see Section 4),
we create a set of object pairs for classification
purposes. All ordered combinations of two objects
(pairs) within an image are considered, giving us
a total of 1,515 instances for classification. We
randomly split the instances (across all images),
using 90% (1,364 pairs) for training purposes and
reserving 10% (151 pairs) as unseen test data.

Figure 6: Image and grounded first-order model.

Table 1: Distribution of class labels in training and
testing data.

relation train test overall
A part of B 16 2 18
B part of A 148 16 164
A and B touch 137 16 153
A and B touch + A supp B 86 9 95
A and B touch + B supp A 119 14 133
no relation 858 94 952
total 1,364 151 1,515

5.2 Task Formulations

We cast the spatial relation prediction task as a
classification problem, in which each instance be-
longs to one of the following disjoint classes:

• A part of B

• B part of A

• A and B touch

• A and B touch + A supports B

• A and B touch + B supports A

• no relation: A and B are in no relation

Table 1 shows the distribution of the classes across
the training and testing (unseen) data.
We distinguish two subtasks according to the set
of instances selected for classification:

• Subtask A: predicting relation existence and
types (all instances)

• Subtask B: predicting relation types only
(excluding the class “no relation”)

We use a multi-label formulation, i.e. the labels
A part of B, B part of A, touching, A supports B
and B supports A are used, and each instance can
have multiple labels (or none).
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5.3 Features
5.3.1 Spatial Features
The spatial features capture knowledge about the
spatial properties of (pairs of) objects.

Overlap This consists of two features:

• a boolean: do the two bounding boxes have
at least one pixel in common?
• the size of this overlap, that is, the number of

pixels that the two bounding boxes share

Contained-in Two booleans expressing whether
(i) the bounding box of the first object is entirely
contained within that of the second object or (ii)
vice versa.

Object size We approximate true size by using
the surface area of the corresponding bounding
box (in pixels). In order to account for the effects
of object truncation, varying image sizes and per-
spectives, we average in two steps for each synset.
First, we normalise the size (width x height) of
each object in each image by the width and height
of the image. Second, we average these nor-
malised surface areas for each object type (e.g.
cat.n.01) across all images, obtaining the fol-
lowing features:

• The size of the first object
• The size of the second object
• The absolute difference in size between the

first and the second object

Occlusion Occlusion carries information about
the depth alignment of objects. An object occludes
another if it partially renders it invisible (see Sec-
tion 4.2). CrowdFlower was used to annotate oc-
clusion (see Section 4.3).

5.3.2 Lexical Features
Lexical features capture linguistics knowledge
about objects from WordNet and corpora.

Meronymy (part-whole relation) For a pair of
objects (A, B) we determine whether A is a part
meronym of B, or B is a part meronym of A (two
boolean features).

Hypernymy In addition to information about
meronyny (has-a), we also consider the ontolog-
ical is-a status of objects. We use a top-level
pruned ontology, which is divided into ten lev-
els, to obtain the following features for each level
(Blanchard et al., 2005):

1. Are the hypernyms identical? (boolean)
2. Path similarity of the hypernyms (range 0-1)
3. Leacock-Chodorow (LCH) similarity (no

fixed range)
4. Wu-Palmer (WUP) similarity (no fixed

range)

Corpus features Useful information about ob-
jects can be gleaned from large text collections.
We thus use co-occurrence data from the first ten
subcorpora of the ukWaC corpus comprising 92.5
million words (Baroni et al., 2009).

For each instance, we extract all uni-, bi- and tri-
grams (excluding sentence-final punctuation) that
occur between lemmas of the first and lemmas of
the second object. From these data, we extract the
following feature sub-groups:

1. prepositions (pos-tag IN) - e.g. “cat on (the)
lawn”

2. verb forms of “to have” and “to be” (pos-tags
VH.? and VB.?)

3. verb forms of other verbs (pos-tag VV.?)

We consider single prepositions and verbs as
well as sequences of two prepositions or two
verbs. The raw data for prepositions and “other”
verbs are reduced according to greatest coverage,
retaining 50 and 100, respectively. In classifica-
tion, for an ordered pair of objects, we use the fre-
quency with which the given verb or preposition
occurs across all lemma pairs as a feature.

Word embeddings Word embeddings are an-
other way to make use of co-occurrence data. We
use the pre-trained 300-dimensional word2vec
vectors by Mikolov et al. (2013a) and Mikolov et
al. (2013b). These vectors were trained on a 100
billion-word subpart of the Google News dataset.
We calculate the vector for each synset as an aver-
age across the vectors of all its lemmas. In order
to obtain features from a pair of synsets the second
vector is subtracted from the first and each dimen-
sion of the resulting vector is added as a feature
(300 features).

5.4 Results

We evaluate prediction performance using the
F1-score, obtained using 5-fold stratified cross-
validation and averaged across two runs. We re-
port scores for each relation as well as micro-
averaged overall scores.
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Combo1 configuration — bounding box overlap,
contained in, occlusion (6 features)

Combo2 size (3 features)

Combo3 meronymy (2 features)

Combo4 hypernym identity (10 features)

Combo5 hypernym similarity measures (30 features)

Combo6 co-occurrence frequency with prepositions
(50 features)

Combo7 word embedding subtraction (300 features)

Combo8 co-occurrence frequency with verbs other than
“to have” and “to be” (100 features)

Combo9 co-occurrence frequency with
“to have” and “to be” (7 features)

Table 2: Feature combinations.

A baseline choosing the most frequent label(s)
would assign “no relation” in subtask A (achiev-
ing 0.623), and touching (without an additional
supports label) in subtask B (achieving 0.405).

Another point of comparison is the work by
Rosman and Ramamoorthy (2011). They use
a data-driven contact-point approach to classify
132 instances into three different relations. They
achieve an overall F-score of 0.72, with results for
individual relations ranging between 0.47 to 0.84.2

In order to assess the effect of the spatial and
lexical features, we divide the features up into the
groups shown in Table 2 (Combo1 and Combo2
are spatial features, while Combo3-9 are lexical
features).

We test all possible combinations without re-
placement of the nine groups in the range 1 to 9,
separately on (i) the set of all instances (subtask A)
and on (ii) the set of instances which are in a re-
lation (subtask B). In order to evaluate the results,
we calculate the average F-score for each single
feature group (1, 2, 3, ...) as well as for combi-
nations of feature groups (1+2, 1+2+3, 1+2+3+4,
...). There are 511 possible combinations.

In Table 3 we report the baselines, the best sin-
gle groups (Combo3 (meronymy) in subtask A;
Combo1 (spatial configuration in subtask B), spa-
tial groups only, lexical groups only and the best
respective combinations per subtask (1+2+3+5 in
subtask A; 1+2+3+9 in subtask B). A number of
interesting things can be observed: first, all ap-
proaches significantly outperform the baselines if
we combine multiple groups of features. Second,

2These figures were calculated from the confusion matrix
in Rosman and Ramamoorthy (2011, p. 16).

subtask A subtask B
baseline 0.62 0.41
single groups 0.71a 0.74b

only spatial (groups 1 + 2) 0.78 0.82
only lexical (groups 3-9) 0.68 0.72
best lexical+spatial 0.80c 0.85d

aGroup 3 (meronymy), best single group in subtask A
bGroup 1 (spatial configuration), best single group in subtask B
c1+2+3+5, best combination in subtask A
d1+2+3+9, best combination in subtask B

Table 3: Summary of results on training data
(overall F-scores).

subtask A subtask B
baseline 0.62 0.41
single groups 0.65 0.72
only spatial (groups 1 + 2) 0.80 0.80
only lexical (groups 3-9) 0.66 0.69
best lexical+spatial 0.82 0.86

Table 4: Summary of results on unseen test data
(overall F-scores).

performance on subtask B is generally better than
on subtask A, indicating that pre-selecting object
pairs which are in a relation facilitates predic-
tion. Third, the combined spatial feature groups
perform better than the combined lexical feature
groups; however, the best models are those which
combine features from the spatial and lexical do-
main. Experiments on the reserved test set (see
Table 4) further confirm that overfitting is not an
issue and that the results obtained using cross-
validation are robust.

Looking at performance for the individual rela-
tions, we find that part-of yields the best re-
sults3 (achieving F-scores of 0.95 in subtask A
and 0.96 in subtask B), while touching is the
most difficult to predict (0.48 in subtask A - below
baseline; 0.76 in subtask B). For supports we
achieve 0.71 on subtask A and 0.88 on subtask B,
and no relation (only in subtask A) scores 0.88.

5.5 Error Analysis

Tables 5 and 6 show the confusion matrices for
the respective best-performing combinations of
feature groups. Generally, it is straightfor-
ward to identify the direction of a relation, that
is, to distinguish between A part of B and

3F-scores mentioned are from classification optimised for
individual relations.
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A part of B 13 0 0 0 0 3
B part of A 10 139 4 0 0 5
touching 10 6 73 1 5 52
A supports B 10 0 22 43 1 20
B supports A 10 0 21 1 66 31
no relation 10 3 67 6 17 765

Table 5: Confusion matrix for subtask A, using
feature groups 1, 2, 3 and 5.
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A part of B 14 0 2 0 0 0
B part of A 1 143 4 0 0 1
touching 1 8 114 3 10 2
A supports B 1 0 17 65 3 1
B supports A 1 0 26 2 91 0

Table 6: Confusion matrix for subtask B, using
feature groups 1, 2, 3 and 9.

B part of A and between A supports B
and B supports A. We can see from Table 5
that instances which are in “no relation” (the ma-
jority class) can be identified rather unambigu-
ously, and also the distinction between part-of
versus touching / supports can be easily
made. However, there is considerable confusion
between touching and support, which are
fairly frequently confused for each other, as well
as for “no relation”, if present. The distinction
between touching and “no relation” is presum-
ably due to the incidental nature of the former
(touching strongly dependets on the local spa-
tial configurations, but can be ambiguous / diffi-
cult to see). Pixel-level features could help im-
prove discrimination for these. touching and
supports are difficult to distinguish because
they are very similar. Since supports is mis-
classified as touching much more often than
vice versa, more discriminative features for the
former need to be found in order to resolve this
issue. These could address object properties such
as mass/weight, but also a refinement of the prepo-
sitional features already implemented could help,
for example association measures such as Mutual
Information instead of the simple co-occurrence

frequencies used in the present system.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

First-order models, as used in classical logic, are
suitable for representing images in an abstract
way. The entities in a model can be mapped
to non-logical symbols from an existing ontology
(we used WordNet in this paper). Spatial relations
between entities can be simply added to the mod-
els. The models can be simply extended with a
function that maps entities to the coordinates of
the bounding boxes in images.

We developed a corpus of images depicting real
situations with their first-order models, effectively
linking visual scenes to language. Some of the
aspects involved in this process were carried out
manually, such as recognizing objects in an image,
but it is not unthinkable that in the future software
components could fulfil this task. We trained a
classifier for recognising spatial relations between
objects, and what we learn is that linguistic in-
formation is required to accurately predict these
relations when combined with location informa-
tion. The best performance (F-scores of 0.81 and
0.85 for subtasks A and B, respectively) was ob-
tained when combining spatial and lexical feature
groups, significantly outperforming either spatial
or lexical features on their own.

The corpus of images paired with spatial models
that arose from this work could be used for various
research topics in the future. Currently the cor-
pus is being extended to include more images and
more spatial relations. One of the relations that
we are currently investigating is the vague spatial
relation near. The corpus also contains human-
generated false and true descriptions with respect
to the images. In the future we want to find out
whether image models as proposed in this paper
are helpful to verify the truth of a statement with
respect to an image.
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Abstract

Current evaluation metrics for image de-
scription may be too coarse. We therefore
propose a series of binary forced-choice
tasks that each focus on a different aspect
of the captions. We evaluate a number
of different off-the-shelf image description
systems. Our results indicate strengths and
shortcomings of both generation and rank-
ing based approaches.

1 Introduction

Image description, i.e. the task of automatically
associating photographs with sentences that de-
scribe what is depicted in them, has been framed
in two different ways: as a natural language gener-
ation problem (where each system produces novel
captions, see e.g. Kulkarni et al. (2011)), and as
a ranking task (where each system is required to
rank the same pool of unseen test captions for each
test image, see e.g. Hodosh et al. (2013)).

But although the numbers reported in the litera-
ture make it seem as though this task is quickly ap-
proaching being solved (on the recent MSCOCO
challenge,1 the best models outperformed humans
according to some metrics), evaluation remains
problematic for both approaches (Hodosh, 2015).

Caption generation requires either automated
metrics (Papineni et al., 2002; Lin, 2004;
Denkowski and Lavie, 2014; Vedantam et al.,
2015), most of which have been shown to corre-
late poorly with human judgments (Hodosh et al.,
2013; Elliott and Keller, 2014; Hodosh, 2015) and
fail to capture the variety in human captions, while
human evaluation is subjective (especially when
reduced to simple questions such as “Which is a
better caption?”), expensive, and difficult to repli-
cate. Ranking-based evaluation suffers from the

1
http://mscoco.org/dataset/#captions-challenge2015

problem that the pool of candidate captions may,
on the one hand, be too small to contain many
meaningful and interesting distractors, and may,
on the other hand, contain other sentences that are
equally valid descriptions of the image.

To illustrate just how much is still to be done
in this field, this paper examines a series of bi-
nary forced-choice tasks that are each designed
to evaluate a particular aspect of image descrip-
tion. Items in each task consist of one image,
paired with one correct and one incorrect caption;
the system has to choose the correct caption over
the distractor. These tasks are inspired both by
ranking-based evaluations of image description as
well as by more recent work on visual question
answering (e.g. Antol et al. (2015)), but differ
from these in that the negatives are far more re-
stricted and focused than in the generic ranking
task. Since most of our tasks are simple enough
that they could be solved by a very simple deci-
sion rule, our aim is not to examine whether mod-
els could be trained specifically for these tasks.
Instead, we wish to use these tasks to shed light
on which aspects of image captions these mod-
els actually “understand”, and how models trained
for generation differ from models trained for rank-
ing. The models we compare consist of a num-
ber of simple baselines, as well as some publicly
available models that each had close to state-of-
the-art performance on standard tasks when they
were published. More details and discussion can
be found in Hodosh (2015).

2 A framework for focused evaluation

In this paper, we evaluate image description sys-
tems with a series of binary (two-alternative)
forced choice tasks. The items in each task consist
of one image from the test or development part of
the Flickr30K dataset (Young et al., 2014), paired
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“Switch People” Task

Image Gold Caption Distractor

a man holding and 
kissing a crying 
little boy on the 
cheek

a crying little boy 
holding and 
kissing a man on 
the cheek

a woman is hula 
hooping  
in front of  
an audience

an audience is 
hula hooping  
in front of  
a woman

�

�

Figure 1: The “switch people” task

with one correct and one incorrect caption, and the
system has to choose (i.e. assign a higher score to)
the correct caption over the distractor.

The correct caption is either an original caption
or a part of an original caption for the image. Dis-
tractors are shorter phrases that occur in the orig-
inal caption, complete captions for different im-
ages that share some aspect of the correct caption,
or are artificially constructed sentences based on
the original caption. While all distractors are con-
structed around the people or scene mentions in
the original caption, each task is designed to focus
on a particular aspect of image description. We
focus on scene and people mentions because both
occur frequently in Flickr30K. Unlike MSCOCO,
all images in Flickr30K focus on events and ac-
tivities involving people or animals. Scene terms
(“beach”, “city”, “office”, “street”, “park”) tend
to describe very visual, unlocalized components
that can often be identified by the overall layout
or other global properties of the image. At the
same time, they restrict what kind of entities and
events are likely to occur in the image. For in-
stance, people do not “run” , “jump”, or “swim” in
an “office”. Hence, models trained and tested on
standard caption datasets do not necessarily need
to model what “jumping in an office” might look
like. We therefore suspect that much of the generic
ranking task can be solved by identifying the vi-
sual appearance of scene terms.

Some tasks require the system to choose be-
tween two captions that provide similar descrip-
tions of the main actor or the scene. In others, the
distractor is not a full sentence, but consists only

“Replace Scene” Task

Image Gold Caption Distractor

two dogs playing  
on a beach

two dogs playing  
on frozen tundra

a brown dog is 
bending down 
trying to drink from  
a jet of water

a brown dog is 
bending down 
trying to drink from  
your local 
brewery

a man in a 
restaurant  
having lunch

a man in an office 
boardroom 
having lunch

Figure 2: The “replace scene” task

of the main actor or scene description. We also
evaluate a converse task in which the distractor de-
scribes the scene correctly (but everything else in
the sentence is wrong), while the correct answer
consists only of the NP that describes the scene.
Finally, we consider a task in which the distractor
swaps two people mentions, reversing their corre-
sponding semantic roles while keeping the same
vocabulary.

3 Our tasks

Our first task (switch people, Fig. 1) identifies
the extent to which models are able to distinguish
sentences that share the same vocabulary but con-
vey different semantic information. In this task,
the correct sentences contain one person men-
tion as the main actor and another person men-
tion that occupies a different semantic role (e.g.
“A man holding a child”). The distractors (“A
child holding a man”) are artificially constructed
sentences in which those two people mentions are
swapped. This allows us to evaluate whether mod-
els can capture semantically important differences
in word order, even when the bag-of-words repre-
sentation of two captions is identical (and bag-of-
words-based evaluation metrics such as BLEU1,
ROUGE1 or CIDER would not be able to capture
the difference either).

In the replace person and replace scene task
(Fig. 2), distractors are artificially constructed sen-
tences in which the main actor (the first person
mention) or the scene chunk (which typically oc-
curs at the end of the sentence) were replaced by
different people or scene mentions. These tasks
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“Share Scene” Task

Image GoldCaption Distractor

a man in a suit and 
tie in a fancy 
building is 
speaking at the 
podium

a lady is giving a 
speech at the 
podium

there is a woman 
riding a bike down 
the road and she 
popped a wheelie

two men in jeans 
and jackets are 
walking down a 
small road

Figure 3: The “share scene” task

aim to elicit how much systems are able to iden-
tify correct person or scene descriptions. Mod-
els should be able to understand when a person
is being described incorrectly, even when the rest
of the sentence remains correct. Similarly, since
the scene is important to the overall understanding
of the a caption, we wanted to make sure models
grasp that changing the scene terms of a caption
can drastically change its meaning.

The share person and share scene distractors
(Fig. 3) are complete sentences from the training
portion of Flickr30K whose actor or scene men-
tions share the same headword as the correct de-
scription for the test image. These tasks aim to
elicit the extent to which systems focus only on
the person or scene descriptions, while ignoring
the rest of the sentence.

We also evaluate whether models are able to
identify when a complete sentence is a better
description of an image than a single NP. The
just person and just scene distractors (Figs. 4
and 5) are NPs that consist only of the person or
scene mentions of the correct description, and aim
to identify whether systems prefer more detailed
(correct) descriptions over shorter (but equally
correct) ones. Finally, since systems can perform
well on these tasks by simply preferring longer
captions, we also developed a converse just scene
(+) task, which pairs the (short, but correct) scene
description with a (longer, but incorrect) sentence
that shares the same scene.

3.1 Task construction

All our tasks are constructed around people and
scene mentions, based on the chunking and the
dictionaries provided in Plummer et al. (2015).
Person mentions are NP chunks whose head noun

“Just Person” Task

Image Gold Caption Distractor

a tattooed 
man wearing
overalls on a 
stage holding a 
microphone

a tattooed 
man wearing 
overalls

a team of 
soccer 
players is 
huddled and 
having a 
serious 
discussion

a team of 
soccer 
players

Figure 4: The “just person” task

refer to people (“a tall man”) or groups of people
(“a football team”), or “NP1-of-NP2” construc-
tions where the head of the first NP is a collec-
tive noun and the head of the second NP refers to
people (“a group of protesters”). Subsequent NP
chunks that refer to clothing are also included (“a
girl in jeans”, “a team in blue”. Scene mentions
are NP chunks whose head noun refers to locations
(e.g. “beach”, “city”, “office”, “street”, “park”).

Switch people task We start with all captions
of the 1000 development images that contain two
distinct people mentions (excluding near-identical
phrase pairs such as “one man”/“another man”).
We filtered out examples in which the grammatical
role reversal is semantically equivalent to the orig-
inal (“A man talking with a woman”). Since we
wished to maintain identical bag-of-words repre-
sentations (to avoid differences between the cap-
tions that are simply due to different token fre-
quencies) while focusing on examples that still re-
main grammatically correct (to minimize the ef-
fect of evaluating just how well a model gener-
ates or scores grammatically correct English text),
we also excluded captions where one mention (e.g.
the subject) is singular and the other (e.g. an ob-
ject) is plural. When swapping two mentions, we
also include the subsequent clothing chunks (e.g.
“man in red sweater”) in addition to other pre-
modifiers (“a tall man”). We automatically gen-
erate and hand prune a list of the possible permu-
tations of the person chunks, resulting in 296 sen-
tence pairs to use for evaluation.
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“Just Scene” Task

Image Gold Caption Distractor

a man sleeping 
in a green room 
on a couch

a green room

a lady is sitting 
down tending to 
her stand

her stand

a child poses 
wearing glasses 
near water 
outside

water

Figure 5: The “just scene” task

Replace person/scene tasks For the “replace
person” task, we isolate person chunks, in both the
training and development data. For each develop-
ment sentence, we create a distractor by replacing
each person chunk with a random chunk from the
training data, resulting in 5816 example pairs to
evaluate. For the “replace scene” task we created
negative examples by replacing the scene chunk of
a caption with another scene chunk from the data.
Because multiple surface strings can describe the
same overall scene, we use the training corpus to
calculate which scene chunk’s headwords can co-
occur in the training corpus. We avoid all such
replacements in order to ensure that the negative
sentence does not actually still describe the im-
age. In theory, this should be a baseline that all
state-of-the-art image description models excel at.

Share person/scene tasks Here, the distractors
consist of sentences from the Flickr30K training
data which describe a similar main actor or scene
as the correct caption. For each sentence in the de-
velopment data, we chose a random training sen-
tence that shares the same headword for its “actor”
chunk, resulting in 4595 items to evaluate. We did
the same for development sentences that mention
a scene term, resulting in 2620 items.

Just person/scene tasks Finally, the “just per-
son” and “just scene” tasks require the models to
pick a complete sentence (again taken from the de-
velopment set) over a shorter noun phrase that is a
substring of the correct answer, consisting of ei-
ther the main actor or the scene description. Al-
though the distractors are not wrong, they typi-

cally only convey a very limited amount of infor-
mation about the image, and models should pre-
fer the more detailed descriptions provided by the
complete sentences, as long as they are also cor-
rect. But since these tasks can be solved perfectly
by any model that consistently prefers longer cap-
tions over shorter ones, we also investigate a con-
verse “just scene (+)” task; here the correct an-
swer is a noun phrase describing the scene, while
the distractor is another full sentence that contains
the same scene word (as in the “share scene” task).
Taken together, these tasks allow us to evaluate the
extent to which models rely solely on the person
or scene description and ignore the rest of the sen-
tence.

4 The Models

We evaluate generation and ranking models that
were publicly available and relatively close in per-
formance to state of the art, as well as two simple
baselines.

Generation models Our baseline model for
generation (Bigram LM) ignores the image en-
tirely. It returns the caption that has a higher prob-
ability according to an unsmoothed bigram lan-
guage model estimated over the sentences in the
training portion of the Flickr30K corpus.

As an example of an actual generation model
for image description, we evaluate a publicly
available implementation2 of the generation model
originally presented by Vinyals et al. (2015)
(Generation). This model uses an LSTM
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) conditioned
on the image to generate new captions. The par-
ticular instance we evaluate was trained on the
MSCOCO dataset (Lin et al., 2014), not Flickr30K
(leading to a possible decrease in performance on
our tasks) and uses VGGNet (Simonyan and Zis-
serman, 2014) image features (which should ac-
count for a significant jump in performance over
the previously published results of Vinyals et al.
(2015)). Works such as Vinyals et al. (2015) and
Mao et al. (2014) present models that are de-
veloped for the generation task, but renormalize
the probability that their models assign to sen-
tences when they apply them to ranking tasks
(even though their models include stop probabil-
ities that should enable them to directly compare
sentences of different lengths). To examine the ef-

2
http://cs.stanford.edu/people/karpathy/neuraltalk/
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fect of such normalization schemes, we also con-
sider normalized variants of our two generation
models in which we replace the original sentence
probabilities by their harmonic mean. We will
see that the unnormalized versions of these mod-
els tend to perform poorly when the gold caption
is measurably longer than the distractor term, and
well in the reverse case, while normalization at-
tempts to counteract this trend.

Ranking models Ranking models learn embed-
dings of images and captions in the same space,
and score the affinity of images and captions in
terms of their Euclidian distance in this space.
We compare the performance of these generation
models with two (updated) versions of the ranking
model originally presented by Kiros et al. (2014)3

(LSTM Ranking), one trained on MSCOCO, and
the other on Flickr30K. This model uses an LSTM
to learn the embedding of the captions. While the
Flickr30K trained model should be more appropri-
ate for our test data, the MSCOCO trained model
might be more directly comparable to the genera-
tion model of Vinyals et al. A comparison between
the two variants can offer insight into the degree of
domain shift between the two datasets.

Our ranking baseline model (BOW Ranking)
replaces the LSTM of Kiros et al. (2014) with
a simple bag-of-words text representation, allow-
ing us to examine whether the expressiveness of
LSTMs is required for this task. We use the aver-
age of the tokens’ GloVe embeddings (Pennington
et al., 2014) as input to a fully connected neural
network layer that produces the final learned text
embedding4. More formally, for a sentence con-
sisting of tokens w1...wn, GloVe embeddings φ(),
and a non-linear activation function σw, we define
the learned sentence embedding as F (w1...wn) =
σw(Ww · ( 1

n)
∑

i φ(wi) + bw). Similarly, the em-
bedding of an image represented as a vector p is
defined as G(p) = σi(Wi · p+ bi). We use a rank-
ing loss similar to Kiros et al. (2014) to train the
parameters of our model, θ = (Ww,Wi, bw, bi).
We define the distance of the embeddings of image
i and sentence s as ∆(i, s) = cos(F (i), G(s)).
Using S to refer to the set of sentences in the train-
ing data, Si for the training sentences associated
with image i, S−i for the set of sentences not as-
sociated with i, I for the set of training images, Is

3
https://github.com/ryankiros/visual-semantic-embedding

4Deeper and more complex representations showed no
conclusive benefit

for the image associated with sentence s, and I−s

for the set of all other training images, and em-
ploying a free parameter m for the margin of the
ranking, our loss function is:

L(θ) =
∑

i∈I,s∈Si,s′∈S−i

max(0,m−∆(i, s)+∆(i, s′))

+
∑

s∈S,i∈Is,i′∈I−s

max(0,m−∆(i, s))+∆(i′, s)))

As input image features, we used the 19
layer VGGNet features (Simonyan and Zisserman,
2014), applied as by Plummer et al. (2015). We
first process the GloVe embeddings by performing
whitening through zero-phase component analysis
(ZCA) (Coates and Ng, 2012) based on every to-
ken appearance in our training corpus. We set σw

to be a ReLU and simply use the identity func-
tion for σi (i.e. no non-linearity) as that resulted
in the best validation performance. We train this
model on the Flickr30K training data via stochas-
tic gradient descent, randomly sampling either 50
images (or sentences), and randomly sampling one
of the other training sentences (images). We adjust
the learning rate of each parameter using Adagrad
(Duchi et al., 2010) with an initial learning rate of
0.01, a momentum value of 0.8, and a parameter
decay value of 0.0001 for regularization.

5 Results

Results for all tasks can be found in Table 1.

The “switch people” task The generation mod-
els are much better than the ranking models at
capturing the difference in word order that dis-
tinguishes the correct answer from the distrac-
tor in this task. At 52% accuracy, the ranking
models perform only marginally better than the
ranking baseline model, which ignores word or-
der, and therefore performs at chance. But the
69% accuracy obtained by the generation models
is about the same as the performance of the bi-
gram baseline that ignores the image. This indi-
cates that neither of the models actually “under-
stands” the sentences (e.g. the difference between
men carrying children and children carrying men),
although generation models perform significantly
better than chance because they are often able to
distinguish the more common phrases that occur
in the correct answers (“man carries child”) from
those that appear in the constructed sentences that
serve as distractors here (“child carries man”). It
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Switch Replace Replace Share Share Just Just Just
People Person Scene Person Scene Person Scene Scene(+)

# of pairs 296 5816 2513 4595 2620 5811 2624 2620

Bigram LM 69.8 83.0 77.5 49.6 47.9 1.1 0.0 99.6
Normalized Bigram LM 69.8 69.9 76.5 50.2 50.9 31.3 28.2 71.0
Generation (COCO) 69.3 85.2 85.2 56.5 54.7 3.8 7.4 94.2
Normalized Generation (COCO) 68.9 74.0 85.5 61.6 59.2 79.5 97.3 5.5

BOW Ranking (Flickr30K) 50.0 84.9 89.3 93.6 89.9 81.2 84.6 71.3
LSTM Ranking (COCO) 52.0 79.4 86.6 89.9 88.0 79.8 86.5 58.2
LSTM Ranking (Flickr30K) 52.0 81.1 87.0 92.5 89.3 82.6 78.8 75.5

Table 1: Accuracies of the different models on our tasks

seems that localization of entities (Plummer et al.,
2015; Xu et al., 2015) may be required to address
this issue and go beyond baseline performance.

The “replace person/scene” tasks On the “re-
place person” task, the (unnormalized) bigram
baseline has a relatively high accuracy of 83%,
perhaps because the distractors are again artifi-
cally constructed sentences. The ranking baseline
model and the (unnormalized) generation model
outperform this baseline somewhat at around 85%,
while the ranking models perform below the bi-
gram baseline. The ranking model trained on
Flickr30K has a slight advantage over the same
model trained on MSCOCO, an (unsurprising) dif-
ference that also manifests itself in the remaining
tasks, but both models perform below the rank-
ing baseline. Normalization hurts both generation
models significantly. It is instructive to compare
performance on this task with the “replace scene”
task. We see again that normalization hurts for
generation, while the baseline ranking model out-
performs the more sophisticated version. But here,
all models that consider the image outperform the
bigram model by a very clear eight to almost
twelve percent. This indicates that all image de-
scription models that we consider here rely heav-
ily on scene or global image features. It would be
interesting to see whether models that use explicit
object detectors could overcome this bias.

The “share person/scene” tasks The distrac-
tors in these tasks are captions for other images
that share the same actor or scene head noun.
Since the bigram language models ignore the im-
age, they cannot distinguish the two cases (it is
unclear why the unnormalized bigram model’s ac-
curacy on the “share scene” task is not closer to
fifty percent). And while normalization helps the
generation model a little, its accuracies of 61.6%
and 59.2% are far below those of the ranking mod-

els, indicating that the latter are much better at
distinguishing between the correct caption and an
equally fluent, but incorrect one. This is perhaps
not surprising, since this task is closest to the rank-
ing loss that these models are trained to optimize.
By focusing on an adversarial ranking loss be-
tween training captions, the ranking model may
be able to more correctly pick up important subtle
differences between in-domain images, while the
generation model is not directly optimized for this
task (and instead has to also capture other proper-
ties of the captions, e.g. fluency). With an accu-
racy of 93.6% and 89.9%, the bag-of-word ranking
baseline model again outperforms the more com-
plex LSTM. But examining its errors is informa-
tive. In general, it appears that it makes errors
when examples require more subtle understanding
or are atypical images for the words in the caption,
as shown in Figure 6.

The “just person/scene” tasks The “just per-
son” and “just scene” tasks differ from all other
tasks we consider in that the distractors are also
correct descriptions of the image, although they
are consistently shorter. To actually solve these
tasks, models should be able to identify that the
additional information provided in the longer cap-
tion is correct. By contrast, the “just scene (+)”
task requires them to identify that the additional
information provided in the longer caption is not
correct. But a simple preference for longer or
shorter captions can also go a long way towards
“solving” these tasks. In this case, we would ex-
pect to see a model’s performance on the “just
scene” task to be close to the complement of its
performance on the converse“just scene (+)” task.
This is indeed the case for the bigram and the
generation models (but not for the ranking mod-
els). This preference is particularly obvious in the
case of the unnormalized bigram model (which
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Image Gold Caption Distractor: Shares a Scene

a group of children in the ocean
(0.194)

a person in a kayak rides waves in the 
ocean (0.344)

two women are sitting in ditches of dirt 
with two buckets and a purse close by 
(0.378)

the young toddlers is dressed in yellow 
and purple while sitting on the ground with 
three bucks filling them with dirt (0.393)

a group of people hold hands on the 
beach (0.609)

a group of people are lounging at a beach 
(0.613)

a dog drags a white rag through an almost 
dried up creek (0.330)

a dog jumps over a creek (0.433)

Figure 6: Examples from the “share scene” task that the BOW ranking model gets wrong, together with
its scores for each of the captions.

does not take the image into account), and, to a
slightly lesser extent, by the unnormalized gen-
eration model (which does). Both models have
near perfect accuracy on the “just scene (+)” task,
and near complete failure on the other two tasks.
Length normalization reduces this preference for
shorter captions somewhat in the case of the bi-
gram model, and seems to simply reverse it for
the generation model. None of the ranking models
show such a marked preference for either long or
short captions. But although each model has simi-
lar accuracies on the “just scene” and on the “just
scene (+)” task, accuracies on the “just scene” task
are higher than on the “just scene (+)” task. This
indicates that they are not always able to iden-
tify when the additional information is incorrect
(as in the “just scene (+)” task). Accuracies on
the “just person” task tend to be lower, but are
otherwise generally comparable to those on the
“just scene” task. We see the biggest drops for the
length-normalized generation model, whose accu-
racy goes down from 97.3% on the scene task
to 79.5% (indicating that something else besides
a preference for longer captions is at play), and
the MSCOCO-trained ranking model which goes
down from 86.5% to 79.8%.

It is unclear why the performance on the “just
person” task tends to be lower than on the “just
scene” task. Since scenes correspond to global im-
age properties, we stipulate that models are better
at identifying them than most people terms. Al-
though some people descriptions (e.g. “baseball
player”, “audience”) are highly indicative of the
scene, this is not the case for very generic terms

(“man”, “woman”). We also note that identifying
when the additional information is correct can be
quite difficult. For example, in the second example
in Figure 4, the phrase “huddled and having a se-
rious discussion” has to be understood in the con-
text of soccer. While the dataset contains other im-
ages of discussions, there are no other instances of
discussions taking place on soccer fields, and the
people in those cases tend to occupy a much larger
portion of the image. Further analyzing and isolat-
ing these examples (and similar ones) is key for fu-
ture progress. Figure 7 shows items from the “just
scene” task that the BOW model gets right, paired
with items for the same image where it makes a
mistake. For the first item, it seems that the model
associates the terms “crowd” or “crowded” with
this image (while not understanding that “busy” is
synonymous with “crowded” in this context). The
error on the second item may be due to the word
“rock” in the correct answer (Flickr30K contains a
lot of images of rock climbing), while the error on
the fourth item may be due to the use of words like
“parents” rather than the more generic “people.”

5.1 Discussion

We compared generation models for image de-
scription, which are trained to produce fluent de-
scriptions of the image, with ranking-based mod-
els, which learn to embed images and captions in a
common space in such a way that captions appear
near the images they describe. Among the mod-
els we were able to evaluate, ranking-based ap-
proaches outperformed generation-based ones on
most tasks, and a simple bag-of-words models per-
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Image Gold Caption Distractor: A Scene Chunk 

a single man in a black tshirt 
standing above the crowd at a busy 
bar (0.329)

a busy bar 
(0.203)

a man is making a rock gesture while 
standing on a stool in a crowded bar 
(0.216)

a crowded bar
(0.327)

some people in formal attire stand 
in front of the altar in a church 
sanctuary (0.434)

a church sanctuary
(0.325)

a son and his parents are taking a 
group picture in a church (0.274)

a church
(0.399)

Figure 7: Items from the “Just Scene” task with the scores from the BOW ranking model in parentheses
(bold = the caption preferred by the model).

formed similarly to a comparable LSTM model.
The “switch people” results indicate that rank-

ing models may not capture subtle semantic differ-
ences created by changing the word order of the
original caption (i.e. swapping subjects and ob-
jects). But although generation models seem to
perform much better on this task, their accuracy is
only as good as, or even slightly lower than, that
of a simple bigram language model that ignores
the image. This indicates that generation models
may have simply learned to distinguish between
plausible and implausible sentences.

The “share person/scene” and “just per-
son/scene” results indicate that ranking models
may be better at capturing subtle details of the im-
age than generation models. But our results also
indicate that both kinds of models still have a long
way to before they are able to describe images ac-
curately with a “human level of detail.”

Our comparison of the LSTM-based model of
Kiros et al. (2014) against our bag-of-words base-
line model indicates that the former may not be
taking advantage of the added representational
power of LSTMs (in fact, most of the recent im-
provements on this task may be largely due to
the use of better vision features and dense word
embeddings trained on large corpora). However,
RNNs (Elman, 1990) and LSTMs offer convenient
ways to define a probability distribution across the
space of all possible image captions that cannot be
modeled as easily with a bag-of-words style ap-
proach. The question remains if that convenience
comes at a cost of no longer being able to easily
train a model that understands the language to an

acceptable amount of detail. It is also important to
note that we were unable to evaluate a model that
combines a generation model with a reranker such
Fang et al. (2014) and the follow up work in De-
vlin et al. (2015). In theory, if the generation mod-
els are able produce a significantly enough diverse
set of captions, the reranking can make up the gap
in performance while still being able to generate
novel captions easily.

6 Conclusion

It is clear that evaluation still remains a difficult is-
sue for image description. The community needs
to develop metrics that are more sensitive than the
ranking task while being more directly correlated
to human judgement than current automated met-
rics used for generation. In this paper, we de-
veloped a sequence of binary forced-choice tasks
to evaluate and compare different models for im-
age description. Our results indicate that gener-
ation and ranking-based approaches are both far
from having “solved” this task, and that each ap-
proach has different advantages and deficiencies.
But the aim of this study was less to analyze the
behavior of specific models (we simply used mod-
els whose performance was close to state of the
art, and whose implementations were available to
us) than to highlight issues that are not apparent
under current evaluation metrics, and to stimulate
a discussion about what kind of evaluation meth-
ods are appropriate for this burgeoning area. Our
data is available,5 and will allow others to evaluate
their models directly.

5
http://nlp.cs.illinois.edu/HockenmaierGroup/data.html
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Abstract

In this study, we explore whether the cap-
tions in the wild can boost the perfor-
mance of object detection in images. Cap-
tions that accompany images usually pro-
vide significant information about the vi-
sual content of the image, making them
an important resource for image under-
standing. However, captions in the wild
are likely to include numerous types of
noises which can hurt visual estimation. In
this paper, we propose data-driven meth-
ods to deal with the noisy captions and
utilize them to improve object detection.
We show how a pre-trained state-of-the-
art object detector can take advantage of
noisy captions. Our experiments demon-
strate that captions provide promising cues
about the visual content of the images and
can aid in improving object detection.

1 Introduction

Visual data on the Internet is generally coupled
with descriptive text such as tags, keywords or
captions. While tags and keywords are typically
composed of single words, or phrases, and gen-
erally depict the main entities in an image (e.g.
objects, places, etc.), a caption is a complete sen-
tence which is intended to describe the image in
a holistic manner. It can reveal information about
not just the existing objects or the corresponding
event but also the relationships between the ob-
jects/scene elements, their attributes or the actions
in a scene (Figure 1). In this respect, captions pro-
vide a much richer source of information in or-
der to understand the image content. This has re-
cently motivated researchers to automate the task
of describing images in natural languages using
captions (Raffaella et al., 2016). However, most

of these studies employ carefully collected im-
age descriptions which are obtained by services
like Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (Rashtchian et al.,
2010a; Hodosh et al., 2013; Young et al., 2014a;
Lin et al., 2014). Little has been done on utilizing
captions in the wild, i.e. the captions that accom-
pany images readily available on the Web.

Although captions are rich, there are some chal-
lenges that limit their use in computer vision, and
related language tasks. First, a caption may not be
a visual depiction of the scene, but rather a sort of
comment not directly related to the visual content
of the image (Figure 1). The users might avoid ex-
plaining the obvious, but talk about more indirect
aspects, abstract concepts and/or feelings. Third,
the caption may be poorly written, which makes
it difficult to understand the meaning of the text
associated with the image.

On the other hand, there is also a major advan-
tage in having image-caption pairs on the Web;
billions of them are freely available online. Col-
lectively considering image-caption pairs associ-
ated with a certain query image may allow to elim-
inate noisy information. Researchers have used
this idea to collect a large scale images-captions
dataset consisting of clean, descriptive texts paired
with images (Chen et al., 2015). When noisy cap-
tions are eliminated, the rest can serve as an excel-
lent source of information for what is available in
the visual world.

In this paper, we investigate whether we can
leverage captions in the wild to improve object de-
tection. Object detection has seen some signifi-
cant advances in recent years thanks to convolu-
tional neural networks (LeCun et al., 2015). But
in some cases, even state-of-the-art object detec-
tors may fail to accurately locate objects or may
produce false positives (see Figure 2). For such
situations, we propose to utilize captions as an al-
ternative source of information to determine what
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the big yellow horse in
Prague

beautiful young woman
sitting near her bicycle
under the tree in forest
with map in her hands

above clouds airplane
window (10)

Hey diddle diddle... the
cat and the fiddle... the
cow jumped over the
M00N!!

Figure 1: Left: Examples of good captions, carrying rich information about the visual content of the
image such as existence, sizes, attributes of objects, or their spatial organization. Right: Examples of
noisy captions, where the mentioned objects may not exist visually (magenta for existing, red for non-
existing objects).

is present in the image. Due to the reasons stated
above, however, leveraging captions directly may
result in errors. Therefore, we suggest to use data-
driven methods which can eliminate the noise in
the captions and inform about which objects are
available in the image.

For our purpose, we first consider a constrained
scenario where we assume access to test image
captions and run detectors for objects mentioned
in the caption, as previously motivated by (Or-
donez et al., 2015). Then, we proceed to explore a
more general setting where we observe captions
only at training stage and infer possible objects
within the test image using similar training im-
ages and their captions. In finding similar im-
ages/captions, we propose to use three different
approaches, based on nearest neighbors, 2-view
Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) and 3-view
CCA. When the visual input is combined with cap-
tion information, these approaches not only help
us to eliminate the noise in the captions, but also
to infer about possible objects not even mentioned
in the caption of a test image (see Figure 2). Our
experimental results show that utilizing noisy cap-
tions of visually similar images in the proposed
ways can indeed help in improving the perfor-
mance of the object detection.

2 Related Work

In this section, we briefly review some of the rele-
vant literature related to our problem.

2.1 Employing tags and captions to improve
image parsing

Image parsing refers to the process of densely as-
signing a class label to each pixel in an image,
which traditionally requires a large set of train-

ing images with pixel-level annotations. Similar to
our goals here, some recent studies have focused
on exploiting image tags (Xu et al., 2014) or sen-
tences (Fidler et al., 2013; Cheng et al., 2014) as-
sociated with images to improve the performance
by using objects or attributes exist in the images.

2.2 Weakly-supervised object localization

Another line of research close to ours is weakly-
supervised object localization where the training
set involves image-level labels which indicate the
object classes present in the images. In addition to
generic object detection approaches (e.g. (Pandey
and Lazebnik, 2011; Siva and Xiang, 2011; Cin-
bis et al., 2016)), related studies also include face
recognition with supervision from captions and
script (Berg et al., 2004; Everingham et al., 2009).

2.3 Text-to-image co-referencing

Motivated from co-reference resolution tasks in
NLP, a number of studies have investigated match-
ing free-form phrases with images where the task
is to locate each visual entity mentioned in a cap-
tion by predicting a bounding box in the corre-
sponding image (Hodosh et al., 2010; Kong et
al., 2014; Plummer et al., 2015; Rohrbach et al.,
2015).

2.4 Automatic image captioning

Image captioning aims at automatically generat-
ing a description of a query image (Raffaella et
al., 2016). As opposed to recent neural models,
early image captioning methods mostly follow a
grounded approach and generate descriptions by
first detecting objects present in the images (Or-
donez et al., 2015). The main drawback with this
approach, however, is that object detectors may
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Caption: Probably in pursuit of a motorcycle going up on the road past our house, or similar

Faster R-CNN Detections Naive approach: Motorcycle Our approach: Dog

p. plant
p. plant

p. plant

bird

cat

p. plant

p. plant

motorcycle
motorcycle

dog

bird

dog

Figure 2: Motivation. Given an image, Faster R-CNN detects the dog successfully however also pro-
duces many false positives (Left). A naive way to incorporate the caption would be to run detectors only
mentioned in the caption of the image (Middle). This would also lead to false detections as the photog-
rapher did not mention the dog. In our approach, we leverage several captions to estimate the candidate
objects in the image, in this case, the dog (Right).

produce many false positives and moreover, not
all objects are important to be mentioned in the
descriptions (Berg et al., 2012).

2.5 Detecting visual text

Lastly, a few works aim at detecting visual text,
i.e., understanding whether an image caption con-
tains visually relevant phrases or not (Dodge et
al., 2012; Chen et al., 2013). Here, the approach
in (Dodge et al., 2012) is especially quite related
to our work because it involves the subtask of
running several object detectors to infer what is
present in the image using information from the
captions.

3 Dataset

Recent datasets for language and vision research
include natural images with natural language sen-
tences. These sentences are either the photo cap-
tions generated by the users (aka. captions in
the wild) (Ordonez et al., 2015; Chen et al.,
2015; Thomee et al., 2016) or the descriptions col-
lected via crowd-sourcing (Farhadi et al., 2010;
Rashtchian et al., 2010b; Young et al., 2014b;
Keller et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2014; Yatskar
et al., 2014; Plummer et al., 2015). Although
the datasets containing the crowd-sourced descrip-
tions, namely Pascal Sentences (Farhadi et al.,
2010), Visual and Linguistic Treebank (Keller et
al., 2014), Flickr30K Entities (Plummer et al.,
2015), Microsoft Research Dense Visual Anno-
tation Corpus (Yatskar et al., 2014) and MS-
COCO (Lin et al., 2014) datasets have extra

object-level annotations, none of the datasets that
consist of user-generated captions have these kind
of information. Hence, in our work, we collected a
new dataset of object-level annotated images that
includes captions in the wild.

We built on our dataset named SBU-Objects
from (Ordonez et al., 2015) which includes 1 mil-
lion Flickr images and associated captions pro-
vided by the corresponding users. Although much
effort has been made to eliminate noisy, non-visual
captions, an important portion of these images
have sentences that do not directly describe the
visual content of these images. Figure 1 demon-
strates such examples. The first example includes
a caption mentioning an aeroplane, but it is men-
tioned only because the image is captured from the
window of the airplane. The second example as-
sociates an image to a figurative caption that does
not describe the visual content.

We restrict ourselves to the images containing
captions where the object classes from the PAS-
CAL challenge (Everingham et al., 2012) are men-
tioned such as dog, aeroplane, car, etc. To that
end, we queried the dataset considering these PAS-
CAL classes as well as their synonyms (e.g., mo-
torbike, motorcycle). We also favoured image-
caption pairs that include place prepositions such
as in, on, under, front and behind coupled with the
query noun (e.g., dog under the tree) if exist. This
ensures the image-caption pairs to be used for ex-
ploring the effect of spatial information in captions
and images as well. We observed that captions
that are short (e.g., max 4 words) or in the form
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Table 1: Corpus statistics. For each object class, we provide the number of instances in the dataset and
their visibility rates p(visible|mentioned).

Class dog bottle chair horse cat d. table bird cow bike sofa
# Instances 289 79 119 289 135 69 308 255 294 289

p(visible|mentioned) 0.77 0.65 0.62 0.61 0.60 0.59 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.77
Class sheep boat p. plant m. bike car plane monitor bus train

# Instances 79 119 289 135 69 308 255 294 321
p(visible|mentioned) 0.65 0.62 0.61 0.60 0.59 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.18

of phrases tend to be cleaner than longer captions.
However, as our main aim is to leverage captions
in the wild for object detection, we uniformly sam-
pled captions that have different lengths between
[3 − 19] tokens, preventing the bias against cap-
tion lengths. We sampled 3.2k of such images
for annotation and collected object-level bounding
boxes for each and every PASCAL object avail-
able in the image. Table 1 shows the distribution
of the number of object instances along with their
visibility rates which is measured as the condi-
tional probability given that a class name is men-
tioned in a caption, how frequent it actually ex-
ists in the image. As can be seen, animate objects
like dogs, horses and cats appear frequently when
mentioned while vehicles like aeroplane, bus and
train have low visibilities.

4 Improving object detection with
captions

In its simplest form, our aim is to determine can-
didate objects that can be detected from the image.
Formally, given an image Ii, our aim is to estimate
candidate object classes Ci ∈ C visually present
in the image, so that to eliminate false positives,
only detectors of Ci are applied to the image. For
simplicity, we assume that the set of possible ob-
ject classes C is fixed, and the list of mentioned
objects Mi is simply obtained from the captions
via text-based search.

We begin with a simple, constrained scenario
that assumes access to test image captions. Then,
we proceed to explore more general setting where
the captions are observed only at training.

4.1 Using pure captions
As stated previously, this simple model determines
candidate objects directly from image’s caption
and hence, assumes that the caption of the image
is given (at test time). This idea has previously
been evaluated by (Ordonez et al., 2015) with a

limited set of images for motivational purposes.
Formally, given an image Ii, its caption Ti and the
list of mentioned objects within that caption Mi,
the candidate object classes is simply the list of
mentioned objects, ie. Ci = {cj , cj ∈Mi}.

This simple idea works surprisingly well, how-
ever, it restricts the search space for candidate ob-
jects Ci to the list of mentioned objects in the cap-
tion. The captions may be noisy, thus this pro-
cedure may suffer from typical issues stated pre-
viously; not all objects may be mentioned in the
caption, and not all of the mentioned objects may
be visible in the image.

4.2 Data-driven estimation of candidate
objects

A more general setting is the case where we do
not have access to the captions of newly seen im-
ages. Here, we describe three alternative data-
driven methods for candidate object estimation.

4.2.1 Nearest-neighbor based estimation
For a given image, the captions of the visually sim-
ilar images can be retrieved and utilized to iden-
tify potential object candidates. Our first method
explores this approach, by directly measuring the
similarity between images in visual feature space.
With this setting, our aim is to see how well we
can estimate candidate objects of a test image us-
ing uni-modal similarity.

To retrieve visually similar images, we need ro-
bust descriptors V that can represent the visual
content effectively. To this end, we use two al-
ternatives; first is the fc-7 activations of VGG-
19 (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014) and second
is fc-7 activations of Hybrid model (Zhou et al.,
2014). VGG-19 is a Convolutional Neural Net-
work (CNN) model trained on ImageNet dataset
which consists of 1000 different image classes
(Russakovsky et al., 2015), while Hybrid is an
CNN architecture that is trained on a combina-
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A big plane flying below the drop zone above clouds airplane window (10)

V =  [0.1 0.3 0.2]

T =  [0.4 0.4 0.2]

S =  [0 0 0 1]

Cosine-sim 2-view CCA 3-view CCA

[V] [V, T] [V, T, S]

Method

Input

V = [0.1 0.5 0.2]

T = [0.4 0.3 0.3]

S = [0 0 0 0]

Figure 3: Here, three different embedding spaces are shown. Suppose red circle denotes the image on
the left (and all images with aeroplanes visible) and green triangle denotes the image on the right (and all
images with aeroplane missing). Nearest neighbor approach takes only visual representation of images
V as input, thus these images may be considered similar. Projection gets better for 2-view CCA using
[V, T ], however since they have similar textual representations, they still lie close in space. For 3-view
CCA, with the inclusion of semantic category S, the embedding becomes distinguishable.

tion of Places (Zhou et al., 2014) (a large-scale
scene recognition dataset) and ImageNet. Both ar-
chitectures yield a 4096d representation per im-
age. We use cosine-similarity between visual de-
scriptors of each image and retrieve N nearest
neighbors (images and their captions) per query.
When measuring similarity, we also experimented
with Euclidean distance, but found cosine dis-
tance to perform better for our purposes. Af-
ter retrieving N neighbors, denoted as NN(Ii),
the candidate object classes for image Ii is the
list of all objects in the captions of the neigh-
bors MNN(Ii) that occur more than the mean fre-
quency of the class occurrence counts. Formally,
Ci = {cj , cj ∈ MNN(Ii), |cj | ≥ τ}, where
τ = 1

N

∑
cj∈MNN(Ii)

|cj |.

4.2.2 2-view CCA based estimation

Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) embed-
ding (Hardoon et al., 2004) is an excellent tool
for modelling data of different modalities, such
as images I and their captions T (Hodosh et al.,
2013). By using CCA, one can measure similar-
ities (or differences) between different modalities
in a common embedding space. Formally, CCA
aims to minimize the following objective function:

minimize
W1,W2

‖(Vtrain)W1 − (Ltrain)W2‖F2 (1)

where W1 and W2 are visual and textual projec-
tion vectors and Vtrain and Ltrain are visual and
textual representations of the training data, respec-
tively. Here, for textual representation of captions,
we use Fisher-encoded word2vec features (Klein
et al., 2014; Plummer et al., 2015; Mikolov et
al., 2013). Each word in a caption is first repre-
sented with a 300-D word2vec feature, then en-
coded within a Fisher Vector framework using 30
clusters. This results in a 18.000-D textual repre-
sentation of each caption. Before projection, we
reduce each modality’s dimension to 1000-D for
computational efficiency. Then, we learn the pro-
jection vectors using training data.

At test stage, we project the visual representa-
tion of a test image Vtest to the common embed-
ding space as Vprojected = Vtest.W1 and measure
similarity between projections of training images
and the test image. Here, we again use the co-
sine similarity metric between projections. In our
experiments, we use normalized-CCA as it yields
better performance (Gong et al., 2014b) and nor-
malize projections using corresponding eigenvec-
tors. Similar to nearest-neighbour based candi-
date object estimation, we again retrieve N train-
ing images (and captions MNN2CCA(Ii)) on the
common embedding space, and use the list of
all object classes frequently occurring in the re-
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trieved captions as Ci, ie. Ci = {cj , cj ∈
MNN2CCA(Ii), |ci| ≥ τ}.
4.2.3 3-view CCA based estimation
Our final retrieval strategy utilizes 3-view CCA
embeddings. 3-view CCA, firstly proposed by
(Gong et al., 2014a) is a generalized form of 2-
view CCA by including a third view that cor-
relates with the other views. In (Gong et al.,
2014a), the authors propose 3-view CCA to
achieve multi-modal retrieval between images and
tags/keywords associated with images on the web.
Third view can be seen as an additional supervi-
sion that guides visual and textual projectionsW1-
W2 such that semantically related data are more
accurately grouped. Formally, 3-view CCA solves
the following minimization problem:

minimize
W1,W2,W3

‖(Vtrain)W1 − (Ltrain)W2‖F2 +

‖(Vtrain)W1 − (Strain)W3‖F2 +

‖(Ltrain)W2 − (Strain)W3‖F2 +

where the first term is equal to the 2-view formu-
lation and third view is induced by second and
third terms, using Strain and W3. Strain repre-
sents our third-view representation for the training
set and W3 is the corresponding projection ma-
trix into embeddding space. Semantically, similar
visual and textual representations should be pro-
jected to nearby locations and the semantic view
S should be aligned with both V and L. For V
and L, we use the same setting as in 2-view CCA.

In (Gong et al., 2014a), the authors use keyword
or tag-derived textual representations for the third
view. In our case, we use two alternatives:

• Class view from captions (denoted as ST ):
Each class name is assigned a unique index
i ∈ [1, 19] and then convert it to a 16-bit bi-
nary ∈ (0, 1). For each training image, we
assign corresponding binary vector to anno-
tated object’s class(es). If more than one ob-
ject is available, we apply bitwise OR opera-
tion to account for each object in the image.

• Visual view from annotated image regions
(denoted as SR): For each annotated object
region in an image, we extract visual descrip-
tors. Note that, the first view is extracted
from the whole image, whereas this third
view alternative uses visual information from
individual regions. If there is more than one
image annotation, we apply mean pooling.

Both alternatives try to assign images and cap-
tions with similar (candidate) objects to lie on
close regions in the embedding space. Similar to
nearest-neighbor and 2-view CCA, we retrieve N
most similar images and corresponding captions
for each test image to form the set of candidate
object classes.

Figure 3 illustrates an example for the intuition
behind using the third view. Suppose there are
two images where each caption includes the aero-
plane class. Although one of the images really
shows an image of an aeroplane, the other is cap-
tured from an aeroplane window, so no aeroplane
is seen. Both their textual representations T in-
clude aeroplane, whereas their visual representa-
tions V and semantic representations S differ sig-
nificantly. Using both of these views, these images
project into farther points in the embedding space
compared to the naive cosine-similarity space and
2-view CCA embeddings, thus can easily be dis-
tinguished.

5 Experiments

For experiments, we split our dataset as 50%-50%
as training and test. We use Faster R-CNN (Ren
et al., 2015) as our base object detector. The de-
tector itself is trained on the PASCAL VOC 2012
data (Everingham et al., 2012). We emply PAS-
CAL (Everingham et al., 2012) conventions while
evaluating the methods and also set the set of pos-
sible object classes C to Pascal classes (excluding
the person class, due to the high level of ambigu-
ity of the captions of this class), so we have 19
classes in total. Following the regular detection
experimental settings, we measure intersection-
over-union (IoU) between detection and annota-
tion windows and count the detections as posi-
tive detections if their IoU exceeds the threshold
0.50%. We evaluate the performance using aver-
age precision (AP). While selecting the similar im-
ages, the number of nearest images N is assigned
to different values of (10, 20, 50, 100, 150).

The first experiments evaluate the performance
of Faster R-CNN by running the detector for ev-
ery object class without considering any textual
information, referred as All classes. In the sec-
ond experiment, we assume that we have access
to the captions of the test images and run the de-
tector only for the objects mentioned in these cap-
tions. This experiment can be interpreted as using
an unreliable oracle, since the objects mentioned
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All classes Ours All classes Ours

Figure 4: Example detection results illustrating the performance improvements using caption informa-
tion. The last row shows two failure cases.

in the text do not need to exist in the images as
discussed before. We refer to this method as Men-
tioned classes. The quantitative results of these
experiments are given in Table 4. As can be seen,
based detector results are quite inferior, compared
to the case when the list of objects are limited to
the set of objects in the given image captions.

The third set of experiments consider a more
general setup, where we do not have access to cap-
tions of newly seen images, and assess the perfor-
mance of data-driven estimation of object classes
from similar images. In particular, we run the de-
tector for only those candidate object classes that
are gathered by retrieving the N closest images and
using the frequent object classes mentioned in the
retrieved captions. Here, we consider three dif-
ferent approaches. Firstly, we consider only vi-
sual similarities of VGG (Simonyan and Zisser-
man, 2014) and Hybrid (Zhou et al., 2014) activa-
tions of the test and training images as described
in Sec.4.2.1. In the second and third approaches,
we use the embedding spaces learned via the 2-
view and 3-view CCA as introduced in Sec.4.2.2

and Sec.4.2.3, respectively.
Table 2 shows the results of our object detection

schemes which consider data-driven approaches to
limit the object detectors. In general, we observe
that VGG activations as deep features yield better
results than HYBRID activations. As the number
of closest images increase, we are able to predict
the candidate object classes more accurately, and
obtain better performances for all retrieval scenar-
ios. In general, 3-view CCA gives the best results
over the other alternatives.

In Table 3, we show the object detection results
for different choices of the third view for 3-way
CCA. As demonstrated, the region-based deep ac-
tivations result in a better embedding space than
the binary class vectors, providing more accurate
object detection results.

Finally, we compare the results of all of our ex-
periments. As can be seen in Table 4 and Figure 4,
Faster R-CNN produces many false positive when
run with all the object classes. When it is run
with the classes mentioned in the given caption,
the accuracy improves as expected. Interestingly,
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Table 2: Mean Average precision (mAP) values for detection through data-driven estimation of object
classes. Each approach is tested by retrieving N = (10, 20, 50, 100, 150) similar images. For 3-view
CCA, the binary class (ST ) is used as the third view.

Deep image feature Method 10 20 50 100 150

Hybrid
Single view 0.385 0.428 0.473 0.495 0.504
2-view CCA 0.396 0.421 0.480 0.492 0.504
3-view CCA 0.399 0.425 0.487 0.501 0.499

VGG
Single view 0.403 0.432 0.479 0.492 0.499
2-view CCA 0.413 0.443 0.484 0.511 0.512
3-view CCA 0.416 0.451 0.486 0.508 0.515

Table 3: Mean Average precision (mAP) values for detection using the embedding spaces learned through
3-view CCA using binary class vectors (ST ) or deep visual feature averaged over annotated object regions
(SR) as the third views. V and S represents our first and third view choices respectively.

V S Method 10 20 50 100 150

Hybrid
Binary class (ST ) 3-view CCA 0.399 0.425 0.487 0.501 0.499

Region features (SR) 3-view CCA 0.418 0.455 0.496 0.511 0.517

VGG
Binary class (ST ) 3-view CCA 0.416 0.451 0.486 0.508 0.515

Region features (SR) 3-view CCA 0.419 0.448 0.503 0.508 0.518

Table 4: Mean Average precision (mAP) values of the Faster R-CNN run with all classes, classes men-
tioned in the captions and the predicted candidate object classes.

Predicted classes
Method All classes Mentioned classes Single view 2-view CCA 3-view CCA

AP 0.304 0.508 0.504 0.512 0.518

our multi-view prediction approaches give highly
competitive and even better results than using the
captions of the test images.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we develop methods to improve
performance of object detection using captions in
the wild. Captions are freely available textual
image descriptions written by the users, exhibit-
ing a high range of challenges due to excessive
noise. To overcome these limitations, we develop
data-driven methods that can achieve better per-
formance than the current state-of-the-art object
detector Faster R-CNN by means of estimating
likely objects in the images. We compare differ-
ent strategies that use different levels of supervi-
sion. We show that superior results can be ob-
tained even without access to image’s own cap-
tion, by leveraging (somewhat noisy) captions of
similar images. The results clearly indicate that
captions are beneficial supervisory signals for ob-
ject detection problem, when used in a data-driven
manner.

In the future, we plan to extend our dataset us-
ing larger-scale image-caption pairs datasets such
as Flickr-100M (Thomee et al., 2016). We also
plan to apply similar ideas to co-localization prob-
lem (Tang et al., 2014) where noisy images can
also be determined by data-driven methods.
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Abstract

There has been continuous growth in the
volume and ubiquity of video material.
It has become essential to define video
semantics in order to aid the searchabil-
ity and retrieval of this data. Although
the method of annotating this data with
keywords is relatively well researched,
the quality can be improved through de-
scribing videos with natural language.
We are exploring approaches to generat-
ing natural language descriptions of inter-
relations between human activities in a
video stream. This paper focuses on cre-
ation of a dataset that can be used for de-
velopment and evaluation. To this end a
corpus of video clips, manually selected
from the Hollywood2 dataset, and their
natural language descriptions has been
generated. Analysis of the hand anno-
tation presents insights into human inter-
ests and thoughts. Such resource can be
used to evaluate automatic natural lan-
guage generation systems for video.

1 Introduction

Video synopses can be created by converting video
summaries using natural language. They serve to
generate a multimedia archive where video analy-
sis, retrieval and summarisation can be developed.
The majority of previous research, in particular
for video description tasks, has relied upon short
video clips. They typically presented one subject
performing one action, hence a single sentence
was often sufficient to annotate them. By contrast
reality-based video scenarios incorporate various
camera shots depicting a range of actions.

We are exploring approaches to generating nat-
ural language description for inter-relations of hu-

mans and their activities within video streams.
The first step of the study was to create a dataset
that could be used for development and evalua-
tion, as we did not find publicly available resource
that suitably considered the spatial and tempo-
ral relations between individual entities. Initially,
from the Human Actions and Scenes dataset (Hol-
lywood2 dataset1), 120 video segments were se-
lected, 10 for each of the twelve categories. They
were relatively long videos ranging from 1 to 3
minutes, selected based on a number of criteria,
such as the number of camera shots and the vari-
ety of human actions. For selected video clips, a
dataset was then created, comprising hand annota-
tions with natural language descriptions. We refer
to this dataset as NLDHA2 Corpus.

The contributions of the work presented in this
paper include the following two aspects:

• A total of 12 participants manually annotated
this dataset in two ways: a brief synopsis (ti-
tle) consisting of a single phrase or sentence,
and a full explanation in everyday language,
set out using a number of sentences.

• An action classification experiment based on
hand annotations was performed to demon-
strate the application of the corpus with natu-
ral language descriptions.

2 Related Work

There are a variety of corpora in the video process-
ing studies, ranging from basic object recognition
to analysis of complex scenes. Unfortunately most
video corpora for visual event recognition are not
suitable for evaluating their natural language de-
scription. For example the KTH dataset (Schuldt

1www.di.ens.fr/˜laptev/actions/hollywood2
2‘NLDHA’ stands for Natural Language Descriptions for

Human Activities in videos.
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et al., 2004) and the Weizmann dataset (Blank et
al., 2005) facilitate depicting events with a single
human, thus there is no interaction with other in-
dividuals or objects. Recently a number of video
corpora have been created, aiming at annotation
with natural language. They are designed with cer-
tain prerequisites or constraints to fulfil the spe-
cific task or the purpose. Some of these corpora
are reviewed in the following.
ACL2013 dataset3. A methodology was pro-
posed by (Yu and Siskind, 2013) to learn word
meanings from video that was coupled with sen-
tences. A range of combined situations could be
compiled into a dataset of 61 short filmed video
clips, each with 3-5 seconds and 640×480 reso-
lution at 40 fps (frames per second). Every clip
was made up of a combination of a number of syn-
chronous instances, which could involve a subset
of up to four different entities: a chair, a garbage
can, a backpack and a person. The corpus of 159
training examples coupled up videos with more
than one sentence and sentences with more than
one video — on average there were 2.6 sentences
per video. Some of these video clips depicted non-
human objects’ activities without human presence,
such as an airplane landing, which makes this
dataset not suitable for our task.
TACoS Cooking dataset4. This dataset was cre-
ated for addressing the issue of grounding sen-
tences to describe actions in visual information ex-
tracted from videos (Regneri et al., 2013). 127
videos with 26 basic cooking tasks were included
and 22 subjects were used for recording a corpus
in the kitchen environment. 20 different textual
descriptions were collected for each video, result-
ing in 2540 annotation assignments. This corpus
was designed for the specific purpose of cooking
and, as a result, all actions were centred on the
kitchen environment, which makes it not suitable
for a general video description task.
SumMe dataset5. SumMe was a new bench-
mark proposed for the task of summarizing video
(Gygli et al., 2014). There were in total 25 videos
included in the SumMe dataset, covering sports,
events and holidays. The video length varied be-
tween 1 and 6 minutes. The study included a total
of 41 participants (19 males and 22 females) that
had different educational backgrounds, for sum-

3haonanyu.com/research/acl2013
4www.coli.uni-saarland.de/projects/smile/page.php?id=tacos
5www.vision.ee.ethz.ch/gyglim/vsum

marizing the videos’ visual content. Around 15 to
18 people summarised each video. Since there is
no human present in some videos, this dataset is
inappropriate for our task.

3 Corpus Generation

We have created the NLDHA Corpus of English
language, describing 12 action classes from real-
life video scenes, observed in the manually se-
lected subset of the Hollywood2 dataset which
was collected from 69 Hollywood films. This
dataset was selected as it had realistic and generic
video settings including human subjects with vari-
ous activities, emotions and interactions with oth-
ers. We have selected 10 video clips for each of
12 action classes, resulting in 120 video clips in
total. The selected clips contained either (1) mul-
tiple camera shots of human activities to incorpo-
rate temporal and spatial association of human ac-
tivities, or (2) a single shot consisting of a vari-
ety of actions, performed either by one or multiple
persons. The intention was to develop a compact
dataset to study approaches for translating video
contents of human interaction and their temporal
and spatial relations to natural language descrip-
tions. For each of 120 video clips, NLDHA con-
sists of 12 descriptions obtained via Amazon Me-
chanical Turk (MTurk)6.

The majority of selected segments contained
multiple camera shots, with 6 shots on aver-
age, varying between indoor and outdoor scene-
settings. The total length of the selected clips was
225,000 frames, with a frame rate of 25 fps and
the average length of 1875 frames for each video.
Videos span between 1 and 3 minutes, with the
average length of 75 seconds. Human interactions
may be classified into two themes:

human-human interaction: This involves mul-
tiple humans, including categories such as
‘FightPerson’, ‘HandShake’, ‘HugPerson’,
‘SitUp’, ‘Run’ and ‘Kiss’.

human-object interaction: A human performes
some action with an object (e.g., car, chair
or dining table), such as ‘driving’, ‘sitting’
or ‘eating’. This includes the following cat-
egories: ‘AnswerPhone’, ‘DriveCar’, ‘Sit-
Down’, ‘StandUp’, ‘Eat’ and ‘GetOutCar’.

All categories involved human activities, expres-
sions and emotions. A sequence of actions was

6www.mturk.com
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performed by one person, depicted in one shot,
whereas multiple shots presented relation and in-
teraction between multiple humans. Some videos
depicted humans’ interaction with other objects in
a variety of indoor and outdoor settings.

3.1 Collecting Textual Video Descriptions

Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) was used to
collect video descriptions. A Human Intelligence
Task (HIT) was created and published on MTurk,
using an adapted version of the annotation tool
Vatic (Vondrick et al., 2013). For each video we
collected 12 different textual annotations, leading
to 1440 annotation assignments. Each annotator
prepared manual descriptions for 120 video seg-
ments in two different types: title assignment (a
single phrase) and full description (multiple sen-
tences). A title, in some sense, can be consid-
ered as a summary provided in the most compact
form, which includes the essential themes, or con-
tents of a video in a short phrase. In contrast, full
description is detailed and comprises of a num-
ber of sentences with in-depth description of ob-
jects, their activities and interactions. In the rest
of this paper they are referred to as ‘hand annota-
tion’. A valuable resource for text-based video re-
trieval and summarisation can be created through
the combination of titles and full descriptions.

For each assignment one video was shown to
the annotator, who was then requested to provide
a title for the video in one phrase, highlighting the
main theme and explaining human activities ob-
served in the video. The annotator was also asked
to provide a description of minimum 5 and max-
imum 15 complete English sentences for explain-
ing the events in the video. In order to help an-
notators understand the task, they were presented
with a sample video segment, as well as possible
textual annotations, i.e., a title and a complete de-
scription. Instructions were provided, allowing an
open vocabulary, meaning that annotators had the
freedom to use any English word. However anno-
tators were asked not to use (1) computer codes or
symbols, (2) proper nouns (e.g., person’s name),
and (3) information identified through audio, since
they could affect the quality of descriptions for se-
mantic video content.

4 Corpus Analysis

With 12 annotators describing each of 120 videos,
there are 1440 documents in this corpus. The to-

Hand annotation 1
(title) Furious man crushing a window on the car;
(description) Furious man is crushing window on the car with iron stick
and screaming; After that, we see him and the other two men driving in
the car; All except the driver are eating sandwiches; Then we see driver
sticking nails in wooden lath;

Hand annotation 2
(title) Beating a car and running;
(description) Angry man begins beating up a car; He breaks the wind-
shield and windows; Then there are three men riding in another car; They
are eating and riding somewhere; Then a man is beating nails into a board;

Hand annotation 3
(title) Smashing a car window;
(description) A man is smashing the window of a parked car with a sledge
hammer at night; Next, the man who was speaking on the phone is driving
a car with two other men as passengers at night; Later, another man is
speaking on the phone while hammering nails in a board;

Hand annotation 4
(title) Broken windshield of a car;
(description) A man breaks the front windshield of a car using a rod;
Then the same car is driven by three men; Later, one among them makes
a call inside the car;

Hand annotation 5
(title) A windshieldless car driving;
(description) A man smashing in a windshield with a bat and later three
men go for a drive in the car;

Hand annotation 6
(title) Car wrecking;
(description) A man wrecks a car and then people drive in it;

Figure 1: A montage of a 3-minute video segment
and six sets of the hand annotations. This clip was
extracted from the ‘DriveCar’ category in the Hol-
lywood2 dataset, ‘actionclipautoautotrain00094’,
depicting a sequence of actions performed by four
humans in an outdoor scene.

tal number of words is 67080, hence the aver-
age length of one document is roughly 47 words.
There are 5136 unique words and 2336 keywords
consisting of nouns and verbs. Figure 1 presents
six annotation examples for one of video clips
from the ‘DriveCar’ category. This video segment
consisted of four different shots depicting multi-
ple actions performed by four humans, with the
two main activities, ‘smashing’ and ‘driving’.

The hand annotations have been made in two
types: ‘title’ and ‘description’. A title often con-
sists of only a couple of words that do not consti-
tute a complete sentence. Verbs are often used to
express the main theme of the video, e.g., ‘fam-
ily eating dinner’, ‘men fighting’ and ‘three peo-
ple driving’. The average length of titles is three
words. An extensive analysis on titles indicates
that, for each video, the same theme was identi-
fied by most annotators, though there were dif-
ferences between them in the words used to ex-
press the theme. Figure 1 clearly illustrates that six
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Figure 2: Human related features and their occurrences found in the hand annotations.

annotators were expressing the same theme using
different words — ‘crushing’, ‘beat up’, ‘smash ’,
‘break ’ and ‘wreck ’.

On the other hand, full descriptions on average
contain four to six phrases or sentences; typically
each camera shot is described by one sentence.
Most sentences are concise, ranging between six
and eight words. Descriptions for human, gen-
der, emotion and actions, with their temporal or-
der, are commonly observed. Minor details for ob-
jects, dressing and location are only occasionally
stated, unless these objects participate in the event.
Annotations vary in a wide range from highly ab-
stract to very detailed descriptions, although they
typically preserved the temporal order of activities
performed in the video clip. The amount of detail
included in full descriptions can be observed in ex-
amples presented in Figure 1. They vary between
the very compact (e.g., annotation 6), to the very
detailed (e.g., annotation 3). Nevertheless almost
all annotations maintain the same temporal order
of activities performed in the video.

4.1 Human Related Features

Figure 2 illustrates the human-related information
that is highlighted in the hand annotations. Full
attention was paid to the human presence in the
video by the annotators, in particular gender spec-
ification for female and male are most frequently
observed. Note that in the ‘female’ category, re-
lated words indicating female, such as ‘lady’ and

‘woman’ are also included; and so are in the
‘male’ category. This supports that humans and
their attributes which identify as high level visual
features (HLFs) are the most important and in-
teresting information for annotators. By contrast
some factors such as identity (e.g., ‘police officer’,
‘father’) and age information (e.g., ‘young’, ‘old ’,
‘child ’) are not observed very often. Human body
parts have mixed occurrences, ranging from high
(‘hand ’) to low (‘foot’).

Six basic emotions were presented in (Ekman,
1992); they relate to the most frequent facial ex-
pressions, including fear, anger, sadness, surprise,
disgust and happiness. Another interesting feature
is dressing; when an individual has dressed in a
unique manner, for instance wearing a formal suit,
an army, a police uniform or a coloured jacket,
it was described; otherwise dressing information
was not stated frequently. Scenes with multi-
ple humans were also very common, and there-
fore, grouping information were frequently stated.
Human activities were identified through the in-
volvement of body parts, including actions such
as ‘walking’, ‘running’, ‘sitting’, ‘fighting’ and
‘standing’. It was also observed among the major-
ity of annotators that they liked to describe using
general terms (e.g., ‘female’) rather than their spe-
cific identities (e.g., ‘doctor’).
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Figure 3: Non-human features and their occur-
rences in the hand annotations.

4.2 Objects and Scene Settings

Figure 3 illustrates the hierarchy of visual features
that are not found in Figure 2. Many of them de-
note artificial objects, and interaction between hu-
mans and these objects are stated to complete ac-
tivities, e.g., ‘man is sitting on chair’, ‘he is driv-
ing a car’ and ‘she is talking on the phone’. Other
important information is location (e.g., ‘restau-
rant’, ‘shop’, ‘school ’), which identifies object’s
position in the scene (e.g., ‘people are eating in
the restaurant’, ‘there is a car on the road ’).

When identifying individual high level features
(HLFs), colour information often plays an essen-
tial role — e.g., ‘she is wearing a white uniform’,
‘a man in a black shirt is walking with a woman
with a green jacket’. Considering the great num-
ber of colour occurrences, it is evident that humans
have an interest in observing the colour scheme in
visual scenes, along with the objects. We are able
to observe individual annotators’ interest in fore-
ground/background. Some annotators also paid
attention to outdoor/indoor scene settings. De-
tails for prominent objects in a visual scene was
demonstrated by some annotations — e.g., ‘two
boys are seated on a small boat’, ‘a lady with long
hair is walking on the road ’. Natural objects were
rarely described in the hand annotations.

4.3 Spatial Relations

Visual scenes in filming are best described in
terms of spatial relations, which can define how
objects are located spatially in relation to some
reference object. In a video stream this reference
object is usually in the foreground. The competent

in: 653; on: 335; with: 235; at: 121; between: 36; around: 26; behind:
25; touch: 23; middle: 21; together: 20; inside: 17; far: 16; in front of:
13; beside: 11; on the right: 10; on the left: 8, near: 6; under: 5; in the
middle: 3

Figure 4: List of frequent spatial relations and
their frequency counts, manually collated from the
hand annotations.

use of prepositions, such as on, at, inside or above,
can facilitate the creation of smooth and concise
descriptions when presenting the spatial relations
between objects. For example ‘three people are
swimming in the canal ’ provides more descriptive
detail than ‘three people are swimming’ and ‘there
is a canal in the background ’ separately. There
are a variety of expressions that can be used to
gain accurate spatial representations, e.g., direc-
tion (‘left’, ‘under’), distance (‘far’, ‘near’), or
topology (‘touch ’, ‘inside’) (Cohn et al., 2008).

A list of the most frequent words in the cor-
pus concerning spatial relations are presented in
Figure 4. Frequent occurrences of these words
indicate people’s regular use when describing vi-
sual scenes. Semantics of the visual scenes are
better understood through the use of these words
with which we are able to identify connections
between various HLFs. For various reasons they
had to be manually counted. Firstly, some words
in the list may have a multitude of alternative
uses in addition to spatial relations. The follow-
ing three phrases demonstrate how the word ‘in’
can be used for different purposes: ‘three people
are sitting in a car’ represents a spatial relation,
whilst ‘the dog in the last shot’ depicts a relation-
ship between various scenes, and ‘two people in
a dialogue’ augments the ease with which the de-
scription can be read. Secondly, the spatial word
can be a preposition by itself; e.g., ‘in’ or syntac-
tically overlapped with another preposition such
as ‘three persons are talking in front of shops at
night’. Finally, there are some preposition words
that can be used for both spatial and temporal rela-
tions; e.g., ‘at’ in the following example, ‘a man is
smashing the window of a parked car with a sledge
hammer at night’ presents the temporal relation,
whereas ‘at’ in ‘there are three people eating din-
ner at home’ indicates the spatial relation.

4.4 Temporal Relations

When something happens, temporal expressions,
such as before, long, awhile or during, describe
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Single human
then: 125; after: 60; afterwards: 44; before: 42; later on: 32; throughout:
32; start: 27; end: 25; next: 25; finish: 25;

Multiple humans
while: 87; meeting:71; during: 27; overlap: 12; meanwhile: 12; through-
out: 12; then: 11; equals: 4,

Figure 5: List of frequent temporal relations and
their frequency counts in the NLDHA Corpus.

the duration or how often it occurs (Pustejovsky et
al., 2003). Temporal and spatial relations are com-
bined in videos as time series data using highly
sophisticated multi-dimensional contents. A com-
plete video sequence is created by linking individ-
ual scenes. Annotators use temporal relations to
combine the narratives for a sequence of scenes
and produce a complete account of the video con-
tent. In the following example, three separate
scenes can be connected using two temporal re-
lations, then and later:

‘A man and woman are talking and the
woman walks out of the house; then she sees
him through the door as he is passing in the
street; later, another man enters the house.’

A total of thirteen relations (overlaps,
overlapped-by, starts, started-by, meets, meet-by,
finishes, finished-by, equals, after, before, con-
tains and during) make up a temporal logic, as
identified in (Allen and Ferguson, 1994), who
also proposed that scenarios could be more often
described using time intervals than time points.
Analysis of the NLDHA Corpus indicates that
temporal relations can be classified into two
types: activities of a single human and multiple
humans interacting with each other. Figure 5
presents a list of the most frequent temporal
relations found in the hand annotations. Clearly
keywords, connecting numerous human activities,
are important. According to Allen’s algebra
(Allen and Ferguson, 1994), ‘meet’ and ‘met by’
are keywords, indicating important temporal rela-
tions. This kind of relation occurs frequently in
meeting scenes where there are multiple humans
present, thus a specific action is performed once
another action is completed. ‘While’ is also a
commonly used temporal keyword as it describes
actions carried out simultaneously, e.g., ‘a man is
eating while his friend is drinking’.

Our observation indicates that, for activities by
a single human, temporal relations are typically
used in the chronological order of actions, e.g., ‘a

man comes into the room a little awkwardly; then
he sits on the chair’. On the other hand, for the
multiple humans scenes, corpus analysis shows
that the annotators were likely to pay much more
attention to the actions carried out simultaneously
by different people, rather than describing individ-
ual human activities. Some of video scenes incor-
porated both types, thus their occurrences had to
be counted manually.

4.5 Similarity between Descriptions
Cohen’s kappa coefficient (κ) is widely used for
calculating the inter-annotator agreement (Cohen,
1960). However, for measuring the similarity in
the NLDHA Corpus, a kappa coefficient may not
be suitable because of the large variation in the de-
scription length among individual annotators. For
such situation, a so-called cosine similarity may
be more effective because it works independent of
document lengths as one of its important proper-
ties. The similarity between two documents can
be quantified as the cosine of the angle between
the vectors when the documents are represented
as term vectors.

Let D = d1, . . . , dn denote a set of documents
and T = t1, . . . , tm be a set of distinct terms oc-
curring in D. A document is then represented as
an m-dimensional vector ~td. Let tf(d, t) stand for
the frequency of term t ∈ T in document d ∈ D.
Then the vector representation of a document d is
given by

~td = (tf(d, t1), . . . , tf(d, tm)) (1)

and the cosine similarity is defined by

SIMC(~ta, ~tb) =
~ta · ~tb
|~ta| × |~tb|

(2)

where ~ta and ~tb are m-dimensional vectors over
the term set T = t1, . . . , tm. The numerator
represents the dot product of two vectors, while
the denominator is the product of their Euclidean
lengths. Each dimension is used for representing
a term with its weight in the document which is
non-negative, due to which the cosine similarity is
non-negative and bounded between [0, 1]. It is 0
where two documents are totally different, and 1
where they are identical.

To evaluate the similarity between hand anno-
tations, a number of standard text processing fil-
tering techniques are applied. The first is the re-
moval of stop words (Flood, 1999), which are non-
descriptive for the purpose of these documents.
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The second measure involves stemming, which is
reducing words into their base forms using the
Porter stemmer (Porter, 1980). Finally it is usu-
ally helpful to minimise the vocabulary by substi-
tuting words with their common synonyms with-
out affecting meaning, which can be achieved by
using the NLTK WordNet interface7. Synonyms
will reduce the annotators’ variation and subjec-
tivity caused by their use of different words for
the same concept, and will also increase the oc-
currence of significant collocations.

The average similarity scores within 12 hand
annotations for each of 120 video across 12 cat-
egories are shown in Table 1. Individual descrip-
tion scores were used for calculating the average,
which was compared with the remaining descrip-
tions in the same category. They were calcu-
lated in three conditions: (A) raw hand annota-
tions, (B) applying Porter Stemmer and removing
stop words, without replacing synonyms, and (C)
without removing stop words, but applying Porter
Stemmer and replacing synonyms. The table indi-
cates that condition (C) resulted in the better simi-
larity. In other words, the similarity has increased
by replacing some words with their synonyms, in-
dicating that we are expressing the same concept
using different terms.

Table 1 also shows that the similarity scores for
‘DriveCar’, ‘AnswerPhone’ and ‘Eat’ categories
were higher than the rest. Each of these three
categories appeared to have some common fac-
tors among hand annotations, resulting from ex-
istence of important objects associated with hu-
mans and their actions, such as a car, a phone, and
a dining table. Most annotators paid attention to
such objects, hence common concepts were used
for their description, leading to higher similarity
scores than others. Conversely for the rest of cate-
gories, a broader range of concepts were incorpo-
rated in their hand annotations, although they still
maintained the similarity by focusing on the same
actions (thus using the same verbs).

5 Video Classification Experiments

This section uses an action classification task for
demonstrating the application of the NLDHA Cor-
pus with natural language descriptions.

7www.nltk.org

(A) (B) (C) Average
AnswerPhone 0.5294 0.5236 0.5446 0.5325
DriveCar 0.5564 0.5587 0.5632 0.5594
Eat 0.5272 0.5386 0.5386 0.5348
FightPerson 0.4010 0.4104 0.4245 0.4119
GetOutCar 0.4679 0.4607 0.4707 0.4664
HandShake 0.3955 0.4034 0.4187 0.4058
HugPerson 0.4036 0.4216 0.4236 0.4162
Kiss 0.3868 0.4065 0.4187 0.404
Run 0.3996 0.4056 0.4076 0.4042
SitDown 0.3925 0.4065 0.4158 0.4049
SitUp 0.3898 0.3952 0.4023 0.3958
StandUp 0.4043 0.4074 0.4274 0.4130

Table 1: Similarity scores within 12 hand annota-
tions using the cosine similarity. For each class,
scores are calculated in three conditions: (A) raw
hand annotations; (B) applying Porter Stemmer
and removing stop words, without replacing syn-
onyms; (C) without removing stop words, but ap-
plying Porter Stemmer and replacing synonyms.

5.1 Experimental Setup
Textual document features can be expressed
through tf-idf scores (Dumais et al., 1998). The
importance of a term t within a particular docu-
ment d can be measured by

tfidf(t, d) = tf(t, d) · idf(d) (3)

The term frequency tf(t, d) is given by

tf(t, d) =
Nt,d∑

k

Nk,d

(4)

where the number of occurrences of t in d is pre-
sented by Nt,d, while the denominator is the size
of the document |d|. Further, the inverse document
frequency idf(d) is

idf(d) = log
N

W (t)
(5)

where N is the total number of documents in the
corpus andW (t) is the total number of documents
containing the term t. A term-document matrix is
presented by T ×D matrix {tfidf(t, d)}.

When conducting the experiment, stop words
were removed and stemming was applied. For the
action classication task, the most frequent 1000
words were used. We applied the Naive Bayes
probabilistic supervised learning algorithm from
the Weka machine learning library (Hall et al.,
2009). Ten-fold cross validation was performed
and the outcome was measured using precision,
recall and F1-measure.
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Precision Recall F1-measure
AnswerPhone 0.836 0.850 0.843
DriveCar 0.803 0.850 0.826
Eat 0.855 0.883 0.869
FightPerson 0.786 0.858 0.821
GetOutCar 0.791 0.725 0.757
HandShake 0.817 0.783 0.800
HugPerson 0.921 0.775 0.842
Kiss 0.783 0.783 0.783
Run 0.939 0.900 0.919
SitDown 0.623 0.675 0.648
SitUp 0.686 0.583 0.631
StandUp 0.483 0.575 0.525
Average 0.777 0.770 0.772

Table 2: Outcomes for the action classification ex-
periment using the Naive Bayes classifier.

5.2 Results

Table 2 presents the outcomes of the monitored
classification assessment using tf-idf characteris-
tics. The F1 scores for certain categories, such as
‘AnswerPhone’, ‘Eat’, ‘DriveCar’ and ‘Run’, were
greater than some others. For these categories,
description concerning humans and the important
objects (e.g., dining table, car, phone) were found
in most of hand annotations thus classification was
not too difficult. In general, F1 scores were higher
for categories where human’s interaction with an
object was evident.

In comparison some categories, such as ‘Sit-
Down’, ‘SitUp’ and ‘StandUp’, had the substan-
tially lower F1 scores than the rest. There were
two potential reasons why the annotators did not
pay sufficient attention to these actions. Firstly,
these actions were performed very quickly in the
context of some videos. For example, when a
person sat down or stood up during an eating
scene, the annotators would have focused on eat-
ing (rather than sitting down or standing up) in
their description. Secondly, these actions were
often overlapped with another action by different
humans in the video, which the annotators might
have found more important for description. Over-
all outcome of the classification experiment indi-
cates that the corpus is a reliable tool for assessing
natural language description of video streams.

6 Findings from the Corpus Analysis

The corpus is important for the following reasons:
(1) limiting this study to a clearly defined and
manageable domain; (2) identifying the most im-
portant HLFs that should be extracted by image
processing techniques in order to describe seman-

tic content of videos; and (3) providing develop-
ment and test dataset. They should also serve as
the ground truths for evaluation.

We have obtained a few insights into the dataset
based on the analysis of hand annotations. Anno-
tators are most interested in presence of humans
and their attributes in videos, especially their gen-
der, emotions, actions and their interaction with
other humans and objects. Based on these obser-
vations, we derive a list of HLFs for automatic
extraction, consisting of humans and their age,
gender, emotion, action, the number of humans,
objects, scene setting, spatial and temporal rela-
tions. Hand annotation of one visual scene can
vary substantially due to the subjectivity of indi-
viduals. It can be argued that the dissimilarity lies
in the choice of words and that the similarity can
be found in the contents that are described. Hand
annotations can be used as a reference to evalu-
ate the information content of machine generated
descriptions.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We have developed a new corpus, consisting of
natural language descriptions for video data. 12
annotators produced a title and a full description
for each of 120 video segments, derived from a
subset of Hollywood2 dataset. They are much
longer streaming videos than existing ones that
were previously annotated with natural language
descriptions. As a consequence each segment con-
tains numerous instances of a variety of actions
that may overlap in time and occur at various spa-
tial positions within the frame, hence providing a
challenge in processing the contents spatially and
temporally. The accompanied annotation delin-
eates not only a type of action but also its spa-
tial position and temporal extent. Analysis of this
corpus presents insights into human interests and
thoughts in such visual scenes. Important visual
entities have been identified, aiming at future use
for automatic extraction of visual features, which
are then used for automatic generation of natural
language descriptions for that visual scene.
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Abstract

We present a multi-modal dialogue sys-
tem for interactive learning of perceptually
grounded word meanings from a human
tutor. The system integrates an incremen-
tal, semantic parsing/generation frame-
work - Dynamic Syntax and Type Theory
with Records (DS-TTR) - with a set of vi-
sual classifiers that are learned through-
out the interaction and which ground the
meaning representations that it produces.
We use this system in interaction with a
simulated human tutor to study the effect
of different dialogue policies and capa-
bilities on accuracy of learned meanings,
learning rates, and efforts/costs to the tu-
tor. We show that the overall performance
of the learning agent is affected by (1)
who takes initiative in the dialogues; (2)
the ability to express/use their confidence
level about visual attributes; and (3) the
ability to process elliptical as well as in-
crementally constructed dialogue turns.

1 Introduction

Identifying, classifying, and talking about objects
or events in the surrounding environment are key
capabilities for intelligent, goal-driven systems
that interact with other agents and the external
world (e.g. robots, smart spaces, and other auto-
mated systems). To this end, there has recently
been a surge of interest and significant progress
made on a variety of related tasks, including gen-
eration of Natural Language (NL) descriptions of
images, or identifying images based on NL de-
scriptions e.g. (Bruni et al., 2014; Socher et al.,
2014). Another strand of work has focused on
learning to generate object descriptions and object
classification based on low level concepts/features
(such as colour, shape and material), enabling sys-
tems to identify and describe novel, unseen images

Figure 1: Example dialogues

(Farhadi et al., 2009; Silberer and Lapata, 2014;
Sun et al., 2013).

Our goal is to build interactive systems that can
learn grounded word meanings relating to their
perceptions of real-world objects – this is differ-
ent from previous work such as e.g. (Roy, 2002),
that learn groundings from descriptions without
any interaction, and more recent work using Deep
Learning methods (e.g. (Socher et al., 2014)).

Most of these systems using machine learning
rely on training data of high quantity with no pos-
sibility of online error correction. Furthermore,
they are unsuitable for robots and multimodal sys-
tems that need to continuously, and incrementally
learn from the environment, and may encounter
objects they haven’t seen in training data. These
limitations should be alleviated if systems can
learn concepts as and when needed, from situated
dialogue with humans. Interaction with human
tutors also enables systems to take initiative and
seek information they need by e.g. asking ques-
tions with the highest information gain (see e.g.
(Skocaj et al., 2011), and Fig. 1). For example, a
robot could ask questions (Cakmak and Thomaz,
2012) to learn the colour of a “square” or to re-
quest to be presented with more “red” things to
improve its performance on the concept (see e.g.
Fig. 1). Furthermore, such systems could allow
for meaning negotiation in the form of clarifica-
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tion interactions with the tutor.
This setting means that the system must be

trainable from little data, compositional, adaptive,
and able to handle natural human dialogue with
all its glorious context-sensitivity and messiness
– for instance so that it can learn visual concepts
suitable for specific tasks/domains, or even those
specific to a particular user. Interactive systems
that learn continuously, and over the long run from
humans need to do so incrementally, quickly, and
with minimal effort/cost to human tutors.

In this paper, we use an implemented dialogue
system (see Yu et al. (2016b) and architecture in
figure 2) that integrates an incremental, semantic
grammar framework, especially suited to dialogue
processing – Dynamic Syntax and Type Theory
with Records (DS-TTR1 (Kempson et al., 2001;
Eshghi et al., 2012)) with visual classifiers which
are learned during the interaction, and which pro-
vide perceptual grounding for the basic seman-
tic atoms in the semantic representations (Record
Types in TTR) produced by the parser (see Fig. 1).

We use this system in interaction with a simu-
lated human tutor, to test hypotheses about how
the accuracy of learned meanings, learning rates,
and the overall cost/effort for the human tutor are
affected by different dialogue policies and capabil-
ities; specifically: (1) who takes initiative in the
dialogues; (2) the agent’s ability to utilise their
level of uncertainty about an object’s attributes;
and (3) their ability to process elliptical as well
as incrementally constructed dialogue turns. The
results show that differences along these dimen-
sions have significant impact both on the accuracy
of the learned, grounded word meanings, and the
processing effort required by the tutors.

2 Related work

Please see (Yu et al., 2016b) for a full discussion of
related work. Most similar to our work is probably
that of Kennington & Schlangen (2015) who learn
a mapping between individual words - rather than
logical atoms - and low-level visual features (e.g.
colour-values) directly. The system is composi-
tional, yet does not use a grammar (the composi-
tions are defined by hand). Further, the ground-
ings are learned from pairings of object references
in NL and images rather than from dialogue.

What sets our approach apart from others is:
a) that we use a domain-general, incremental se-

1Download from http://dylan.sourceforge.net

mantic grammar with principled mechanisms for
parsing and generation; b) Given DS model of di-
alogue (Eshghi et al., 2015), representations are
constructed jointly and interactively by the tutor
and system over the course of several turns (see
Fig. 1); c) perception and NL-semantics are mod-
elled in a single logical formalism (TTR); d) we
effectively induce an ontology of atomic types
in TTR, which can be combined in arbitrarily
complex ways for generation of complex descrip-
tions of arbitrarily complex visual scenes (see e.g.
(Dobnik et al., 2012) and compare this with (Ken-
nington and Schlangen, 2015), who do not use a
grammar and therefore do not have logical struc-
ture over grounded meanings).

3 Experimental Setup

Our goal in this paper is an experimental study of
the effect of different dialogue policies and capa-
bilities on the overall performance of the learning
agent, which, as we describe below is a measure
that combines accuracy of learned meanings with
the cost of tutoring over time.

Design. We use the dialogue system outlined
above to carry out our main experiment with a
2 × 2 × 2 factorial design, i.e. with three fac-
tors each with two levels. Together, these fac-
tors determine the learner’s dialogue behaviour:
(1) Initiative (Learner/Tutor): determines who
takes initiative in the dialogues. When the tu-
tor takes initiative, s/he is the one that drives the
conversation forward, by asking questions to the
learner (e.g. “What colour is this?” or “So this
is a ....” ) or making a statement about the at-
tributes of the object. On the other hand, when
the learner has initiative, it makes statements, asks
questions, initiates topics etc. (2) Uncertainty
(+UC/-UC): determines whether the learner takes
into account, in its dialogue behaviour, its own
subjective confidence about the attributes of the
presented object. The confidence is the proba-
bility assigned by any of its attribute classifiers
of the object being a positive instance of an at-
tribute (e.g. ‘red’) - see below for how a confi-
dence threshold is used here. In +UC, the agent
will not ask a question if it is confident about the
answer, and it will hedge the answer to a tutor
question if it is not confident, e.g. “T: What is
this? L: errm, maybe a square?”. In -UC, the
agent always takes itself to know the attributes of
the given object (as given by its currently trained
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Figure 2: Architecture of the teachable system, see (Yu et al., 2016b)

Figure 3: Example dialogues in different conditions

classifiers), and behaves according to that assump-
tion. (3) Context-Dependency (+CD/-CD): de-
termines whether the learner can process (pro-
duce/parse) context-dependent expressions such
as short answers and incrementally constructed
turns, e.g. “T: What is this? L: a square”, or “T:
So this one is ...? L: red/a circle”. This setting can
be turned off/on in the DS-TTR dialogue model.

Tutor Simulation and Policy: To run our exper-
iment on a large-scale, we have hand-crafted an In-
teractive Tutoring Simulator, which simulates the
behaviour of a human tutor. The tutor policy is
kept constant across all conditions. Its policy is
that of an always truthful, helpful and omniscient
one: it (1) has complete access to the labels of
each object; and (2) always acts as the context of
the dialogue dictates: answers any question asked,
confirms or rejects when the learner describes an
object; and (3) always corrects the learner when it
describes an object erroneously.

Confidence Threshold: To determine when and
how the agent properly copes with its attribute-
based predictions, we use confidence-score thresh-
olds. It consists of two values, a base threshold
(e.g. 0.5) and a positive threshold (e.g. 0.9).

If the confidences of all classifiers are under the
base threshold (i.e. the learner has no attribute la-

bel that it is confident about), the agent will ask
for information directly from the tutor via ques-
tions (e.g. “L: what is this?”).

On the other hand, if one or more classifiers
score above the base threshold, then the positive
threshold is used to judge to what extent the agent
trusts its prediction or not. If the confidence score
of a classifier is between the positive and base
thresholds, the learner is not very confident about
its knowledge, and will check with the tutor, e.g.
“L: is this red?”. However, if the confidence score
of a classifier is above the positive threshold, the
learner is confident enough in its knowledge not
to bother verifying it with the tutor. This will lead
to less effort needed from the tutor as the learner
becomes more confident about its knowledge.

However, since a learner with high confidence
will not ask for assistance from the tutor, a low
positive threshold may reduce the chances that
allow the tutor to correct the learner’s mistakes.
Hence, we set up an auxiliary experiment, in
which we kept all other conditions constant (i.e.
assume that the learner has initiative (L) and al-
ways considers the prediction confidence(+U)),
but only varied the threshold values. This addi-
tional experiment determined a 0.5 base threshold
and a 0.9 positive threshold as the most appropri-
ate values for an interactive learning process - i.e.
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Table 1: Recognition Score Table
Yes LowYes LowNo No

Yes 1 0.5 -0.5 -1
No -1 -0.5 0.5 1

this preserved good classifier accuracy while not
requiring much effort from the tutor.

Recognition score: We follow metrics proposed
by Skocaj et al. (2009). ‘Recognition score’ mea-
sures the overall accuracy of the learned word
meanings / classifiers, which “rewards success-
ful classifications (i.e. true positives and true neg-
atives) and penalizes incorrect predictions (i.e.
false positives and false negatives)” (Skočaj et al.,
2009). As the proposed system considers both cor-
rectness of predicted labels and prediction confi-
dence on learning tasks, the measure will also take
the true labels with lower confidence into account,
as shown in Table 1; “LowYes” means that the sys-
tem made positive predictions but with lower con-
fidence. In this case, the system can generate a po-
lar question to request tutor feedback. “LowNo” is
similar to “LowYes”, but for negative predictions.

Cost: This measure reflects the effort needed by
a human tutor in interacting with the system. Sko-
caj et. al. (2009) point out that a teachable system
should learn as autonomously as possible, rather
than involving the human tutor too frequently.
There are several possible costs that the tutor
might incur, see Table 2: Cin f refers to the cost
of the tutor providing information on a single at-
tribute (e.g. “this is red” or “this is a square”); Cack

is the cost for a simple confirmation (like “yes”,
“right”) or rejection (such as “no”); Ccrt is the cost
of correction for a single concept (e.g. “no, it is
blue”). We associate a higher cost with correction
of statements than that of polar questions. This is
to penalise the learning agent when it confidently
makes a false statement – thereby incorporating an
aspect of trust in the metric (humans will not trust
systems which confidently make false statements).
And finally, parsing (Cparse) as well as production
(Cproduction) costs for tutor are taken into account:
each single word costs 0.5 when parsed by the tu-
tor, and 1 if generated (production costs twice as
much as parsing).

Performance Score: As mentioned above, an
efficient learner dialogue policy should consider
both classification accuracy (Recognition score)

Table 2: Tutoring Cost Table
Cin f Cack Ccrt Cparsing Cproduction

1 0.25 1 0.5 1

and tutor effort (Cost). We thus define an inte-
grated measure – the Overall Performance Ratio
(Rper f ) – that we use to compare the learner’s over-
all performance across the different conditions:

Rper f =
∆S recog

Ctutor

i.e. the increase in Recognition Score (S recog) per
unit of the cost, or equivalently the gradient of the
curve in Fig. 4c. We seek dialogue strategies that
maximise this.

3.1 Evaluation and Cross-validation

We performed a 20-fold cross validation with 500
images for training and 100 for testing (see (Yu
et al., 2016b) for details of the dataset). For
each training instance, the learning system inter-
acts (only through dialogue) with the simulated
tutor. Each interaction episode ends either when
both the shape and the colour of the object are
agreed upon, or when the learner requests to be
presented with the next image. We define a learn-
ing step as comprised of 10 such episodes. At the
end of each learning step, the system is tested us-
ing the test set. The values used for the Tutoring
Cost and the Recognition Score at each learning
step correspond to averages across the 20 folds.

4 Results

Fig. 3 shows example interactions between the
learner and the tutor in some of the experimental
conditions. Note how the system is able to deal
with (parse and generate) utterance continuations
as in T+UC+CD, short answers as in L+UC+CD,
and polar answers as in T + UC + CD.

Fig. 4 plots Recognition Score against Tutor-
ing Cost directly. Note that it is expected that
the curves should not terminate in the same place
on the x-axis since the different conditions incur
different total costs for the tutor. The gradient of
this curve corresponds to increase in Recognition
Score per unit of the Tutoring Cost. It is the gradi-
ent of the line drawn from the beginning to the end
of each curve (tan(β) on Fig. 4) that constitutes our
main evaluation measure of the system’s overall
performance in each condition, and it is this mea-
sure for which we report statistical significance re-
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Figure 4: Evolution of Overall Learning Performance

sults: a between-subjects ANOVA shows signif-
icant main effects of Initiative (p < 0.01; F =

469.2), Uncertainty (p < 0.01; F = 179.8) and
Context-Dependency (p < 0.01; F = 20.12) on
the system’s overall performance. There is also a
significant Initiative×Uncertainty interaction (p <
0.01; F = 181.72).

5 Discussion

The cumulative cost for the tutor progresses more
slowly when the learner has initiative (L) and takes
its confidence into account in its behaviour (+UC).
This is so because a form of active learning is tak-
ing place here: the learner only asks a question
about attribute if it isn’t confident enough already
about that attribute. As the agent is exposed to
more training instances its subjective confidence
about its own predictions increases over time, and
thus there is progressively less need for tutor-
ing. On the other hand, the Recognition Score in-
creases more slowly too in the L+UC conditions.
This is because the agent’s confidence score in the
beginning is unreliable as it has only seen a few
training instances: in many cases it doesn’t have
any interaction with the tutor and so there are in-
formative examples that it doesn’t get exposed to.

However, comparing the gradients of the two
curves on Fig. 4 shows that the above trade-off

between Recognition Score and Cost is in fact a
good one: the overall performance of the agent
is significantly better in the L+UC conditions (re-
call the Initiative × Uncertainty interaction). The
significant main effect of Context-Dependency on
overall performance is explained by the fact that

in +CD conditions, the agent can process context-
dependent and incrementally constructed turns,
leading to less repetition, shorter dialogues, and
so better overall performance.

6 Conclusion and Future work

We have presented a multi-modal dialogue system
that learns grounded word meanings from a hu-
man tutor, incrementally, over time. The system
integrates a semantic grammar for dialogue (DS),
a logical theory of types (TTR), with a set of vi-
sual classifiers in which the TTR semantic rep-
resentations are grounded. We used this imple-
mented system to study the effect of different dia-
logue policies and capabilities on the overall per-
formance of a learning agent - a combined mea-
sure of accuracy and cost. The results show that
in order to maximise its performance, the agent
needs to take initiative in the dialogues, take into
account its confidence about its predictions, and
be able to process natural, human-like dialogue.
Ongoing work uses Reinforcement Learning to ac-
quire adaptive dialogue policies that optimise such
an agent’s performance (Yu et al., 2016a).
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Abstract

We provide a qualitative analysis of the
descriptions containing negations (no, not,
n’t, nobody, etc) in the Flickr30K cor-
pus, and a categorization of negation uses.
Based on this analysis, we provide a set
of requirements that an image description
system should have in order to generate
negation sentences. As a pilot experiment,
we used our categorization to manually
annotate sentences containing negations in
the Flickr30k corpus, with an agreement
score of κ=0.67. With this paper, we hope
to open up a broader discussion of subjec-
tive language in image descriptions.

1 Introduction

Descriptions of images are typically collected
from untrained workers via crowdsourcing plat-
forms, such as Mechanical Turk1. The workers
are explicitly instructed to describe only what they
can see in the image, in an attempt to control con-
tent selection (Young et al., 2014; Chen et al.,
2015). However, workers are still free to project
their world view when writing the descriptions and
they make linguistic choices, such as using nega-
tion structures (van Miltenburg, 2016).

In this paper we study the use of negations in
image descriptions. A negation is a word that com-
municates that something is not the case. Nega-
tions are often used when there is a mismatch be-
tween what speakers expect to be the case and
what is actually the case (see e.g. (Leech, 1983;
Beukeboom et al., 2010)). For example, if Queen
Elizabeth of England were to appear in public
wearing jeans instead of a dress, (1a) would be
acceptable because she is known to wear dresses

1http://www.mturk.com

in public. But if she were to show up wearing a
dress, (1b) would be unexpected.

(1) a. Queen Elizabeth isn’t wearing a dress
b. ??Queen Elizabeth isn’t wearing jeans

Thus the correct use of negations often requires
background knowledge, or at least some sense of
what is expected and what is not.

We focus on two kinds of negations: non-
affixal negations (not, n’t, never, no, none, noth-
ing, nobody, nowhere, nor, neither) (Tottie, 1980);
and implicit negations in the form of prepositions
(without, sans, and minus), and the verbs lack,
omit, miss and fail. Horn (1989) calls this sec-
ond category ‘inherent negatives’. Affixal nega-
tions (words starting with a–, dis–, un–, non–, un–
or ending with –less) are beyond the scope of this
paper, but we hope to address them in future work.

The main contributions of this paper are an
overview of different uses of negations in im-
age description corpora, analysing the background
knowledge required to generate negations, and the
implications for image description models.2

2 Data

We focus on negations on the Flickr30K dataset
(Young et al., 2014). The negations were detected
by lexical string-matching using regular expres-
sions, except for the verbs. For the verbs, we
checked if any of the tokens starts with lack, omit,
miss or fail. Our search yielded 896 sentences, of
which 892 unique, and 31 false positives. Table 1
shows frequency counts for each negation term.

We carried out the same analysis for the Mi-
crosoft COCO dataset (Chen et al., 2015) to see if
the proportion of negations is a constant. Our ap-
proach yielded 3339 sentences on the training and

2We provide all of our code, data, and annotation guide-
lines online. See: https://github.com/evanmilte
nburg/annotating-negations
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no 371 nothing 16 neither 2
not 198 lack 9 sans 1
without 141 fail 9 none 1
miss 69 never 5 nobody 1
n’t 68 nowhere 3

Table 1: Frequency counts for each negation term.

validation splits, of which 3232 unique. The pres-
ence of negations appears to be a linear function
of dataset size: 0.56% in the Flickr30K dataset,
and 0.54% in the MS COCO dataset. This sug-
gests that the use of negations is not particular to
either dataset, but rather it is a robust phenomenon
across datasets.

Table 2 shows the distribution of descriptions
containing negations across images. In the major-
ity of cases only one of the five descriptions con-
tains a negation (86.25% in Flickr30K and 72.05%
in MS COCO). Only in very exceptional cases do
the five descriptions contain negations. This indi-
cates that the use of negation is a subjective choice.

Dataset 1 2 3 4 5

Flickr30K 659 85 16 1 3
MS COCO 2406 277 78 30 5

Table 2: Distribution of the number of descriptions
of an image with at least one negation term.

3 Negation uses in image descriptions

In this section, we provide a categorization of
negation uses and assess the amount of required
background knowledge for each use. Our catego-
rization is the result of manually inspecting all the
data twice: the first time to develop a taxonomy,
and the second time to apply this taxonomy to
all 892 sentences. Note that our categorization is
meant as a practical guide to be of use for natural
language generation. There is already a unifying
explanation for why people use negations (unex-
pectedness, see (Leech, 1983; Beukeboom et al.,
2010)). The question here is how people use nega-
tions, what they negate, and what kind of knowl-
edge is required to produce those negations.
Salient absence: The first use of negation is to
indicate that something is absent:

(2) a. A man without a shirt playing tennis.
b. A woman at graduation without a cap on.

Shirts and shoes are most commonly mentioned
as being absent in the Flickr30K dataset. From
examples like (2a) speaks the norm that people
are supposed to be fully dressed. These examples
seem common enough for a machine to learn
the association between exposed chests and the
phrase without a shirt. But there are also more
difficult cases, such as (2b). To describe an image
like this, one should know that students (in the
USA) typically wear caps at their graduation. This
example shows the importance of background
knowledge for the full description of an image.

Example 2a (Image 2883099128)

Negation of action/behavior: The second cate-
gory is the use of negation to deny that an action
or some kind of behavior is occurring:

(3) a. A kid eating out of a plate without using
his hands.

b. A woman in the picture has fallen down and
no one is stopping to help her up.

Examples like these require an understanding
of what is likely or supposed to happen, or how
people are expected to behave.

Example 3a (Image 39397486)

Negation of property: The next use of negation is
to note that an entity in the image lacks a property.
In (4a), the negation does two things: it highlights
that the buildings are not finished, but in its combi-
nation with yet suggests that they will be finished.
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(4) a. A man wearing a hard hat stands in front of
buildings not yet finished being built.

b. There are four boys playing soccer, but not
all of them are on the same team [. . . ].

In (4b), the negated phrase also performs two
roles: it communicates that there are (at least) two
teams, and it denies that the four boys are all in the
same team. For both examples, the negated parts
(being finished and being on the same team) are
properties associated with the concepts of BUILD-
ING and PLAYING TOGETHER, and could reason-
ably be expected to be true of buildings and groups
of boys playing soccer. The negations ensure that
these expectations are cancelled.

Example 4a (Image 261883591)

Example (5) shows a completely different effect
of negating a property. Here, the negation is used
to compare the depicted situation with a particular
reference point. The implication here is that the
picture is not taken in the USA.

(5) A wild animal not found in america jumping
through a field.

Negation of attitude: The fourth use of nega-
tion concerns attitudes of entities toward actions
or others. The examples in (6) illustrate that this
use requires an understanding of emotions or at-
titudes, but also some reasoning about what those
emotions are directed at.

(6) a. A man sitting on a panel not enjoying the
speech.

b. The dog in the picture doesn’t like blowing
dryer.

Example 6a (Image 2313609814)

Outside the frame: The most image-specific use
of negation is to note that particular entities are not
depicted or out of focus:

(7) a. A woman is taking a picture of something
not in the shot with her phone.

b. Several people sitting in front of a building
taking pictures of a landmark not seen.

The use of negation in this category requires
an understanding of the events taking place in
the image, and what entities might be involved in
such events. (7b) is a particularly interesting case,
where the annotator specifically says that there is a
landmark outside the frame. This raises the ques-
tion: how does she know and how could a com-
puter algorithm recognise this?

Example 7a (Image 4895028664)

(Preventing) future events: The sixth use of
negation concerns future events, generally with
people preventing something from happening.
Here are two examples:

(8) a. A man is riding a bucking horse trying to
hold on and not get thrown off.

b. A girl tries holding onto a vine so she won’t
fall into the water.

What is interesting about these sentences is that
the ability to produce them does not only require
an understanding of the depicted situation (some-
one is holding on to a horse/vine), but also of the
possibilities within that situation (they may or may
not fall off/into the water), depending on the ac-
tions taken.

Example 8a (Image 263428541)
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Quotes and Idioms: Some instances of negations
are mentions rather than uses as shown in (9).

(9) A girl with a tattoo on her wrist that reads “no
regrets” has her hand outstretched.

Other times, the use of a negation isn’t con-
cerned with the image as much as it is with the
English language. The examples in (10) illustrate
this idiomatic or conventional use of negation.

(10) a. Strolling down path to nowhere.
b. Three young boys are engaged in a game

of don’t drop the melon.

Example 10a (Image 4870785283)

Other: Several sentences do not fit in any of the
above categories, but there aren’t enough similar
examples to merit a category of their own. Two
examples are given below. In (11), the negation is
used to convey that it is atypical to be holding an
umbrella when it is not raining.

(11) The little boy [. . . ] is smiling under the blue
umbrella even though it is not raining.

Example 11 (Image 371522748)

In (12), the annotator recognized the intention
of the toddler, and is using the negation to contrast
the goals with the ability of the toddler. Though
there are many other sentences where the nega-
tion is used to contrast two parts of the sentence
(see Section 4), there is just one example where an
ability is negated.

(12) A little toddler trying to look through a scope
but can’t reach it.

We expect have no doubt that there are still
other kinds of examples in the Flickr30K and the
MS COCO datasets. Future research should as-
sess the degree to which the current taxonomy is
sufficient to systematically study the production of
negations in image descriptions.

4 Annotating the Flickr30K corpus

Two of the authors annotated the Flickr30K corpus
using the categories listed above with two goals: to
validate the categories, and to develop annotation
guidelines for future work. By going through all
sentences with negations, we were able to identify
borderline cases that could serve as examples in
the final guidelines.

Using the categories defined in Section 3, we
achieved an inter-annotator agreement of Cohen’s
κ=0.67, with an agreement of 77%. We then
looked at sentences with disagreement, and set-
tled on categories for those sentences. Table 3
shows the final counts for each category, including
a Meta-category for cases like I don’t see a picture,
commenting on the original annotation task, or on
the images without describing them.

Category Count

Salient absence 488
Negation of action/behavior 90
Quotes and idioms 71
Not a description/Meta 40
Negation of attitude 36
False positive 31
Outside the frame 26
Negation of property 25
(Preventing) future events 21
Other 66

Table 3: Frequency count of each category.

In addition to our categorization, we found 39
examples where negations are also used to provide
contrast (next to their use in terms of the cate-
gories listed above). Two examples are:

(13) a. A man shaves his neck but not his beard
b. A man in a penguin suit runs with a man,

not in a penguin suit

Such examples show how negations can be used
to structure an image. Sometimes this leads to a
scalar implicature (Horn, 1972), like in (14).
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(14) Three teenagers, two without shoes having
a water gun fight with various types of guns
trying to spray each other.
⇒ One teenager is wearing shoes.

A striking observation is that many negations
pertain to pieces of clothing; for example: 282
(32%) of the negations are about people being
shirtless, while 59 (7%) are about people not wear-
ing shoes. It is unclear whether this is due to selec-
tion bias, or whether the world just contains many
shirtless people. But we expect that this distribu-
tion will make it difficult for systems to learn how
to use negations that aren’t clothing-related.

5 Discussion

The negations used by crowdworkers are likely to
have required some form of “world knowledge”.
We now discuss potential sources of evidence for
recognising a candidate for negation in the de-
scription of an image: (a) The Outside the frame
category requires an understanding of human gaze
within an image, which is a challenging problem
in computer vision (Valenti et al., 2012). Addi-
tionally, we also need to understand the differ-
ences between scene types, both from a compu-
tational- (Oliva and Torralba, 2001) and a human
perspective (Torralba et al., 2006). (b) The Salient
absence category provides evidence for two kinds
of expectations that play a role in the use of nega-
tions: general expectations (people are supposed
to wear shirts, cf. 2a) and situation-specific ex-
pectations (students at graduation ceremonies typ-
ically wear caps, cf. 2b). (c) Finally, the Negation
of action/behavior category requires action recog-
nition, which is a challenging problem in still im-
ages (Poppe, 2010). The ability to automatically
recognise what people are doing in an image, and
how this contrasts with what they would typically
do in similar images, would greatly help with gen-
erating this use of negation.

From a linguistic perspective, background
knowledge could be represented by frames (Fill-
more, 1976) and scripts (Schank and Abelson,
1977). There are some hand-crafted resources that
contain this kind of knowledge, e.g. FrameNet
(Baker et al., 1998), but they only have limited
coverage. Recent work has shown, however, that it
is possible to automatically learn frames (Pennac-
chiotti et al., 2008) and script knowledge (Cham-
bers and Jurafsky, 2009) from text corpora. Fast
et al. (2016) show how such knowledge, as well

as knowledge about object affordances (Gibson,
1977), can be used to reason about visual scenes.

6 Conclusion

We studied the use of negations in the Flickr30K
dataset. The use of negations imply that the de-
scriptions contain a combination of objective and
subjective interpretations of the images. But nega-
tions are only one type of subjective language in
image description datasets. We expect that differ-
ent subjective language use (e.g. discourse mark-
ers such as yet or even though) can be observed
with relative ease in this and other datasets. Ad-
ditionally it would be interesting to study the use
of negations in different languages, such as the
German-English Multi30K dataset (Elliott et al.,
2016). We encourage further research to discover
other types of subjective language in vision and
language datasets, and studies of how subjective
language may affect language generation.
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Abstract

This preliminary study investigates
whether, and to what extent, conceptual
combination is conveyed by vision. Work-
ing with noun-noun compounds we show
that, for some cases, the composed visual
vector built with a simple additive model
is effective in approximating the visual
vector representing the complex concept.

1 Introduction

Conceptual combination is the cognitive process
by which two or more existing concepts are com-
bined to form new complex concepts (Wisniewski,
1996; Gagné and Shoben, 1997; Costello and
Keane, 2000). From a linguistic perspective, this
mechanism can be observed in the formation and
lexicalization of compound words (eg. boathouse,
swordfish, headmaster, etc.), a widespread and
very productive linguistic device (Downing, 1977)
that is usually defined in literature as the result
of the composition of two (or more) existing and
free-standing words (Lieber and Štekauer, 2009).
Within both perspectives, scholars agree that the
composition of concepts/words is something more
than a simple addition (Gagné and Spalding, 2006;
Libben, 2014). However, additive models turned
out to be effective in language, where they have
been successfully applied to distributional seman-
tic vectors (Paperno and Baroni, to appear).

Based on these previous findings, the present
work addresses the issue of whether, and to what
extent, conceptual combination can be described

∗We are grateful to Marco Baroni and Aurélie Herbe-
lot for the valuable advice and feedback. This project has
received funding from ERC 2011 Starting Independent Re-
search Grant n. 283554 (COMPOSES). We gratefully ac-
knowledge the support of NVIDIA Corporation with the do-
nation of the GPUs used in our research.

Figure 1: Can we obtain a clipboard by combining
clip and board with a compositional function f ?

in vision as the result of adding together two sin-
gle concepts. That is, can the visual representa-
tion of clipboard be obtained by using the visual
representations of a clip and a board as shown
in Figure 1? In order to investigate this issue,
we experiment with visual features that are ex-
tracted from images representing concrete and im-
ageable concepts. More precisely, we use noun-
noun compounds for which ratings of imageabil-
ity are available. The rationale for choosing NN-
compounds is that composition should take advan-
tage from dealing with concepts for which clear,
well-defined visual representations are available,
as it is the case of nouns (representing objects). In
particular, we test whether a simple additive model
can be applied to vision in a similar fashion to how
it has been done for language (Mitchell and Lap-
ata, 2010). We show that for some NN-compounds
the visual representation of the whole can be ob-
tained by simply summing up its parts. We also
discuss cases where the model fails and provide
conjectures for more suitable approaches. Since,
to our knowledge, no datasets of images labeled
with NN-compounds are currently available, we
manually build and make available a preliminary
dataset.
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2 Related Works

Recently, there has been a growing interest in
combining information from language and vision.
The reason lies on the fact that many concepts can
be similar in one modality but very different in
the other, and thus capitalizing on both informa-
tion turns out to be very effective in many tasks.
Evidence supporting this intuition has been pro-
vided by several works (Lazaridou et al., 2015;
Johnson et al., 2015; Xiong et al., 2016; Ordonez
et al., 2016) that developed multimodal models
for representing concepts that outperformed both
language-based and vision-based models in differ-
ent tasks. Multimodal representations have been
also used for exploring compositionality in visual
objects (Vendrov et al., 2015), but compositional-
ity was intended as combining two or more objects
in a visual scene (eg., an apple and a banana) and
not as obtaining the representation of a new con-
cept based on two or more existing concepts.

Even though some research in visual composi-
tionality has been carried out for part segmenta-
tion tasks (Wang and Yuille, 2015), we focus on
a rather unexplored avenue. To our knowledge,
the closest work to ours is represented by Nguyen
et al. (2014), who used a compositional model of
distributional semantics for generating adjective-
noun phrases (eg., a red car given the vectors of
red and car) both in language and vision. Accord-
ing to their results, a substantial correlation can
be found between observed and composed repre-
sentations in the visual modality. Moving from
these results, the present study addresses the issue
of whether, and to which extent, a compositional
model can be applied to vision for obtaining noun-
noun combinations, without relying on linguistic
information.

3 Dataset

To test our hypothesis, we used the publicly avail-
able dataset by Juhasz et al. (2014). It contains
629 English compounds for which human ratings
on overall imageability (ie., a variable measuring
the extent to which a compound word evokes a
nonverbal image besides a verbal representation)
are available. We relied on this measure for car-
rying out a first filtering of the data, based on the
assumption that the more imageable a compound,
the clearer and better-defined its visual represen-
tation. As a first step, we selected the most im-
ageable items in the list by retaining only the ones

with an average score of at least 5 points in a scale
ranging from 1 (e.g., whatnot: 1.04) to 7 (e.g.,
watermelon: 6.95). From this subset, including
240 items, one of the authors further selected only
genuine noun-noun combinations, so that items
like outfit or handout were discarded. We then
queried each compound and its constituent nouns
in Google images and we selected only those items
for which every object in the tuple (eg. airplane,
air, and plane) had a relatively good visual rep-
resentation by looking at the top 25 images. This
step, in particular, was aimed at discarding the sur-
prisingly numerous cases for which only noisy im-
ages (ie., representing brands, products, or con-
taining signs) were available.

From the resulting dataset, containing 115
items, we manually selected those that we con-
sidered as compositional in vision. As a crite-
rion, only NN-combinations that can be seen as
resulting from either combining an object with a
background (e.g., airplane: a plane is somehow
superimposed in the air background) or concate-
nating two objects (e.g., clipboard) were selected.
Such a criterion is consistent with our purpose,
that is finding those cases where visual composi-
tion works. The rationale is that there should be
composition when both the constituent concepts
are present in the visual representation of the com-
posed one. Two authors separately carried out the
selection procedure, and the few cases for which
there was disagreement were resolved by discus-
sion. In total, 38 items were selected and included
in what we will heceforth refer to as composi-
tional group. Interestingly, the two visual crite-
ria followed by the annotators turned out to partly
reflect the kind of semantic relation implicitly ty-
ing the two nouns. In particular, most of the se-
lected items hold either a noun2 HAS noun1 (eg.,
clipboard) or a noun2 LOCATED noun1 (eg., cup-
cake) relation according to Levi (1978).

In addition, 12 other compounds (eg., sun-
flower, footstool, rattlesnake, etc.) were ran-
domly selected from the 115-item subset. We will
heceforth refer to this set as the control group,
whereas we will refer to the concatenation of the
two sets (38+12=50 items) as the full group. For
each compound in the full group, we manually
searched images representing it and each of its
constituents nouns in Google images. One good
image, possibly showing the most prototypical
representation of that concept according to the au-
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thors’ experience, was selected. In total, 79 im-
ages for N-constituents plus 50 images for NN-
compounds (129 in total) images were included in
our dataset.1

4 Model

In order to have a clear and interpretable picture of
what we obtain when composing visual features of
nouns, in this preliminary study we experimented
with a simple additive compositional model. Sim-
ple additive models can be seen as weighting mod-
els applying the same weight to both elements in-
volved. That is, when composing waste and bas-
ket, both nouns are considered as playing the same
(visual) role with respect to the overall representa-
tion, ie. wastebasket. Intuitively enough, we ex-
pect this function being effective in approximating
visual representations of complex concepts where
the parts are still visible (eg., clipboard). In con-
trast, we don’t expect good results when the com-
position requires more abstract, subtle interactions
between the nouns (eg., cannonball).

To directly compare vision against language, we
applied the same compositional function to the lin-
guistic vectors (extracted from large corpora of
texts) representing the same dataset. What we ex-
pected from such a comparison is a different and
possibly complementary behavior: since linguistic
vectors encode contexts in which the target word is
very likely to occur, language could be more effec-
tive in modulating abstract interactions (ie., can-
nonball), whereas vision might be possibly better
in composing grounded concepts (ie., clipboard).
As a consequence, we expect language performing
better in the control group, but differently from vi-
sion in the compositional group.

4.1 Visual Features

Each image in the dataset is represented by vi-
sual features extracted by using state-of-the-art
technique based on Convolutional Neural Net-
works (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014). We used
the VGG-19 model pretrained on the ImageNet
ILSVRC data (Russakovsky et al., 2015). The
model includes multiple convolutional layers fol-
lowed by max pooling and the top of these are
fully connected layers (fc6, fc7, fc8). We used
4096-dimensional visual vectors extracted from
the fc6 layer, which has shown better performance

1The dataset is publicly available and can be downloaded
at https://github.com/shekharRavi/

in image retrieval/matching task (Babenko et al.,
2014) compared to other layers. For experimental
purpose, we used MatConvNet (Vedaldi and Lenc,
2015) toolbox for features extraction.

4.2 Linguistic Features
Each word in the dataset is represented by a
400-dimension vector extracted from a semantic
space2 built with the CBOW architecture imple-
mented in the word2vec toolkit (Mikolov et al.,
2013) and the best-performing parameters in Ba-
roni et al. (2014).

5 Evaluation Measures

To evaluate the compositionality of each NN-
compound, we measure the extent to which the
composed vector is similar to the corresponding
observed one, ie. the vector directly extracted
from either texts or the selected image. Hence,
first of all we use the standard Cosine similar-
ity measure. The higher the similarity, the bet-
ter the composition. It could be the case that the
composed vector is however less similar to the
observed one than it is the closest N-constituent.
Thus, similarity by its own is not informative of
whether the composition function has provided
additional information compared to that conveyed
by the closest single noun. In order to take into
account this issue, we also compute the similar-
ity between the composed vector and both its N-
constituents (N1,N2). We lower the similarity
between the composed and the observed vector
by subtracting the similarity between the observed
vector and the noun that is closest to it (we call
this measure CompInfo, since it is informative
of the effectiveness of the composition). When the
composition operation maps the composed vector
closer to the observed vector compared to its con-
stituents in the semantic space, the composition
provides more information. In particular, when
CompInfo is positive (ie., greater than 0), the
composition is considered to be effective.

To further evaluate the compositionality of the
nominal compound, we test the effectiveness of
the composed vector in the retrieval task. The
reason is to double-check the distictiveness of the
composed vector with respect to all the objects
(ie., 79 N-constituents plus 50 NN-compounds) in

2The corpus used for building the semantic space is a
2.8 billion tokens concatenation of the web-derived ukWac,
a mid-2009 dump of the English Wikipedia, and the British
National Corpus.
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Table 1: Compositionality evaluation in Vision and Language.

Dataset
Avg.Similarity %(CompInfo > 0) Rec@1 Rec@5
Vision Lang Vision Lang Vision Lang Vision Lang

Full 0.6283 0.407 62% 72% 0.34 0.52 0.76 0.88
Compositional 0.6476 0.429 76.31% 76.31% 0.3947 0.57889 0.8158 0.9211

Control 0.5671 0.3377 16.66% 58.33% 0.1667 0.3333 0.5833 0.75

the semantic space. Using the composed vector
as query, we are interested in knowing the rank of
the corresponding observed vector. Since for each
query there is only one correct item in the whole
semantic space, the most informative retrieval
measure is Recall. Hence, we evaluate composi-
tionality by Rec@k. Since we have already scru-
tinized the role of the N-constituents with the pre-
vious measure, in the retrieval of a NN-compound
both its N-constituents are removed from the se-
mantic space. The same evaluation is conducted
for both vision and language, thus providing a way
to directly compare the two modalities.

6 Results

In Table 1, we report average similarity, percent-
ages of cases where CompInfo is positive (ie.,
composition is informative), and both Rec@1 and
Rec@5. As can be seen, all measures are signif-
icantly higher for the compositional group than
for the control group both in visual and linguis-
tic modality. Focusing on vision, the cases in
which composition provides additional informa-
tion compared to the closest N-constituent drops
from 76.3% of the compositional group to 16.6%
of the control group. Interestingly, the same trend
is confirmed by Similarity and Recall measures.
This confirms the intuition that for combinations
involving either superimposition of an object over
a background or object concatenation the com-
position can be obtained with a simple additive
model. It also confirms that a large number of con-
ceptual combinations cannot be composed with a
simple additive model, as shown by the randomly
choosen items of the control group. Evidence for
a real effectiveness of the composition is also pro-
vided by the analysis of the neighbors (ie., the
closest vectors) of the working cases and their con-
stituent nouns. For example, the observed waste-
basket is the closest neighbor of the composed
wastebasket, but it is not even in the top 2 po-
sitions in both waste (hail, sunshine) and basket

(cup, clipboard).
By comparing vision and language, two main

differences emerge. First, the average similarity in
each group is significantly lower in language com-
pared to the visual modality. That is, the com-
posed and the observed vectors are on average
closer in vision than in language3. Second, a dif-
ferent drop in the percentage of working cases can
be observed between the compositional and the
control group in language and vision. Whereas
the percentage of working cases in the composi-
tional group is exactly the same between the two
modalities (76.3%), the performance in the lin-
guistic control group is significantly higher than
in its visual counterpart (ie., 58.3% vs 16.6%).
That is, randomly choosen items are not composi-
tional in vision, but compositional to some extent
in language. Interestingly, the same percentage of
working cases (76.3%) between the two modal-
ities in the compositional group does not result
from the same items. To illustrate, bagpipe turns
out to be compositional in vision but not in lan-
guage, whereas corkscrew is compositional in lan-
guage but not in vision. Consistently with our hy-
pothesis, corkscrew would require more than the
grounded information provided by the visual rep-
resentations of cork and screw. In contrast, sum-
ming together bag and pipe gives something simi-
lar to a bagpipe in vision, but not in language.

7 Conclusions

A simple additive model is effective in gener-
ating composed representations that approximate
the observed representations for NN-combinations
made up by either superimposed or concatenated
objects. On the other hand, the same method can-
not be applied to the full range of NN-compounds,

3One could think that this difference is due to the differ-
ent setting used for the two modalities: the visual vectors
encode one image vs. the linguistic vectors encode all the
contexts in which the word is used. However, this is in not
the case, since we have observed the same behavior (for the
cases where compositionality works in vision) on a previous
study carried out on large image datasets.
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as the results on the control group reveal. This
suggests that new compositional methods (perhaps
capitalizing on both language and vision) are re-
quired to solve this task for all cases. In this light,
we believe our dataset is a good starting point for
any future investigation.
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Abstract

In this paper we look at the question
of how to create good automatic meth-
ods for generating descriptions of spatial
relationships between objects in images.
In particular, we investigate the impact
of varying different aspects of automatic
method development, including using dif-
ferent preposition sets, models and feature
sets. We find that optimising the preposi-
tion set improves previous best Accuracy
from 46.2 to 50.2. Feature set optimisa-
tion further improves best Accuracy from
50.2 to 53.25. Naive Bayes models out-
perform SVMs and decision trees under all
conditions tested. The utility of individual
features depends on the model used, but
the most useful features tend to capture a
property pertaining to both objects jointly.

1 Introduction

The research reported here is located in the gen-
eral area of automatic generation of image descrip-
tions. It can be useful to generate image descrip-
tions, either offline, e.g. to add as alt text to im-
ages in websites, or online as one aspect of assis-
tive technology for visually impaired people.

To illustrate the specific task we address, Fig-
ure 1 shows an image from the VOC’08 data set
(Everingham et al., 2010) complete with the origi-
nal annotations, alongside the kind of descriptions
we aim to generate: each describes the spatial re-
lationship between two of the objects in the image
in simple terms focused around a preposition.

Over the following sections, we describe the
data we used, with a particular focus on the set
of prepositions used in the annotations (Section 2),
outline the learning methods we tested (Section 3),
and report the experiments we performed and the
results we obtained (Section 4).

2 Data

Our starting point is the data set we adapted pre-
viously (Belz et al., 2015) from the VOC’08 data
(Everingham et al., 2010) by additionally annotat-
ing images with prepositions which describe the
spatial relationships between the annotated objects
in the image.

We previously used a set of 38 prepositions
which were obtained in the following fashion: (a)
the (complete) image descriptions collected by
Rashtchian et al. (2010) for 1,000 VOC’08 (Ev-
eringham et al., 2010) images (five for each im-
age) were parsed with the Stanford Parser version
3.5.21 with the PCFG model, (b) the nmod:prep
prepositional modifier relations were extracted au-
tomatically, and (c) the non-spatial ones were re-
moved manually. While this provided a non-
arbitrary way of selecting a set of prepositions for
the annotation task, it contained a large number of
synonyms and near-synonyms (e.g. in, within, in-
side), which appeared to make the learning task
harder (see also discussion in Section 4.2 below).

Using as a basis the frequencies and synonym
sets we reported previously (Belz et al., 2015),
we map this set of 38 prepositions to a reduced
set, as follows. We delete from the annotations

1http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml
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Person 1 is next to person 2;
−→ Person 2 is next to a dog;

A dog is in front of person 1.

Figure 1: Image from VOC’08 with original annotations (left), and the kind of descriptions of spatial
relationships we aim to generate automatically.

all those prepositions that were used five times or
fewer by the annotators, leaving a set of 24 prepo-
sitions; next, for each synonym set, we retain only
the single preposition most frequently used by the
annotators, and overwrite the other members of the
set with it, yielding a final set of 16 prepositions.
In the following sections, we refer to the data set
with the larger number of prepositions as DS-38,
and the data set with the smaller number as DS-16.
All results reported for DS-16 in the present paper
were obtained by training models directly on this
new data set.

3 Learning Methods

We use a total of four different methods: a rule-
based method and a Naive Bayes model that allow
direct comparison to previous work, and two new
methods, namely a support vector machine (SVM)
model and a decision-tree (DT) model. The latter
three methods all use the feature set described in
Section 4.4 below.

Rule-based method (Elliot et al.): We use the
implementation of Elliot et al.’s method we created
previously (Belz et al., 2015) where handcrafted
rules map a set of geometric features to the eight
prepositions used by Elliot et al. (2014, p. 13).

Naive Bayes Model: We use a Naive Bayes
model as in our previous work (Belz et al., 2015)
which maps a set of nine handcrafted visual (in-
cluding geometric) and verbal features to our set of
16 prepositions (for details of all see Section 4.4).
The visual features include various measurements
of object bounding box sizes, and overlap and dis-
tance between bounding boxes, while the object
labels provide the language features. The model
uses the language features for defining the prior

model and the visual features for defining the like-
lihood model.

SVM Model: Using the same features, we
trained a multi-class SVM model employing one-
versus-one classification.2 This involves train-
ing k(k − 1)/2 pairs of binary preposition clas-
sifiers for a multi-class prediction task involving
k prepositions. The SVM model was trained with
an RBF kernel, characterised by a coefficient of
1/(|features|) and set to generate the probability
estimates for all classes.

Decision-Tree Model: Again using the same
features, we created a multi-class decision-tree
model2 with a maximum tree depth of 4 for the
DS-16 data set, and 5 for the DS-38 data set (from
training and validation error plots). The model
generates the probability estimates for each class.

4 Experiments

The training data contains a separate training in-
stance (Objs, Objo, p) for each preposition p se-
lected by human annotators for the template ‘The
Objs is p the Objo’ (e.g. the dog is in front of the
person) accompanied by an image in which (just)
Objs and Objo are surrounded by bounding boxes.
All models are trained and tested with leave-one-
out cross-validation.

4.1 Evaluation methods

To compare results in this paper, we use the same
variants of the basic Accuracy method as in our
previous work (Belz et al., 2015). One dimension
along which the variants differ is whether or not
synonyms are allowed to substitute for each other.
In those variants in which synonyms are allowed to

2Implemented using scikit-learn (http://scikit-learn.org).
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DS-38 DS-16
Acc(1) AccSyn(1) Acc(1) AccSyn(1)

RB 29.8 31.6 31.4 32.0
PM 40.8 43.9 48.1 48.1
LM 28.5 36.4 32.4 32.4
NB 46.2 50.3 50.2 50.2

Table 1: Acc(1) and AccSyn(1) for the data with
the larger (DS-38) and smaller (DS-16) preposi-
tion sets, and for the rule-based model (RB), the
Naive Bayes model (NB), and the two component
models of the NB model (PM and LM).

substitute for each other (AccSyn), a system output
is considered correct as long as it is in the same
synonym set as the target (human-selected) output.
Those variants which do not take synonyms into
account are referred to simply as Acc.

The second dimension along which Accuracy
variants differ is output rank. Different variants
(denoted Acc(n) and AccSyn(n)) return Accuracy
rates for the top n outputs, where n = 1...4, pro-
duced by systems, such that a system output is
considered correct as long as the target (human-
selected) output is among the top n outputs pro-
duced by the system.

4.2 Comparing different preposition sets
The indication from the evaluation results reported
we previously (Belz et al., 2015) was that the pres-
ence of sets of synonymous prepositions in the
data was adversely affecting the learning process.
Note that while the evaluations in that work took
synonyms into account, the training phase did not.
AccSyn results in the previous work were higher
than Acc results for all methods investigated, by
between 2 and 6 percentage points. This indicated
that higher Accuracy rates could be achieved by
reducing the number of synonymous prepositions.
We tested this hypothesis in our first set of exper-
iments, reported in this section, where we directly
replicate the previous experiments, but training on
our new annotations which eliminate synonyms.

Table 1 has direct comparisons of the results for
the two methods tested in previous work (RB =
rule-based model; NB = Naive Bayes model), for
the original data set with 38 prepositions (DS-38)
and the new version with 16 (DS-16). Note that as
in the previous work the two component parts of
the Naive Bayes model are also tested separately
(PM = prior model; LM = likelihood model).

As expected, the main results (Acc(1) figures)

are higher for DS-16 for all four models. The im-
pact is greatest for the PM model, which is im-
proved by just over 7 percentage points. The head-
line results (highlighted in bold in the table) show
that the best model (NB) improves by 4 percent-
age points through the removal of synonyms from
the training set, almost the exact extent predicted
by the AccSyn results for DS-38.

4.3 Comparing different models

We tested the two previous methods (RB and NB)
as well as two new models (SVM and DT) on both
the DS-38 and the DS-16 data sets (for descrip-
tions of the four models see Section 3). For the
first set of experiments, we tested the four models
on the two data sets using the same nine features
used previously (experiments for different feature
sets are reported in the following section).

The results are shown in Table 2. The Acc and
AccSyn numbers show that the Naive Bayes model
outperforms the rule-based baseline, the SVM and
the decision tree under all conditions tested.

Looking at results for DS-38 compared to DS-
16, we see that the SVM and DT models also ben-
efit substantially from the removal of synonyms
in the annotations; in fact the benefit is great-
est for the SVM method (27 vs. 35.6). Informal
examination of the SVM output also shows that
this method is particularly sensitive to differences
in preposition frequencies, tending to cluster the
prepositions around the 7 or 8 highest-frequency
prepositions.

4.4 Comparing different feature sets

The third aspect we investigated was the set of fea-
tures being used in each method, again with a view
to improving results. The results reported in previ-
ous sections above were all obtained with the same
set of nine features:

F0: Object label Ls.
F1: Object label Lo.
F2: Area of bounding box of Objs nor-

malised by image size.
F3: Area of bounding box of Objo nor-

malised by image size.
F4: Ratio of area of Objs bounding box to

that of Objo.
F5: Distance between bounding box cen-

troids.
F6: Area of overlap of bounding boxes nor-

malised by the smaller bounding box.
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DS-38

Model
Acc(1..n)

n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4
RB 29.8 38.7 44.5 44.6
NB 46.2 60.6 69.9 77.6
SVM 27.0 47.0 56.2 65.2
DT 39.3 53.4 67.2 73.7

AccSyn(1..n)
n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4

RB 31.6 40.8 46.6 46.7
NB 50.3 63.9 72.2 80.0
SVM 29.8 52.6 63.5 69.7
DT 41.6 56.5 71.1 76.1

DS-16

Model
Acc(1..n)

n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4
RB 31.4 41.3 46.5 46.7
NB 50.2 65.2 76.5 83.9
SVM 35.8 56.0 72.7 78.9
DT 42.8 59.8 73.1 81.8

AccSyn(1..n)
n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4

RB 32.0 41.6 46.5 46.7
NB 50.2 65.2 76.5 83.9
SVM 35.8 56.0 72.7 78.9
DT 42.8 59.8 73.1 81.8

Table 2: Acc and AccSyn results for all four models (leaving out component models) described in Sec-
tion 3, and the two data sets described in Section 2.

F7: Distance between centroids divided by
the approximated average width of the
two bounding boxes.

F8: Position of Objs relative to Objo (N, E,
S, W).

Table 3 shows Accuracy rates achieved using the
same experimental set-up as in previous sections,
but using just single features (where this is pos-
sible3). The bottom row, for ease of reference,
shows the Accuracy achieved when using the com-
plete set of 9 features.

The numbers show that the different features
achieve varying Accuracy rates within the context
of each of the two methods. For example, it is F7
that achieves the highest Accuracy on its own in
the NB method, but F8 in the DT method. It is
also noticeable that, for the NB model, F4 (ratio
of bounding box sizes) on its own achieves a bet-
ter result than all features combined.

The above only tells us about individual fea-
tures in isolation, so we also carried out greedy
feature selection using the LASSO method, adding
the best feature in each round (using our own im-
plementation). The results are shown in Table 4,
as applied to the DT model at the top, and the NB
model in the middle. Note that because the two
language features, F0 and F1, constitute the (sep-
arate) prior model component in the NB model
(with the remaining features making up the like-
lihood model), we cannot apply LASSO to the NB
model in quite the same way as for the DT model,
instead initialising the feature set to {F0, F1}.
For comparability, we also show results for doing
the same for the DT model (lower third of Table 4).

3For the NB model, we report two columns of results, one
for the model initialised to F0 and F1, and the other for the
NB model without F0 and F1, which makes it the LM model.

Acc(1)
Feature Set DT NB init. to NB without {F0,

{F0, F1} F1} (=LM)
{F0} 35.5 (48.1) (48.1)
{F1} 35.6 (48.1) (48.1)
{F2} 31.4 48.3 4.7
{F3} 31.9 47.65 12.1
{F4} 36.7 51.05 25.6
{F5} 33.0 47.85 12.01
{F6} 34.8 47.85 11.01
{F7} 39.5 49.45 13.5
{F8} 40.0 45.84 13.4
{F0..F8} 42.8 50.2 32.4

Table 3: Acc(1) for each feature individually
(where possible), for the smaller (DS-16) number
of prepositions, for the Decision Tree and Naive
Bayes models (F0 and F1 are the language fea-
tures, and F2..F8 are the vision features).

Some commonalities emerge, e.g. F4, F7 and
F8 are high-performing features that tend to be
selected early, while F6 tends to be selected late.
In all three cases, greedy feature selection reveals
a maximum (highlighted in bold) before the com-
plete set of features is reached which outperforms
results achieved with all features, by a margin of
between 3 and just over 7 percentage points.

The highest Accuracy achieved (53.25) is lower
than accuracy rates reported in other preposition
prediction research (Ramisa et al., 2015); however
that work used different datasets and results varied
widely between them.

5 Discussion

Through investigating the set of prepositions, the
type of learning method, and the set of features
used, we were able to improve previous best Ac-
curacy results from 46.2 to 50.2 by removing
synonyms and very low frequency prepositions
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from the annotations. Two new learning methods,
SVMs and decision-trees, did not in themselves
result in improved scores. Finally, a simple ap-
proach to feature set optimisation, greedy LASSO

feature selection, further improved the best Accu-
racy score from 50.2 to 53.25.

Not surprisingly, while feature set optimisation
improves Acc(n) scores for n = 1, it has less
effect on scores for other values of n. E.g., for
the optimised NB model, the four scores for n =
1, n = 2, n = 3, and n = 4 are 53.3, 66.7, 76.2,
and 82.9, respectively, while for the non-optimised
NB model, they are 50.2, 65.2, 76.5, and 83.9.

Out of those cases where the models do not get
it right, they get it nearly right a lot of the time, as
can be seen by comparing the Acc(n) scores for
different values of n in Table 2. In fact the margins
between the Acc(1) scores (proportion of times
the correct result was ranked top by a model),
and the scores for other values of n (proportion
of times the correct result was one of the top n
selected by a model) are greater for the new im-
proved results using DS-16, as can be verified by
looking at the top left and top right quarters of Ta-
ble 2. This may indicate that there is room for fur-
ther improvement, using more data or other learn-
ing methods. Another avenue for investigation is
human evaluation of the results which would re-
veal how often the preposition selected by a model
for a given pair of objects is in fact deemed correct
by humans even though it happens to be not con-
tained in the annotations for that image.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have investigated the effects of
varying three different aspects of learning to gen-
erate prepositions that describe the spatial rela-
tionship between two objects in an image: the
set of prepositions, the type of learning method,
and the set of features. The investigations led to
improvements in Accuracy results from 46.2 to
53.25. Among other findings we saw that the more
useful features tended to be those that capture a
property of the two objects together (such as the
ratio between the sizes of their bounding boxes),
and that the general usefulness of features depends
on the model they are used in conjunction with.
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Abstract

We introduce the Multi30K dataset to
stimulate multilingual multimodal re-
search. Recent advances in image descrip-
tion have been demonstrated on English-
language datasets almost exclusively, but
image description should not be limited
to English. This dataset extends the
Flickr30K dataset with i) German trans-
lations created by professional translators
over a subset of the English descriptions,
and ii) German descriptions crowdsourced
independently of the original English de-
scriptions. We describe the data and out-
line how it can be used for multilingual im-
age description and multimodal machine
translation, but we anticipate the data will
be useful for a broader range of tasks.

1 Introduction
Image description is one of the core challenges at
the intersection of Natural Language Processing
(NLP) and Computer Vision (CV) (Bernardi et al.,
2016). This task has only received attention in a
monolingual English setting, helped by the avail-
ability of English datasets, e.g. Flickr8K (Hodosh
et al., 2013), Flickr30K (Young et al., 2014), and
MS COCO (Chen et al., 2015). However, the pos-
sible applications of image description are useful
for all languages, such as searching for images
using natural language, or providing alternative-
description text for visually impaired Web users.

We introduce a large-scale dataset of images
paired with sentences in English and German as
an initial step towards studying the value and the
characteristics of multilingual-multimodal data1.

1The dataset is freely available under the Creative Com-
mons Attribution NonCommercial ShareAlike 4.0 Inter-
national license from http://www.statmt.org/wmt
16/multimodal-task.html.

Multi30K is an extension of the Flickr30K dataset
(Young et al., 2014) with 31,014 German transla-
tions of English descriptions and 155,070 indepen-
dently collected German descriptions. The trans-
lations were collected from professionally con-
tracted translators, whereas the descriptions were
collected from untrained crowdworkers. The key
difference between these corpora is the relation-
ship between the sentences in different languages.
In the translated corpus, we know there is a strong
correspondence between the sentences in both lan-
guages. In the descriptions corpus, we only know
that the sentences, regardless of the language, are
supposed to describe the same image.

A dataset of images paired with sentences in
multiple languages broadens the scope of multi-
modal NLP research. Image description with mul-
tilingual data can also be seen as machine trans-
lation in a multimodal context. This opens up
new avenues for researchers in machine transla-
tion (Koehn et al., 2003; Chiang, 2005; Sutskever
et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2015, inter-alia) to
work with multilingual multimodal data. Image–
sentence ranking using monolingual multimodal
datasets (Hodosh et al., 2013, inter-alia) is also
a natural task for multilingual modelling.

The only existing datasets of images paired
with multilingual sentences were created by pro-
fessionally translating English into the target lan-
guage: IAPR-TC12 with 20,000 English-German
described images (Grubinger et al., 2006), and
the Pascal Sentences Dataset of 1,000 Japanese-
English described images (Funaki and Nakayama,
2015). Multi30K dataset is larger than both of
these and contains both independent and translated
sentences. We hope this dataset will be of broad
interest across NLP and CV research and antici-
pate that these communities will put the data to use
in a broader range of tasks than we can foresee.
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1. Brick layers constructing a wall.

2. Maurer bauen eine Wand.

1. The two men on the scaffolding are
helping to build a red brick wall.

2. Zwei Mauerer mauern ein Haus
zusammen.

1. Trendy girl talking on her cellphone
while gliding slowly down the street

2. Ein schickes Mädchen spricht mit
dem Handy während sie langsam die
Straße entlangschwebt.

(a) Translations

1. There is a young girl on her cell-
phone while skating.

2. Eine Frau im blauen Shirt telefoniert
beim Rollschuhfahren.

(b) Independent descriptions

Figure 1: Multilingual examples in the Multi30K dataset. The independent sentences are all accurate
descriptions of the image but do not contain the same details in both languages, such as shirt colour
or the scaffolding. In the second translation pair (bottom left) the translator has translated “glide” as
“schweben” (“to float”) probably due to not seeing the image context (see Section 2.1 for more details).

2 The Multi30K Dataset
The Flickr30K Dataset contains 31,014 im-
ages sourced from online photo-sharing websites
(Young et al., 2014). Each image is paired with
five English descriptions, which were collected
from Amazon Mechanical Turk2. The dataset con-
tains 145,000 training, 5,070 development, and
5,000 test descriptions. The Multi30K dataset ex-
tends the Flickr30K dataset with translated and in-
dependent German sentences.

2.1 Translations

The translations were collected from professional
English-German translators contracted via an es-
tablished Language Service in Germany. Fig-
ure 1 presents an example of the differences be-
tween the types of data. We collected one trans-
lated description per image, resulting in a total of
31,014 translations. To ensure an even distribu-
tion over description length, the English descrip-
tions were chosen based on their relative length,
with an equal number of longest, shortest, and me-
dian length source descriptions. We paid a total
of e23,000 to collect the data (e0.06 per word).
Translators were shown an English language sen-
tences and asked to produce a correct and fluent
translation for it in German, without seeing the im-
age. We decided against showing the images to
translators to make this process as close as possi-
ble to a standard translation task, also making the
data collected here distinct from the independent

2http://www.mturk.com

descriptions collected as described in Section 2.2.

2.2 Independent Descriptions

The descriptions were collected from crowdwork-
ers via the Crowdflower platform3. We col-
lected five descriptions per image in the Flickr30K
dataset, resulting in a total of 155,070 sentences.
Workers were presented with a translated version
of the data collection interface used by (Hodosh et
al., 2013), as shown in Figure 2. We translated the
interface to make the task as similar as possible to
the crowdsourcing of the English sentences. The
instructions were translated by one of the authors
and checked by a native German Ph.D student.

185 crowdworkers took part in the task over a
period of 31 days. We split the task into 1,000
randomly selected images per day to control the
quality of the data and to prevent worker fatigue.
Workers were required to have a German-language
skill certification and be at least a Crowdflower
Level 2 Worker: they have participated in at least
10 different Crowdflower jobs, have passed at least
100 quality-control questions, and have an job ac-
ceptance rate of at least 85%.

The descriptions were collected in batches of
five images per job. Each image was randomly
selected from the complete set of 1,000 images for
that day, and workers were limited to writing at
most 250 descriptions per day. We paid workers
$0.05 per description4 and prevented them from

3http://www.crowdflower.com
4This is the same rate as Rashtchian et al. (2010) and El-
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Figure 2: The German instructions shown to crowdworkers were translated from the original instructions.

submitting faster than 90 seconds per job to dis-
courage poor/low-quality work. This works out at
a rate of 40 jobs per hour, i.e. 200 descriptions
per hour. We configured Crowdflower to automat-
ically ban users who worked faster than this rate.
Thus the theoretical maximum wage per hour was
$10/hour. We paid a total of $9,591.24 towards
collecting the data and paying the Crowdflower
platform fees.

During the collection of the data, we assessed
the quality both by manually checking a subset of
the descriptions and also with automated checks.
We inspected the submissions of users who wrote
sentences with less than five words, and users with
high type to token ratios (to detect repetition). We
also used a character-level 6-gram LM to flag de-
scriptions with high perplexity, which was very ef-
fective at catching nonsensical sentences. In gen-
eral we did not have to ban or reject many users
and overall description quality was high.

2.3 Translated vs. Independent Descriptions

We now analyse the differences between the trans-
lated and the description corpora. For this anal-
ysis, all sentences were stripped of punctuation
and truecased using the Moses truecaser.pl5

script trained over Europarl v7 and News Com-
mentary v11 English-German parallel corpora.

Table 1 shows the differences between the cor-
pora. The German translations are longer than
the independent descriptions (11.1 vs. 9.6 words),
while the English descriptions selected for trans-

liott and Keller (2013) paid to collect English sentences.
5https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesde

coder/blob/master/scripts/recaser/trueca
se.perl

lation are slightly shorter, on average, than the
Flickr30k average (11.9 vs. 12.3). When we com-
pare the German translation dataset against an
equal number of sentences from the German de-
scriptions dataset, we find that the translations
also have more word types (19.3K vs. 17.6K), and
more singleton types occurring only once (11.3K
vs. 10.2K; in both datasets singletons comprise
58% of the vocabulary). The translations thus have
a wider vocabulary, despite being generated by a
smaller number of authors. The English datasets
(all descriptions vs. those selected for translation)
show a similar trend, indicating that these differ-
ences may be a result of the decision to select sim-
ilar numbers of short, medium, and long English
sentences for translation.

2.4 English vs. German

The English image descriptions are generally
longer than the German descriptions, both in terms
of number of words and characters. Note that
the difference is much less smaller when measur-
ing characters: German uses 22% fewer words
but only 2.5% fewer characters. However, we
observe a different pattern in the translation cor-
pora: German uses 6.6% fewer words than En-
glish but 17.1% more characters. The vocabulary
of the German description and translation corpora
are more than twice as large as the English cor-
pora. Additionally, the German corpora have two-
to-three times as many singletons. This is likely
due to richer morphological variation in German,
as well as word compounding.
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Sentences Tokens Types Characters Avg. length Singletons

Translations
English

31,014
357,172 11,420 1,472,251 11.9 5,073

German 333,833 19,397 1,774,234 11.1 11,285

Descriptions
English

155,070
1,841,159 22,815 7,611,033 12.3 9,230

German 1,434,998 46,138 7,418,572 9.6 26,510

Table 1: Corpus-level statistics about the translation and the description data.

3 Discussion
The Multi30K dataset is immediately suitable
for research on a wide range of tasks, including
but not limited to automatic image description,
image–sentence ranking, multimodal and multi-
lingual semantics, and machine translation. In
what follows we highlight two applications in
which Multi30K could be directly used. For more
examples of approaches targeting these applica-
tions, we refer the reader to the forthcoming re-
port on the WMT16 shared task on Multimodal
Machine Translation and Crosslingual Image De-
scription (Specia et al., 2016).

3.1 Multi30K for Image Description

Deep neural networks for image description typi-
cally integrate visual features into a recurrent neu-
ral network language model (Vinyals et al., 2015;
Xu et al., 2015, inter-alia). Elliott et al. (2015)
demonstrated how to build multilingual image de-
scription models that learn and transfer features
between monolingual image description models.
They performed a series of experiments on the
IAPR-TC12 dataset (Grubinger et al., 2006) of im-
ages aligned with German translations, showing
that both English and German image description
could be improved by transferring features from
a multimodal neural language model trained to
generate descriptions in the other language. The
Multi30K dataset will enable further research in
this direction, allowing researchers to work with
larger datasets with multiple references per image.

3.2 Multi30K for Machine Translation

Machine translation is typically performed using
only textual data, for example news data, the Eu-
roparl corpora, or corpora harvested from the Web
(CommonCrawl, Wikipedia, etc.). The Multi30K
dataset makes it possible to further develop ma-

chine translation in a setting where multimodal
data, such as images or video, are observed along-
side text. The potential advantages of using multi-
modal information for machine translation include
the ability to better deal with ambiguous source
text and to avoid (untranslated) out-of-vocabulary
words in the target language (Calixto et al., 2012).
Hitschler and Riezler (2016) have demonstrated
the potential of multimodal features in a target-
side translation reranking model. Their approach
is initially trained over large text-only translation
copora and then fine-tuned with a small amount
of in-domain data, such as our dataset. We expect
a variety of translation models can be adapted to
take advantage of multimodal data as features in
a translation model or as feature vectors in neural
machine translation models.

4 Conclusions
We introduced Multi30K: a large-scale multilin-
gual multimodal dataset for interdisciplinary ma-
chine learning research. Our dataset is an exten-
sion of the popular Flickr30K dataset with descrip-
tions and professional translations in German.

The descriptions were collected from a crowd-
sourcing platform, while the translations were col-
lected from professionally contracted translators.
These differences are deliberate and part of the
larger scope of studying multilingual multimodal
data in different contexts. The descriptions were
collected as similarly as possible to the original
Flickr30K dataset by translating the instructions
used by Young et al. (2014) into German. The
translations were collected without showing the
images to the translators to keep the process as
close to a standard translation task as possible.

There are substantial differences between the
translated and the description datasets. The trans-
lations contain approximately the same number of
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tokens and have sentences of approximately the
same length in both languages. These properties
make them suited to machine translations mod-
els. The description datasets are very different in
terms of average sentence lengths and the number
of word types per language. This is likely to cause
different engineering and scientific challenges be-
cause the descriptions are independently collected
corpora instead of a sentence-level aligned corpus.

In the future, we want to study multilingual
multimodality over a wider range of languages, for
example beyond Indo-European families. We call
on the community to engage with us on creating
massively multilingual multimodal datasets.
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Abstract

In this paper, we investigate whether a
neural network model can learn the mean-
ing of natural language quantifiers (no,
some and all) from their use in visual con-
texts. We show that memory networks per-
form well in this task, and that explicit
counting is not necessary to the system’s
performance, supporting psycholinguistic
evidence on the acquisition of quantifiers.

1 Introduction

Multimodal representations of meaning have re-
cently gained a lot of attention in the computa-
tional semantics literature. It has been shown, in
particular, that the meaning of content words can
be modelled in a cognitively – and even neurosci-
entifically – plausible way by learning represen-
tations from both the linguistic and visual con-
texts in which a lexical item has been observed
(Anderson et al., 2013; Lazaridou et al., 2015).
Such work has been crucial to advance the devel-
opment of both a) a computational theory of mean-
ing rooted in situated language use, as pursued by
the field of Distributional Semantics (Clark, 2012;
Erk, 2012) and b) vision-based applications such
as image caption generation and visual question
answering (Antol et al., 2015), going towards gen-
uine image understanding.

Both distributional semantics and visual appli-
cations, however, struggle with providing plausi-
ble representations for function words. This has
theoretical and practical consequences. On the

∗This project has received funding from the European
Unions Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme
under the Marie Sklodowska-Curie grant agreement No
655577 (LOVe); ERC 2011 Starting Independent Research
Grant n. 283554 (COMPOSES). We gratefully acknowledge
the support of NVIDIA Corporation with the donation of the
GPUs used in our research.

theoretical side, it simply reduces the explanatory
power of the model, in particular with respect to
accounting for the compositionality of language.
On the practical side, current vision systems are
forced to rely on background language models in-
stead of truly interpreting the words of a query
or caption in the given visual context. As a con-
sequence, if e.g. the sentence I see some cats is
more frequent than I see no cat, language model-
based applications will tend to generate the first
even when the second would be more appropriate.

In this paper, we start remedying this situa-
tion by investigating one important class of func-
tion words: natural language quantifiers (e.g. no,
some, all). Quantifiers are an emerging field of
research in distributional semantics (Grefenstette,
2013; Herbelot and Vecchi, 2015) and, so far,
haven’t been studied in relation with visual data
and grounding. We make a first step in this di-
rection by asking whether the meaning of quan-
tifier words can be learnt by observing their use
in the presence of visual information. We ob-
serve that in grounded contexts, children learn to
make quantification estimates before being able
to count (Feigenson et al., 2004; Mazzocco et
al., 2011), using their Approximate Number Sense
(ANS). We ask whether Neural Networks (NNs)
can model this ability, and we evaluate several
neural network models, with and without numer-
ical processing ability, on the task of matching a
non-cardinal to a referent in a grounded situation.

NNs have been shown to perform well in tasks
related to quantification, from counting to simulat-
ing the ANS. Seguı́ et al. (2015), for instance, ex-
plore the task of counting occurrences of an object
in an image using convolutional NNs, and demon-
strate that object identification can be learnt as a
surrogate of counting. Stoianov and Zorzi (2012)
show that the ANS emerges as a statistical prop-
erty of images in deep networks that learn a hi-
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erarchical generative model of visual input. To
our knowledge, however, there hasn’t been any at-
tempt so far to model the use of non-cardinals (no,
some, all) in a visual quantification task.

Our paper builds on previous work by proposing
a NN model of quantifier terms which can be re-
lated to the acquisition of the ANS, with two main
contributions: First, we propose a novel experi-
mental setup in which, given a set of objects with
different properties (e.g., circles of different col-
ors), the model learns to apply the correct quanti-
fier to the situation (e.g. no, some, all circles are
red). Second, we show that, as observed in chil-
dren, our best model does not need to be able to
count in order to quantify.1

2 Visual Quantification Dataset

Linguistic quantifiers and their logical properties
have been a major object of study in the field of
formal semantics since its inception (Montague,
1974). It is posited that, in an example such as
some circles are green, the quantifier (some) ex-
presses a relation between a domain restrictor (cir-
cles) and the quantifier’s scope (are green). In this
paper, we fix the domain and focus on the scope:
We ask whether, given an image with objects from
a single domain (circles), a model can learn to
globally quantify the objects with a certain prop-
erty, deciding whether all, some, or no circles have
that property. Here, we use color as an example
property to quantify over.
Images. In order to focus on the quantification
task, barring out any effect from data preprocess-
ing, we create an artificial dataset with clear visual
properties (see below). Our dataset consists of im-
ages with 1 to 16 circles of 15 different colors, and
we generate all possible combinations of different
numbers of circles (from 1 to 16) with all possible
combinations of colors. Figure 1 presents one of
the images in the dataset.
Image representation. In order to avoid ef-
fects from visual pre-processing, the dataset is
presented to the quantification network with (au-
tomatically produced) gold standard information
about image segmentation and object identifica-
tion. That is, the network knows where objects
are, and what they are (circles of different, eas-
ily identifiable colors). Concretely, we represent
each picture as a set of up to 16 circles (e.g. Fig-

1Our code and data are available at https://github.
com/sorodoc/quantifiers_torch.

Figure 1: One of the images in our visual quan-
tification dataset. Letters indicate color: R(ed),
G(reen), B(lue).

ure 1) placed in 16 fixed image cells. Further-
more, we associate each of the circle-color combi-
nation with real-valued vectors of dimensionality
20 that are normalized to unit norm. All circles are
identical in shape and size, so the differences ob-
servable in the vector representations can be taken
to express the color property of the objects. We
ensure that the dataset does not include ‘confus-
able’ objects by further constraining the vectors to
have low pairwise similarity.2 On the other hand,
to prevent overfitting, we add a small amount of
noise to all vectors, generated for each dimension
from a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and vari-
ance 1/5 of the original variance of that dimension.
Intuitively, the Gaussian noise simulates natural
variations in a given property, e.g., two tennis balls
being of slightly different shades of yellow. This
is applied to both training and test data. Finally,
our images may contain empty cells, viz. parts of
the image with no object in it (e.g., in Figure 1
there are 5 empty cells.) These are similarly rep-
resented by a vector, randomly generated so that it
be orthogonal to all the other object vectors.
Queries Each image in the dataset is associated
with a query, i.e., the property we want to quan-
tify over, and the task of the model is to associate
the correct quantifier with the query for the image.
For instance, the query associated to the image in
Figure 1 is green and the correct quantifier is some.
Some encodes “at least one but not all circles have
color X”, all encodes “all circles have color X”
and no “no circle has color X”. Our dataset con-
tains 5K <image, query, quantifier> datapoints
split equally amongst the three quantifiers,3 which
will be used to evaluate our models.

2We fix this parameter to values not exceeding a cosine
similarity of 0.7

3Note that, although the all quantifier generates fewer im-
ages than no and some, it is possible to create balanced data
by producing noisy variations of a same image.
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3 Models

Our aim is to understand whether NNs can learn
to quantify objects of a certain property in a given
image. Our main hypothesis in this paper is that
for acquiring such ability the model does not need
to rely on exact number information but it can do
so by computing the gist of the queried property
in the image, thus simulating the human ANS. We
build three models to test this hypothesis.
Quantification Memory Network (qMN): This
is the model we propose in this paper; it is de-
signed to show that knowing how to count is not
a necessary condition to be able to learn to quan-
tify. It is an adaptation of the memory network
of Sukhbaatar et al. (2015) for visual quantifica-
tion. As shown in Figure 2, the model consists of
a memory with 16 slots, one for each image cell.
It computes the dot product between each mem-
ory slot and the vector query, obtaining 16 scores,
which are then fed into a softmax classifier to de-
rive a valid probability distribution. These normal-
ized scores are used to derive the “gist” of the im-
age (a 20-D vector), by computing a weighted sum
over cell vectors in the memory slots, where the
weights are taken from the probability distribution
that is output by the softmax classifier. Finally, a
non-linear transformation with a ReLU activation
is applied over the concatenation of the “gist” and
query vectors. The vector dimensionality is re-
duced to 3 by linear transformation and a softmax
classifier is applied on top of that, deriving a prob-
ability distribution over the three quantifiers. The
“gist” vector is an aggregate of the memory, and
information about individual objects is lost, such
that the model is not able to count. However, the
similarity between the “gist” and the query reflects
the ratio (rather than the exact number) of objects
of that color in the image. To make this explicit,
in the case of ‘all’ , the gist and query vectors will
be almost identical, in the case of ‘no’ there will
hardly be any trace of the query in the gist, mak-
ing them different, and in the case of ‘some’ query
and gist will be somewhat similar.
Counting model: We note that a simple rule-
based model comparing the cardinalities of the
restrictor and scope in the query would achieve
100% accuracy. But we want to check to what
extent a NN model based on softmax and non-
linear transformation, similar to qMN, can learn to
quantify when provided with exact number infor-
mation about the objects and their colors. Indeed,

despite the obvious logical interpretation of quan-
tifiers as ratios between two magnitudes, it is un-
clear whether this logical operation is easily learn-
able in a visual connectionist model. In this setup,
we build for each image a 16-D feature vector, one
dimension for each of the 15 colors plus one for
the empty cell. To each dimension we assign a
value encoding the frequency of the color in the
image scaled by the similarity of that color to the
query (recall that, because of the added Gaussian
noise, a given yellow circle may not be identical
to the query yellow). This way, the quantity of
objects of a given color is encoded in the dimen-
sions of the vector as if the model was counting.
The query is represented by a one-hot 16-D vector,
encoding the color the model is asked to quantify
over. The feature and query vectors are concate-
nated. As in the qMN model, we then apply a lin-
ear transformation followed by a ReLU activation
and a softmax classifier.
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN): As an alter-
native model with a visual memory, we also im-
plement an RNN that uses the hidden state to en-
code information about the image’s gist. At each
timestep, the RNN receives as input first the query
vector followed by each of the 16 objects vectors.
At the last timestep, the hidden layer is fed to a
linear transformation, reducing its size to 3, on top
of which a softmax classifier is applied to obtain
a probability distribution over the quantifiers. As
opposed to the qMN, the RNN does not explic-
itly model the similarity between the query and the
color of the objects in the image.

All models are trained with cross-entropy to
predict the correct quantifier.

4 Experimental setup

We randomly divide the 5K data points into train-
ing, validation and test set (70%, 10% and 20%).
We test the models in 3 experimental setups. The
first setup, familiar, is the simplest, and tests
whether models are able to quantify previously ob-
served (“familiar”) colors and quantities. In the
unseen quantities setup, we create training and
test sets so that there is no overlap with respect to
the number of objects in the image: 4, 9 or 13 ob-
jects are used at test time and all other quantities at
training/validation time (i.e., 1-3, 5-8, 10-12, 14-
16). Finally, in the unseen colors setup, we make
sure training and test sets differ with respect to ob-
jects’ color: The models are trained/validated on
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Figure 2: Quantification Memory Network model

Models familiar unseen unseen
quantities colors

RNN 65.7 62.0 49.7
Counting 86.5 78.4 32.8
qMN 88.8 97.0 54.9
-softmax 85.9 66.6 54.4
-softmax/gist 51.4 51.8 44.4

Table 1: Model accuracies (in %).

10 colors and tested on 5 additional, unseen colors.
We expect that the use of the gist in our model,
which implements global quantification over ob-
jects of a certain property, will allow it to general-
ize well when tested against unseen quantities.

5 Results

As shown in Table 1, having exact number infor-
mation is not necessary for learning to quantify:
The qMN model, which does not explicitly count,
is more accurate than the Counting model in all
test conditions. Even though both models outper-
form the RNN model when tested on unseen num-
ber of objects, only the qMN model truly general-
izes the learnt quantification operation. The per-
formance of all models drops when tested on un-
seen colors, though qMN still performs best and the
decrease in performance in Counting is much
worse than in the qMNmodel (-53.7 vs. -34). Lines
“-softmax” and “-softmax/gist” in Table 1 show
that both the softmax and the “gist” are crucial el-
ements of the model; removing them causes sig-
nificant performance drops in all test conditions.

By looking at the confusion matrices for the
qMN model we observe that there is generally

more confusion between no and some than in pairs
involving all; the gist for some is an average of
potentially several different colors, and thus less
straightforwardly interpretable. In the ‘familiar’
test, most of the errors come from situations in
which the model confused “some” with “no” and
the image contains just 1 or at most 2 occurrences
of the queried color. Hence, the increase in per-
formance from the familiar to the unseen quantity
test (+8.2) is due to the absence of very small car-
dinalities in the image (the lowest is 4 items.) As
for all, in both the ‘familiar’ and the ‘unseen quan-
tities’ conditions it’s nearly always classified cor-
rectly. This is to be expected because in this case,
the “gist” computation produces a vector which
should be cleanly equivalent to the query (minus
the effect of noise). When moving to unseen prop-
erties performance decreases, indicating that the
network might have overfitted to the particular col-
ors in the training set. Although we’ll need to
address this behaviour in further work, we don’t
consider it a weakness of a quantification model
per se: the problem to be solved is one of ob-
ject/property recognition and not of quantification.

6 Conclusion

We have shown that a memory network can learn
to quantify objects of a certain property, given
some visually grounded training data involving
small sets. Given that the number of memory
cells is parametric, the model should in principle
be able to scale to much larger number of cells.
Our future work will focus on modelling the entire
quantifier meaning, varying not only the quantifier
scope but also its restriction.
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Abstract

Differential diagnosis aims at distinguish-
ing between diseases causing similar
symptoms. This is exemplified by epilep-
sies and dissociative disorders. Recently,
it has been shown that linguistic features
of physician-patient talks allow for dif-
ferentiating between these two diseases.
Since this method relies on trained lin-
guists, it is not suitable for daily use.
In this paper, we introduce a novel ap-
proach, called text2voronoi, for utilizing
the paradigm of text visualization to re-
construct differential diagnosis as a task
of text categorization. In line with cur-
rent research on linguistic differential di-
agnosis, we explore linguistic characteris-
tics of physician-patient talks to span our
feature space. However, unlike standard
approaches to categorization, we do not
use linguistic feature spaces directly, but
explore visual features derived from the
talks’ pictorial representations. That is,
we provide an approach to image-driven
differential diagnosis. By example of 24
talks of epileptics and dissociatively disor-
dered patients, we show that our approach
outperforms its counterpart based on the
bag-of-words model.

1 Introduction

Physicians use medical imaging for diagnosing.
Bone fractures, for example, are visualized by ra-
diographs, pregnancies are examined by means
of ultrasound scans, while neurological disorders
are studied with the help of MRI scans. Our
goal is to assist physicians in diagnosing mental
disorders by analogy to such image-driven meth-
ods. To this end, we introduce a method for scan-

ning physician-patient talks to get pictorial rep-
resentations as input of classifiers which perform
the differential diagnosis. This approach is in
line with recent efforts in clinical NLP to utilize
computational methods for automatically analyz-
ing medical histories (Friedman et al., 2013). It
profits from recent findings showing that linguis-
tic features provide reliable bases for differentiat-
ing between epilepsies and dissociative disorders
(Gülich, 2010; Reuber et al., 2009; Opp et al.,
2015). Since the latter approach relies on trained
linguists for performing the feature analysis it does
not allow for daily use. The present paper aims
at filling this gap. It introduces a new method
for visualizing linguistic data by means of images
as input to classifiers which learn from their pic-
torial features to arrive at the desired diagnoses.
The main hypothesis of our paper (as elaborated
in Section 3) runs as follows: Linguistic features
of physician-patient talks can be visualized in a
way that a certain range of diagnoses can be de-
rived from analyzing pictorial features of these vi-
sualizations. In Section 3, we introduce so called
Voronoi diagrams of Texts (VoTe) to provide such
expressive visualizations. VoTes are generated by
our text2voronoi algorithm as described in Section
3. Unlike the classical bag-of-words model, this
approach explores bags of visual features derived
from the talks’ image representations in terms of
VoTes. To this end, we utilize the TextImager
which automatically extracts a wide range of lin-
guistic information from input texts to derive rep-
resentational images thereof. In Section 4, we de-
scribe an experiment, which shows that our image-
driven classifier can indeed differentiate between
epilepsies and dissociative disorders: its F -score
outperforms its classical counterpart based on the
bag-of-words model. Note that we do not claim
that VoTes allow for differentiating between what-
ever mental diseases. Rather, we start with epilep-
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sies and dissociative disorders as two initial ex-
amples and will extend our approach by including
related diseases in future work (cf. Section 5).

2 Related Work

Recent studies have shown that a linguistic exam-
ination of physician-patient talks based on Con-
versation Analysis (CA) (Drew et al., 2001) al-
lows for distinguishing between epileptic and non-
epileptic seizures (Reuber et al., 2009; Plug et al.,
2009; Plug et al., 2010; Gülich, 2010; Opp et
al., 2015). Reuber et al. (2009) describe a CA-
inspired experiment where two linguists blinded
to medical data attempted to predict the diagnosis
on the basis of qualitative linguistic assessments.
Using these assessments, the linguists predicted
17 of 20 (85%) diagnoses correctly. Opp et al.
(2015) found that patients with epileptic seizures
try to describe their attacks as accurate as possible,
whereas patients suffering from dissociative disor-
ders avoid detailed descriptions of their seizures.
As a matter of fact, such differences are mirrored
by linguistic choices. However, these and related
methods (Gülich, 2010) rely on the expertise of
trained linguists and are, thus, not practical in
terms of daily use.

Other approaches use machine learning to pre-
dict diagnoses from therapy transcripts by means
of extracted linguistic features (Howes et al.,
2012a). Howes et al. (2013), for example, use
topics that have been derived by means of LDA.
Support vector machines operating on linguistic
features have also been used to predict diagnoses
(Howes et al., 2012b; DeVault et al., 2013; De-
Vault et al., 2014). Unlike these approaches to text
categorization, which rely on the bag-of-words
model or some of its descendants, we use picto-
rial representations of linguistic features as input
for our classifier. This is done by extending the
UIMA-based TextImager by means of visual scans
of physician-patient talks as explained in Section
3. Alternatives to the TextImager are given by
the UIMA-based frameworks cTAKES (Savova et
al., 2010) and EpiDEA (Cui et al., 2012). Unlike
the TextImager, both tools do not provide a visu-
alization engine and, thus, do not fit our task of
text classification based on pictorial text represen-
tations.

Note that the pictorial representations of texts
as introduced here rely on so called Voronoi di-
agrams (de Berg et al., 2000). Voronoi dia-

Label POS

C1 Noun
C2 Verb
C3 Preposition
C4 Adjective
C5 Adverb
C6 Temporal expression

Table 1: Parts of speech and expressions explored
by text2voronoi.

Label Category Example

G1 Case {nominative, accusative,..}
G2 Mood {indicative, imperative,..}
G3 Number {singular, plural}
G4 Person {first, second,..}
G5 Tense {past, present,..}
G6 Gender {feminine, masculine,..}
G7 Degree {positive, comparative,..}

Table 2: Categories explored by text2voronoi.

grams have already been used to represent seman-
tic structures of lexical units (Jäger, 2006). We
further develop this approach in the sense of deriv-
ing Voronoi diagrams as representations of natural
language texts in general.

3 The text2voronoi Model of Texts

Our goal is to generate images from physician-pa-
tient talks whose visual features can be used by
classifiers to perform the desired differential diag-
nosis. To this end, we provide the text2voronoi al-
gorithm which computes this visualization in four
steps (see Figure 1):

1. extraction of linguistic features,

2. embedding the features in vector space,

3. Voronoi tesselation of this space and

4. extraction of visual features from the tessela-
tion.

In what follows, we describe each of these steps.

3.1 Linguistic Feature Extraction
Each input text is preprocessed by the TextImager
which utilizes several NLP tools to tag a range of
linguistic features per lexical token. This includes
POS tags (e.g., pronouns, prepositions), grammat-
ical categories (e.g., case, gender, number, tense)
and temporal expressions (e.g., dates, temporal ad-
verbs) – see Table 1 and 2 for all POS and their
features considered in Step 1 combining to 180
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Figure 1: Workflow of the text2voronoi algorithm generating a Voronoi diagram of the Text (VoTe) x.

(a) Dissociation disorder (b) Dissociation disorder (c) Dissociation disorder

(d) Epilepsy (e) Epilepsy (f) Epilepsy

Figure 2: Visualizations (VoTes) of six physician-patient talks as used in our classification experiment.

features. The reason for selecting these features is
that according to (Gülich, 2010; Opp et al., 2015),
patients suffering from epilepsies tend to give de-
tailed descriptions of their seizures, while disso-
ciatively disordered patients tend to avoid such de-
scriptions. Thus, while the former group of pa-
tients likely uses personal pronouns in connection
with prepositions (for localizing their seizures)
and polarity cues (for evaluating them), the lat-
ter group will rather avoid the co-selection of such
features. For tagging POS and grammatical fea-
tures, we use a retrained instance (Eger et al.,
2016) of MarMoT (Müller et al., 2013), while Hei-
delTime (Strötgen and Gertz, 2010) is used for tag-
ging temporal expressions.

3.2 Embedding the Features in Vector Space

Since our features are tagged per token, we can
transcode each sentence of the corresponding in-
put text as a sequence of these features to make
them as input to word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013)
by projecting on exactly two dimensions. The rea-
son behind this approach is to compute feature as-
sociations in a manner that is characteristic of the
input text. Thus, we do not use a (huge) refer-
ence corpus (e.g., Wikipedia) for computing “ref-
erence” associations but explore text-specific pat-
terns in our two-dimensional feature space.

3.3 Voronoi Tesselation of the Feature Space

The vector embeddings span a two-dimensional
space for which we compute a Voronoi decom-
position (de Berg et al., 2000). Each cell of the
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resulting Voronoi diagram of a Text (VoTe) cor-
responds to a single feature. Generally speaking,
starting from a set P of distinct points in a plane
we get a corresponding Voronoi diagram by col-
oring all points q1, . . . of equal distance to at least
two points in P (de Berg et al., 2000). The points
q1, . . . manifest the borders of the Voronoi regions
that consist of all points with the same single near-
est neighbor in P . To color the VoTe of a text, we
additionally explore two kinds of frequency infor-
mation: while the overall frequency of a feature
determines how much of its cell is filled (starting
from the center), the transparency of the cell de-
pends on the feature’s inverse sentence frequency:
the smaller this value, the more transparent the
cell. Figure 2 exemplifies the VoTes of 6 texts.
Note that for each text each feature is mapped onto
the same color in order to allow for comparing
different texts. However, the exact position of a
feature cell in a text’s VoTe, its size, degree of fill-
ing, transparency and neighborhood depend on the
specifics of that text. That is, they depend on the
characteristics of the given physician-patient talk
in terms of the co-occurrence statistics of the un-
derlying linguistic features. Thus, our classifica-
tion hypothesis is: talks of patients suffering from
the same disease induce similar VoTes. Exploring
the visual patterns of VoTes is then a way to per-
form the targeted classification.

3.4 Extracting Visual Features from VoTes

For the sake of the latter classification, we extract
a set of visual features for each cell of the VoTes
(see Table 3). The underlying hypothesis is that
two VoTes are the more similar, the more of their
equally colored cells share similar visual features.
Each cell is characterized (1) by its gestalt (area,
corner, filling, shape, transparency), (2) location
(position, shape) and (3) neighborhood (central-
ity). While the first group of features informs
about how a single cell looks like, the second
group informs about its localization on the map,
and the third group about its relations to other
cells. The more of these features are shared by
two equally colored cells, the more visually sim-
ilar they are. For mapping neighborhood-related
features, we compute the closeness centralities of
the cells in the graph representation of the Voronoi
diagrams. Next, for all Voronoi cells that corre-
spond to the 180 features of Step 1, we compute
11 features (see Table 3) so that each VoTe of a

Feature Description #Features

Area The surface area 1
Position x/y coordinates of center 2
Shape Min (x, y), max (x, y) 4
Filling Percentage of fill coverage 1
Transparency Degree of opacity 1
Corner Number of corners 1
Centrality Closeness centrality 1

Table 3: Visual features of the cells of a Voronoi
tesselation (VoTe) explored by text2voronoi.

Features Kernel nu-SVC C-SVC SVM light

All Linear 0.832 0.832 0.832
Subset Linear 1.0 1.0 1.0

All RBF 0.832 0.832 0.832
Subset RBF 0.958 1.0 1.0

Table 4: F -scores of text2voronoi-based classifi-
cation.

text is finally mapped onto a vector of 1980 visual
features. Note that if a linguistic feature did not
occur in a talk, it was mapped onto a null vector
so that VoTes get also comparable for commonly
absent features.

4 Experiment

This section provides experimental data on test-
ing the text2voronoi model. To this end, we use
a German corpus of 24 physician-patient talks of
12 epileptics and 12 dissociatively disordered pa-
tients. The talks were transcribed according to
GAT2 (Selting et al., 2009) and annotated w.r.t.
turns and seizure descriptions (Gülich, 2010; Opp
et al., 2015). The corpus was further processed ac-
cording to Section 3 so that each talk was mapped
onto a vector of 1980 visual features. Finally, the
vectors were independently made input to SVM-
light and LIBSVM to compute F -scores based on a
leave-one-out cross-validation. Using all features,
both kernels (linear and RBF) achieve an F -score
of 83.2% – see Table 4. Next, we performed an
optimal feature selection for SVMs (Nguyen and
De la Torre, 2010) using a genetic search on our
feature space with the aim of optimizing F -scores
based on the same setting of cross-validation.
This optimization resulted in a perfect classifica-
tion (see Table 4) regardless of the kernel and the
implementation of SVMs in use. Finally, we com-
puted a bag-of-words model based on the lexical
data of all talks in our corpus. Using an RBF
kernel (leave-on-out cross-validation) this model
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Features Linear kernel RBF kernel

All 0.60 0.69
Subset 0.91 0.82

Table 5: F -scores of the bag-of-words model.

achieved an F -score of 69% (see Table 5); a search
for an optimal feature subset raised this score to
91% (by means of a linear kernel).

4.1 Discussion

Obviously, our findings are independent of the ker-
nels (linear or RBF) and the SVM implementa-
tions in use. They show that by example of our
corpus data, differential diagnoses come into reach
based on visual depictions of the underlying talks.
Moreover, we show that an optimal feature se-
lection for SVMs can boost the classifier enor-
mously. This may hint at problems of overfitting
(negative interpretation) or at the expressiveness
of the visual features in use (positive interpreta-
tion). Evidently, our corpus data is too small to
decide between these alternatives. Thus, further
research is required that starts from larger corpora
of physician-patient talks. As a matter of fact, such
data is extremely difficult to obtain (Friedman et
al., 2013) so that comparative studies have to be
considered in related areas of more easily acces-
sible data. However, as indicated by our F -scores
and as exemplified by Figure 2, our VoTe represen-
tations of texts are seemingly informative enough
to provide visual depictions of text that may be
used by physicians as scans of neurologically dis-
ordered patients based on their medical histories.
Based on our results, we may speak of a novel ap-
proach to text representation according to which
symbolically coded information in texts is visually
reconstructed in a way that allows for performing
text operations (in our case text classification) in-
directly by processing the resulting visual repre-
sentations.

5 Conclusion

We presented a novel approach to image-driven
text classification based on Voronoi tesselations of
linguistic features spaces. Our method allows for
high score differential diagnoses by exploring fea-
tures of the pictorial representations of physician-
patient talks. Our experiments show that this ap-
proach outperforms classifiers based on the bag-
of-words models. In order to further test its va-

lidity, we plan to experiment with larger corpora
and various tasks in text classification (e.g., au-
thorship attribution and genre detection). A ma-
jor reason to do this is to clarify whether the F -
scores reached by our approach so far reflect over-
fitting or not. To this end, we will also experi-
ment with data of different languages. Moreover,
since a great deal of information about the cor-
rect diagnosis relates to whether a patient tends to
suppress the memory of her or his seizures, po-
larity cues are promising candidates for extending
our feature space. However, since we deal with
seizure descriptions, such a distinction is rather
challenging. The reason is that turns of patients
about seizures have very likely negative connota-
tions. An alternative is to consider simpler quan-
titative features (turn length, number of turns etc.)
to simplify the generation of VoTes. This is needed
to enable automatic differential diagnoses instan-
taneously during physician-patient talks, which –
because of error-prone speech recognition systems
– require easy to measure features. Obviously, this
requirement implies a trade-off: the more easily a
feature is measured, the lower its semantic speci-
ficity with respect to the target classes to be learnt.
Thus, a great deal of progress may be expected
by developing speech recognition systems that fo-
cus on expressive linguistic features especially of
physician-patient talks. Last but not least, we may
consider quantitative characteristics that are more
closely related to the geometry of Voronoi dia-
grams (e.g., in terms of their order and size – cf.
(de Berg et al., 2000)). In this way, we want to
contribute to the further development of text rep-
resentation models based on text visualizations.
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Abstract

Detecting discriminative semantic at-
tributes from text which correlate with im-
age features is one of the main challenges
of zero-shot learning for fine-grained
image classification. Particularly, using
full-length encyclopedic articles as textual
descriptions has had limited success, one
reason being that such documents contain
many non-visual or unrelated sentences.
We propose a method to automatically
extract visually relevant sentences from
Wikipedia documents. Our model, based
on a convolutional neural network, is
robustly tested through ground truth
labeling obtained via Amazon Mechanical
Turk, achieving 81.73% F1 measure.

1 Introduction

Current research in multimodal fusion and cross-
modal mapping relies primarily on pre-aligned
datasets of images and their short captions or tags,
where the text is known to contain visually de-
scriptive content directly related to its image (Ba-
roni, 2016). These texts are usually manually col-
lected, and restricted in length to words, phrases,
and sentences. Using full-length documents such
as Wikipedia articles would potentially allow au-
tomated access to already available rich descrip-
tive content and would greatly aid the task of fine-
grained classification across numerous domains,
many of which have rich image datasets (such as
birds (Welinder et al., 2010), flowers (Nilsback
and Zisserman, 2008), aircraft (Maji et al., 2013),
and dogs (Khosla et al., 2011).)

Unfortunately, most full-length documents con-
tain predominantly non-visual text, making them
noisy with respect to visual information and lim-
iting the success of zero-shot learning techniques

Figure 1: Example Sentences from Wikipedia ar-
ticle on the Fish Crow.

for fine-grained classification (Elhoseiny et al.,
2013; Elhoseiny et al., 2015; Lei Ba et al., 2015).
Furthermore, the visual portion of the text often
describes objects outside the classifier’s interest,
such as the color of a bird’s eggs when the task is
identifying bird species (see Figure 1).

Thus, the question we address in this paper is
as follows: can we automatically identify visually
descriptive sentences relevant to a particular ob-
ject from documents that may contain predomi-
nantly non-visual text? We refer to this type of
sentence as ‘visually relevant’. Answering this
question would allow us to automatically build
aligned datasets of images with rich sentence-level
descriptions, removing the necessity of manually
creating aligned image-text datasets.

In this work, we focus on bird species, as this is
one of the most well-studied and challenging fine-
grained classification domains, using Wikipedia
articles as our text (Section 2). To build our com-
putational models, we must first define the notion
of ‘visually relevant’ sentences. We use the defini-
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tion of Visually Descriptive Language (VDL) in-
troduced by Gaizauskas et al. (2015), with some
restrictions. Like VDL, we aim to identify ‘vi-
sually confirmed’ rather than ‘visually concrete’
segments of text as our descriptions correspond
to a class (the bird species) rather than a partic-
ular image. For example, a sentence describing a
bird’s feet can be a ‘visually relevant’ sentence for
a bird, though it would not be ‘visually concrete’
for an image of the bird flying with its feet hid-
den. Unlike VDL, for the scope of this paper we
are interested only in the sentences which are visu-
ally descriptive with respect to the object (i.e., bird
species). We define such sentences as containing
visually relevant language (VRL).

To build our training data, we make a simpli-
fying assumption: a sentence is only considered
to contain visually relevant language if it is in
the ‘Description’ section of the article. While
other sections may contain visually descriptive
language, we assume they describe other objects
such as the eggs. This simplifying assumption al-
lows us to approach our problem as a sentence
classification task (is a sentence VRL or non-
VRL), and provides an automatic, though noisy,
approach for labeling the training data. We collect
a dataset of 1150 Wikipedia articles about birds
to train the non-linear, non-consecutive convolu-
tion neural network architecture proposed by Lei
et al. (2015). The architecture of this particular
CNN is well suited to model sentences in our cor-
pus such as “Adults have upperparts streaked with
brown, grey, black and white” as it captures non-
consecutive grams such as “upperparts brown”,
“upperparts gray”, “streaked white”, etc.

To test our model in a robust manner, we
use crowdsourcing to manually annotate all sen-
tences as either VRL or non-VRL from an un-
seen set of 200 Wikipedia articles (for a total of
6342 sentences) (Section 2), corresponding to the
bird classes in the Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011
dataset (Welinder et al., 2010).

Our experiments show that the CNN model
trained on the noisy VRL dataset performs very
well when tested on a human-labeled VRL dataset:
83.4% Precision, 80.13% Recall, 81.73% F1 mea-
sure (Section 4). Our analysis highlights several
findings: 1) VRL sentences outside of the descrip-
tion section, or in documents with no Description
section, are properly labeled by the model as VRL;
2) non-VRL sentences within the Description sec-

Training Development
VRL 6355 794
non-VRL 27292 3411
Total 33647 4205

Table 1: Statistics of the Training and Dev. Sets

tion (many documents included descriptions of
birdsong in these sections) are correctly labeled by
the model as non-VRL (Section 4). The datasets,
including the crowdsourcing annotations for the
200 documents are released to the research com-
munity (http://github.com/oh-livia/
VRL_Wiki_Dataset). This dataset will be use-
ful to advance research on fine-grained classifi-
cation, given that the Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-
2011 is one of the most highly used datasets for
this task.

2 Datasets

To train our models we collected a set of 1150
Wikipedia articles of bird species. As a future
goal of this work is to correlate the extracted tex-
tual information with image data, the training doc-
uments were specifically chosen not to correspond
to the 200 birds species in the Caltech-UCSD
Birds-200-11 dataset, which were set aside as test
data. Of these 1150 documents, 690 of them con-
tained sections labeled “Description” or related
headings such as “Appearance”, which allowed us
to build our training and development sets. All
sentences in the sections labeled “Description”,
“Appearance” and “Identification” were consid-
ered instances of the VRL class and everything
else as instances of the non-VRL class; this label-
ing scheme we refer to as ‘noisy’. Table 1 shows
the statistics of the number of training and devel-
opment instances used to build the computational
models. The dataset is highly unbalanced: VRL
sentences comprise 19% of both training and de-
velopment. This skew is typical of many descrip-
tive documents, and as such provides an appropri-
ate model to train on.

To test our models we use the Wikipedia arti-
cles of the 200 birds in the Caltech-UCSD Birds-
200-11 previously collected by Elhoseiny et al.
(2013), consisting of 6342 sentences, which we
call 200V RL. To see whether our computational
models trained on the noisy VRL dataset are able
to detect VRL sentences as judged by humans, we
conducted a crowdsourcing experiment.
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2.1 Crowdsourcing to Annotate Sentences as
Visually Relevant

We define a sentence-level annotation task, where
each sentence in a document is assigned one of the
following labels: 1 — the sentence contains visu-
ally relevant language (VRL), i.e. it is visually de-
scriptive with respect to the object under consid-
eration (birds species) (see examples (1) and (2));
and 0 — the sentence does not contain visually
relevant language (see examples (3), (4), (5)).

Label 1 (VRL sentence) is assigned when the
entire sentence is visually relevant (ex (1)) or when
it is partially visually relevant (e.g., in example (2)
only the underlined part is visually relevant):

(1) It has a black cap and a chestnut lower
belly

(2) Males give increasingly vocal displays
and show off the white markings of the
wings in flight and of the tail [...]

Label 0 (non-VRL sentence) is assigned when
the sentence describes the object of interest (bird
species) but it is not visually descriptive (ex (3)),
when it is visually descriptive but not relevant to
the object (ex (4)), or when it is neither visually
descriptive nor associated with the bird species.

(3) Males have 2 distinct types of songs -
classified as short and long songs.

(4) The egg coloring is a brown spotted
greenish-white.

(5) Finally volcanic eruptions on Tor-
ishima continues to be a threat.

In addition to the above labeling, for cases
where a Turker chose the label 1 they were asked
to provide information about the particular visu-
ally relevant text segments by specifying the bird,
the body part and the description. While these
phrase-level annotations are not used for our cur-
rent task, they could be used in future work when
joint-learning from text and images, especially to
align information related to each body part of the
bird. In addition, they could be used to build a
graph-based representation of image descriptions
similar to scene graphs (Schuster et al., 2015).

The annotation task was done at the sentence
level and each sentence was annotated by three
Turkers on Amazon Mechanical Turk. Besides
the two labels 1 and 0, the Turkers could also se-
lect “I don’t know” and provide an explanation for
why they could not determine whether or not the

sentence contains VRL. We used highly skilled
Turkers (≥ 500 completed HITS and ≥ 95% ap-
proval rate) and we paid 5 cents per HIT (each HIT
contained only one sentence). The inter-annotator
agreement was very high, with a Fleiss K score
of 0.8273. Only 8.64% of the sentences did not
have a unanimous vote. Less than 2% of the sen-
tences had at least one Turker vote ‘I don’t know’;
of these, less than 0.05% garnered one vote each
of 1, 0 and ‘I don’t know’.

To build the test set for the computational mod-
els we use majority voting (at least two annotators
selected the label). For the few cases where we
did not have majority voting (0.05% of data) we
selected the 0 label, as only one Turker voted 1
while the other two said 0 and ‘I don’t know’. This
test set, which we call 200HumV RL, contains 1248
sentences of class 1 (VRL) and 5094 sentences of
class 0 (non-VRL).

3 Detecting Visually Relevant Sentences

As mentioned earlier, our task can be framed as
a binary sentence classification problem, where
each sentence is labeled either as VRL or non-
VRL. Deep learning methods, and in particular
convolutional neural networks (CNNs), have be-
come some of the top performing methods on
various NLP tasks that can be modeled as sen-
tence classification (e.g, sentiment analysis, ques-
tion type classification) (Kim, 2014; Kalchbrenner
et al., 2014; Lei et al., 2015).

We use the non-linear, non-consecutive con-
volution neural network architecture proposed by
Lei et al. (2015), which we refer to as CNNLei.
This CNN uses tensor products to combine non-
consecutive n-grams of each sentence to create
an embedding per sentence. The non-consecutive
aspect of the n-gram allows it to capture co-
occurrence of words spread across sentences:
“yellow crown, rump and flank patch” will gener-
ate representations of the relevant noun-adjective
pairs “yellow crown”, “yellow rump”, and “yel-
low flank patch”. The tensor product is used as a
“generalized approach” to linear concatenation of
the n-grams, as concatenation is “insufficient to di-
rectly capture relevant information in the n-gram”
(Lei et al., 2015, p 1). We use the training and
development set described in Table 1 that comes
from the 690 documents with ‘Description’ head-
ings.
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Hyperparameters and Word Vectors. The
word vectors are pre-trained on the entire set
of 1150 Wikipedia articles about birds using the
word2vec model of Mikolov et al. (2013) with a
window context of 20 words and vectors of 150
dimensions. Notice that we do not use the docu-
ments in the test set 200V RL for training the word
vectors. We chose to use domain specific text to
pre-train the word vectors in order to make sure we
are capturing domain specific semantics such as
proper word senses. Words such as “crown”, when
trained on a different corpus, would typically have
an embedding very close to words such as “roy-
alty”, “tiara”, etc; in the domain of bird descrip-
tions, “crown” maps most closely to “feathers”
and “head”. The hyperparameters for the CNN
model are: L2 regularization weight is 0.0001, n-
gram order is 3 and hidden feature dimension is
50.

4 Experimental Setup and Results

Test Datasets. We first evaluate the CNNLei

model on the 200HumV RL dataset described in
Section 2, which contains the 6342 sentences la-
beled by Turkers (class distribution: 1248 sen-
tences in class 1 and 5094 sentences in class 0).
Since our computational model was trained on the
noisy visually relevant sentences (where the labels
were determined by the ‘Description’ section of
the documents), we wanted to evaluate how the
model performed on a similarly constructed test
set. Thus, instead of considering the human labels
for the 6342 sentences, a sentence was assigned to
class 1 if it belonged to the Description, Appear-
ance or Identification sections and to class 0 oth-
erwise. We call this dataset 200NoisyV RL (class
distribution: 1258 sentences in class 1 and 5084
sentences in class 0). Note that while it seems as
if only 10 sentences changed, many of the sen-
tences in the ‘Description’ sections were labeled
by humans as class 0, and many sentences outside
these sections labeled as class 1. However, one
possible issue with the 200NoisyV RL dataset is that
some documents do not contain any description-
type sections and thus all sentences are labeled 0,
which might affect measuring the performance of
the model. Thus, we considered additional test
sets containing only the documents that had sec-
tions labeled with ‘Description’, ‘Appearance’ or
‘Identification’ (142 documents out of the origi-
nal 200 documents). Using these documents, we

constructed a dataset 142NoisyV RL, where class
1 contained sentences that were part of the three
description-type sections, and class 0 contained
all other sentences (class distribution: 1156 class
1 and 3836 class 0). In addition, we also used
the Turkers’ labels (majority voting) for the corre-
sponding sentences in these 142 documents. We
call this dataset 142HumV RL (class distribution:
992 class 1 and 4000 class 0). Since the CNN
model was trained on the noisy labeling, a rea-
sonable assumption is that the classification re-
sults would be better on the 200NoisyV RL and
142NoisyV RL datasets than on the 200HumV RL

and 142HumV RL datasets.

Baseline. As baseline, we used the same neural
bag-of-words model (nBoW) as Lei et al. (2015).
We use the same training and development sets as
for the CNN model (Table 1), along with the same
word embeddings.

Results and Discussion. Table 2 shows the re-
sults of the CNNLei model and the nBoW model
on the four datasets. The CNN model performs
slightly better than the baseline on all datasets in
terms of F1 measure, with a much better Recall
but worse Precision. Given that the end goal is
to use the extracted visually relevant sentences to-
gether with images for fine-grained classification,
and that the amount of visually relevant sentences
in a document is small with respect to the docu-
ment length, having high Recall is important.

One of the most interesting findings of this
study is that both of the computational models
perform much better on the human-labeled visu-
ally relevant datasets (200HumV RL, 142HumV RL)
than on the noisy visually relevant datasets
(200NoisyV RL, 142NoisyV RL). In particular, the
recall increases significantly (e.g., from 63.24%
on 142NoisyV RL to 80.15% on 142HumV RL using
the CNNLei model).

An error analysis highlights that the compu-
tational models are more ‘conservative’ with the
classification of VRL than the noisy labeling. As
mentioned earlier, the Description sections of the
Wikipedia articles often (though not always) con-
tain details pertaining to the birds’ song. However,
despite being trained on such a labeling, the com-
putational models do not classify most sentences
related primarily to the description of birds’ song
as VRL. This result was most likely aided by the
fact that some of the training documents contain
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Models 200HumV RL 200NoisyV RL 142HumV RL 142NoisyV RL

P(%) R(%) F(%) P(%) R(%) F(%) P(%) R(%) F(%) P(%) R(%) F(%)
CNNLei 83.40 80.13 81.73 66.06 62.96 64.47 82.94 80.15 81.52 82.04 63.24 71.42
nBoW 88.61 73.56 80.39 67.31 55.33 60.73 88.48 73.32 80.19 84.11 55.88 67.15

Table 2: Classification results on the four datasets

song descriptions outside of the description-type
sections, so the words pertaining to sound were
not correlated as strongly with the VRL class. It
is also possible that the abundance of appearance
descriptions in each description section would en-
courage the visual words to have a much stronger
effect on the ‘visualness’ of a sentence. One such
example is the sentence “The song is a series of
musical notes which sound like: wheeta wheeta
whee-tee-oh, for which a common pneumonic is
‘The red, the red T-shirt’”. Even the repetition of
the word ‘red’ is not enough to make the classifier
label the sentence as VRL.

Another type of example that explains these re-
sults are sentences that describe the weight of the
birds, such as “Recorded weights range from 0.69
to 2 kg,[...]” These sentences were part of the De-
scription section, but were not marked as VRL by
either the Turkers or the computational models.

We also analyzed some of the false positives
of the CNNLei model on the 142HumV RL and
200HumV RL datasets. One type of error comes
from sentences that are visually descriptive, but
not visually relevant, such as sentences that de-
scribe other objects like eggs. For example, the
sentence “The egg shells are of various shades
of light or bluish grey with irregular, dark brown
spots or greyish-brown splotches” was labeled
as VRL by the model but not by the Turkers.
More interesting are the false positives that con-
tain comparison words such as “clapping or click-
ing has been observed more often in females than
in males”, and words having to do with appear-
ance that do not specifically describe how the bird
looks such as “this bird is more often seen than
heard”.

5 Related Work

There are two lines of work most closely related
to ours. First, Gaizauskas et al. (2015) propose
a definition and typology of Visually Descriptive
Language (VDL). They show that humans are able
to reliably annotate text segments as containing
‘visually descriptive’ language or not, providing
evidence that standalone text can be classified by

the visualness of its contents. In our work, mo-
tivated by the end task of fine-grained classifica-
tion, we restrict the definition to ‘visually rele-
vant’. As Gaizauskas et al. (2015) do, we show
that humans can reliably annotate text as visually
relevant or not. Unlike Gaizauskas et al. (2015),
we propose a method to automatically detect visu-
ally relevant sentences from full-text documents.
Second, Dodge et al. (2012) propose a method to
separate visual text from non-visual text in image
captions. However, their method focuses just on
noun-phrases, while our approach finds visually
relevant sentences in full-length documents.

While our end result is a set of visually relevant
text descriptions, our approach is complementary
to the rich body of work on generating text de-
scriptions from images (see (Bernardi et al., 2016)
for a survey), since our method extracts such de-
scriptions from existing text.

6 Conclusion

Our work shows that it is possible to take
domain-specific full-length documents—such as
Wikipedia articles for birds species—and classify
their sentences by visual relevancy using a CNN
model trained on a noisy dataset. As many doc-
uments generally have a small proportion of vi-
sually relevant sentences, this approach automati-
cally generates high quality visually relevant tex-
tual descriptions for images to be used by zero-
shot learning approaches for fine-grained image
classification tasks (e.g., (Wang et al., 2009)).
While our study has focused on bird species,
we believe that this method is generally applica-
ble for other domains used in fine-grained clas-
sification research such as flowers and dogs (all
have associated Wikipedia articles and Descrip-
tion/Appearance sections). In future work, we
plan to use the outcomes of this work for joint
learning from text and images.
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